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ABSTRACT 
MICROSOFT WORD 2007 AND POWERPOINT 2007 UNITS FOR ELL STUDENTS 
IN INTRODUCTION TO INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
by 
Janel Jo LeMieux 
August 5, 2009 
Trying to settle in a country whose language a person does not speak is 
challenging in itself. Attending a computer class when a person has never touched a 
computer is just another hurdle to overcome. The cun-ent cun-iculum is not conducive to 
English Language Learners in Introduction to Information Technology. Microsoft Word 
2007 and Microsoft PowerPoint 2007 are two of the most widely used computer 
programs in the school. For this reason more effective cumculum was created for ELL 
students enrolled in the Introduction to Information Technology class. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Background of the Project 
An English Language Learner (ELL) is "a student whose first language is other 
than English and who is in a special program for learning English (which may be 
bilingual education or English as a second language)" (Lexicon of Leaming, 2008). It is 
widely known that ELL students in the United States face unique challenges to reach 
academic success. Not only do ELL students struggle to understand cultural differences, 
they can be delayed by their lower-level English language skills (Papai, 2000). With that 
being known, the number of ELL students enrolled in United States public education has 
grown significantly over the years. The percentage change from the 1994-1995 school 
year to the 2004-2005 school year was 56.2% (Numbers & Statistics Resources, 2006). 
This means there are more struggling ELL students in the United States than ever before. 
Technology is one of the resources that will forever be growing and is a necessity 
to have some understanding and usage level if a person wants to progress in his/her 
career. Technology can be a challenge to many people, but especially to ELL students 
who have a difficult time with English, much less, technology vocabulary. It is easy for 
ELL students to become lost in the instructional part of a lesson while other students 
move fluently with the teacher directions (Schools, 1999). 
Statement of the Problem 
Think of the word "mouse." To an ELL student that simply means a small rodent; 
yet, in technology it is something completely different. Vocabulary development is an 
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issue when teaching ELL students technology. In addition, teachers know that 
demonstrating and then having students follow along is an effective practice. However, it 
is difficult for ELL students to follow along and they become lost and frustrated very 
quickly (Robertson, 2008). 
Most of the computer tutorials and textbooks are too wordy and complicated for 
ELL students. These students need basic computer skills to complete assignments in 
other classes (Visilearn' Research Study, 2003). Introduction to Information Technology 
(IIT) is the perfect class for the students to learn the common computer programs of 
Microsoft Word 2007 and PowerPoint 2007, yet the IIT curriculum is not effective for 
ELL students to learn all that they can. 
Purpose of the Project 
The purpose of the this project is to create Microsoft Word 2007 and Microsoft 
Power Point 2007 units for ELL students enrolled in Introduction to Information 
Technology. This curriculum will be implemented at Lindbergh High School in the 
Renton School District in grades 9-12. The use of the Internet will be incorporated 
throughout these units as research shows the use of the Internet is an integral pait to the 
success of an ELL students' educational experience (Schools, 1999). 
Significance of the Project 
Currently, in the Renton School District, ELL students who ai·e enrolled in the 
beginning computer class are set up with a typing tutorial and learn to type for the entire 
semester. While it is a way for ELL students to learn letters and how to type, they could 
be learning much more if given relevant and rigorous curriculum geared towards English 
language learners. 
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In addition, programs learned in the beginning computer class can be utilized in 
other disciplines. The Renton School District piloted a small learning communities 
program and even though it does not exist anymore, teachers still practice the theory of 
implementing themes across disciplines so students are able to apply what is learned in 
each class. A repetitive approach helps students learn the content more effectively (Small 
Learning Communities, 2002). 
Students in the Renton School District are required to complete a culminating 
project in order to graduate. The ELL curriculum developed in the beginning computer 
class will provide ELL students with the foundation needed to complete the technological 
element of the culminating project. ELL students are already known to be performing 
below standards and have excessive dropout rates (The Nation's Report Card: 2005 
Reading and Mathematics, 2005). The culminating project is another hurdle for ELL 
students to jump over so it is imperative they receive enough instruction to complete this 
project. The IIT class is essential for this piece. 
Limitations of the Project 
Most ELL students do not have computers or Microsoft programs at home so 
cannot practice at home what is learned at school (Robertson, 2008). In addition, just like 
non-ELL students, ELL students are all at different cognitive and noncognitive levels 
depending on how long they have been in the country and the educational level they 
received in their native country (Reigle, 2007). Teachers will have to identify the ability 
of each ELL student and determine if the ELL student can use the regular curriculum 
used by non-ELL students or the ELL curriculum created. 
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Definition of Terms 
The following are terms with definitions that will help the reader comprehend the 
educational jargon used throughout this paper: 
Career and Technical Education (Vocational Education): "A planned program of 
courses and learning experiences that begins with exploration of career options, supports 
basic academic and life skills, and enables achievement of high academic standards, 
leadership, preparation for industry-defined work, and advanced and continuing 
education" (Career and Technical Education). 
Constructivism: "An approach to teaching based on research about how people learn. 
Many researchers say that each individual "constructs" knowledge rather than receiving it 
from others. People disagree about how to achieve constructive learning, but many 
educators believe that students come to understand abstract concepts best through 
exploration, reasoning, and discussion" (Lexicon of Learning, 2008). 
Culminating (senior) project: "A graduation requirement in which each student will 
demonstrate essential skills through reading, writing, speaking, production and/or 
performance. To complete the project, students may be asked to write a research paper, 
work with a mentor in school or in the community, present to a community or peer panel, 
pull together a portfolio of work and/or develop a multi-media presentation" (Graduation 
Requirements). 
Curriculum: "a written plan outlining what students will be taught (a course of study). 
Curriculum documents often also include detailed directions or suggestions for teaching 
the content. Curriculum may refer to all the courses offered at a given school, or all the 
courses offered at a school in a particular area of study. For example, the English 
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curriculum might include English literature, literature, world literature, essay styles, 
creative writing, business writing, Shakespeare, modem poetry, and the novel. The 
curriculum of an elementary school usually includes language arts, mathematics, science, 
social studies, and other subjects" (Lexicon of Leaming, 2008). 
Differentiated curriculum: "A form of instruction that seeks to "maximize each student's 
growth by meeting each student where she is and helping the student to progress. In 
practice, it involves offering several different learning experiences in response to 
students' varied needs. Leaming activities and materials may be varied by difficulty to 
challenge students at different readiness levels, by topic in response to students' interests, 
and by students' preferred ways ofleaming or expressing themselves" (Lexicon of 
Learning, 2008). 
English Language Learner: "A student whose first language is other than English and 
who is in a special program for learning English (which may be bilingual education or 
English as a second language)" (Lexicon of Leaming, 2008). 
Introduction to Information Technology: "This is the first course in the Information 
Technology sequence of coursework. In this course the student will learn: The keyboard, 
10-key pad and correct technique; Basic formatting of business documents and reports; 
and, Basic features of Word (word processing software), Access (database software), 
PowerPoint (presentation software) and Excel (spreadsheet software)" (Pathways, 1999-
2006) 
MS Power Point 2007: "Enables users to quickly create high-impact, dynamic 
presentations, while integrating workflow and ways to easily share infmmation" 
(Microsoft Office Power Point 2007 Product Overview, 2008). 
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MS Word 2007: "A powerful authoring program that gives you the ability to create and 
share documents by combining a comprehensive set of writing tools with the easy-to-use 
Microsoft Office Fluent user interface" (Microsoft Office Word 2007 Product Overview, 
2008). 
Pedagogy: "The art of teaching-especially the conscious use of particular instructional 
methods. If a teacher uses a discovery approach rather than direct instruction, for 
example, she is using a different pedagogy" (Lexicon of Learning, 2008). 
Performance based assessment: "A form of assessment that is designed to assess what 
students know through their ability to perform certain tasks. For example, a performance 
assessment might require a student to serve a volleyball, solve a particular type of 
mathematics problem, or write a short business letter to inquire about a product as a way 
of demonstrating that they have acquired new knowledge and skills. Advocates believe 
such assessments-sometimes called performance-based assessments-provide a more 
accurate indication of what students can do than traditional assessments, which might 
require a student to fill in the blank, indicate whether a statement is true or false, or select 
a right answer from multiple given choices. Evaluating students through task 
performance can be more time-consuming and therefore more expensive. Most large-
scale assessments (such as state testing programs) use this form of assessment sparingly, 
if at all. But many educators believe it is worth the extra cost because it provides a more 
accurate and realistic picture of student learning" (Lexicon of Leaming, 2008). 
Project based assignment (method): "Teaching by engaging students in a long-term 
activity in which they gather information and develop a product of some kind, such as a 
written report, oral presentation, or model. Some educators believe that students learn 
more, understand the content more thoroughly, and remember infonnation and skills 
longer when they work on a project" (Lexicon of Learning, 2008). 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
In 1963, President John F. Kennedy stated, "Simple justice requires that public 
funds, to which all taxpayers of all races [colors, and national origins] contribute, not be 
spent in any fashion which encourages, entrenches, subsidizes or results in racial [color 
or national origin] discrimination" (Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 2003). 
Thus, Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was founded. This act prohibits 
discrimination on the basis of race, color, and national origin in programs and activities 
receiving federal financial assistance (Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 2003). 
This, of course, included public education to all. 
Nonetheless, compliance with this Act was not easy for some. This was best 
described in the Lau v. Nichols case in 1974. A San Francisco school was accused of 
discriminating against Chinese American ELL students by not providing appropriate 
accommodations for their limited English proficiency. The United State Supreme Court 
ruled in favor of the students saying the school district was not offering these students 
equal educational opportunities on the basis of their ethnicity (Lau v. Nichols, 1974). 
This was a landmark case for ELL students and their right to receive proper education. 
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Now, with the implementation ofNo Child Left Behind (NCLB) 2001, educators 
are being held even more accountable for the success of all students. This means all 
students, including ELL students, must meet the academic standards outlined by the state. 
There are accommodations outlined to help ELL students during the high stakes testing 
(No Child Left Behind). Now, more than ever, is a time when educators need to step up 
and use instructional strategies so that ELL students can meet the criteria outlined by 
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NCLB. With over 5 million ELL students enrolled in grades Pre K-12, it is essential we 
reach out to them (Numbers & Statistics Resources, 2006). 
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In Washington State the ELL population has also grown significantly. The 
percentage change from the 1994-1995 school year to the 2004-2005 school year was 
46.7%. Washington State now has approximately 76,000 ELL students enrolled in 
schools (Numbers & Statistics Resources, 2006). How are these students doing in 
relation to NCLB? On the 101h grade 2006-2007 Washington Assessment of Student 
Leaming (WASL) only 38.3% passed the reading section, 10.7% passed the math section, 
37.7% passed the writing section, and 2.9% passed the science section. In comparison, 
the state average meeting standard was 80.8% in reading, 50.4% in math, 83.9% in 
writing, and 36.4% in science (Washington State Report Card). 
In the Renton School District, the ELL population has steadily increased every 
year. The current ELL enrollment for the 2007-2008 school years shows nearly 2,000 
ELL students in the district (RSD ESL Enrollment, 2008). With these increases and the 
probability that the number of ELL students will continue to grow, teachers in the district 
need to be prepared to teach these students. One of those methods is with the use of 
technology. 
Technology has been around for years. When looking at a timeline various forms 
of technology were used as early as in the 1940's. It is evident the computer age truly 
took off in the late 1980's and entered into most all schools in the early 1990's. The most 
significant usage of technology is the convenience of the Internet which is wired in all 
schools around the United States (History of Computers in Education, 2007). 
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Educators realize that technology plays an important part in students' education 
and that it can provide a useful component to ELL pedagogy. The availability of 
technology has risen and usage in the classroom has as well. With that, researchers have 
found many advantages of and a few disadvantages of using technology with ELL 
students (Schools, 1999). 
Research suggests many benefits of using technology in classrooms with ELL 
students which include the following mentioned by Lee (2000) and Warschauer & Healey 
(1998): 
• Experiential learning - the students choose what they learn by exploring 
and doing it themselves. 
• Motivation - Most students love computers because they are known to be 
fun and enjoyable. Allowing students to use the computer increases 
motivation and creates a sense of independence. 
• Enhanced Student Achievement - Network-based instruction can help 
pupils strengthen their linguistic skills by positively affecting their 
learning attitude and by helping them build self-instruction strategies and 
promote their self-confidence. 
• Authentic Materials for Study - Students may access resources any time 
of day from multiple locations other than school. 
• Great Interaction - Random access to Web pages breaks the linear flow of 
instruction. There are various ways to communicate with other people on 
the Internet. 
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• Individualization - Student personalities vary from very reserved to a high 
level of loud ambition. The computer allows students to work at his/her 
own pace. 
• Independence from a single source of information - "Although students 
can still use their books, they are given the chance to escape from canned 
knowledge and discover thousands of information sources. As a result, 
their education fulfills the need for interdisciplinary learning in a 
multicultural world" (Warschauer & Healey, 1998). 
There are some disadvantages of technology assisting ELL students. One of the 
most common concerns is the financial burden it puts on the school district and possibly 
the ELL family who may be in a low socio-economic status. With this in mind, teachers 
may have to differentiate technology instruction (Robertson, 2008). In addition, 
technology changes at a relatively fast pace that it is difficult to keep up with the 
advancements. This can be a frustration to the teacher and to the student who has just 
learned the program and then it is updated (Lee, 2000). Lastly, ELL students need to 
have some basic technology knowledge before they apply computer technology to assist 
second language teaching and learning (Lai & Kritsonis, 2006). Fortunately, the IIT 
class in the Renton School District would allow ELL students to become familiar with 
computers; and, if properly taught, ELL students would be able to utilize the computer in 
other classes to advance their second language learning. 
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Instructional Methods 
Sheltered Instruction Observation Protocol 
Research was conducted for a decade before the concept of Sheltered Instruction 
Observation Protocol (SIOP) was invented. After its implementation, research has 
proven that English learners who have teachers trained and are consistently using the 
SIOP model perform significantly higher than students who do not have teachers trained 
in the SIOP model. What is SIOP? SIOP is a scientifically validated model of sheltered 
instruction designed to make grade-level academic content understandable for English 
learners while at the same time developing their English language. The protocol and 
lesson planning guide ensure that teachers are consistently implementing practices known 
to be effective for English learners (S.I.O.P Equity Academy, 2007). 
This teaching strategy allows ELL students to perform and succeed academically 
in content classes needed to graduate. As fearful as teachers are of having to completely 
reconstruct what they already have created, this model does not require teachers to toss 
out their lessons, but provides a different approach on how to teach what they always 
have taught. It is important to note that SIOP can be used as an instructional model and 
an observation protocol. It is beneficial for both teachers and administrators to be trained 
in this method (Echevarria & Short, 2008). 
As Echevarria & Short point out, the protocol is composed of 30 items grouped 
into 3 sections: 
1. Preparation - examines the lesson planning process, including the 
language and content objectives, the use of supplementary materials, and 
the meaningfulness of the activities. 
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2. Instruction - subdivided into six smaller categories which are building 
background, comprehensible input, strategies, interaction, 
practice/application, and lesson delivery. Within these categories 
emphasis is put on instructional practices that are critical for ELL students 
such as making connections with students' background experiences and 
prior learning, adjusting teacher speech, emphasizing vocabulary 
development, using multimodal techniques, promoting higher order 
thinking skills, grouping students appropriately for language and content 
development, and providing hands-on materials. 
3. Review/assessment - four items consider whether the teacher reviewed the 
key vocabulary and content concepts, assessed student learning, and 
provided feedback to students on their output. 
Understanding by Design (UBD) 
As Stephen Covey states, "To begin with the end in mind means to start with a 
clear understanding of your destination. It means to know where you're going so that 
you better understand where you are now so that the steps you take are always in the right 
direction" (Covey, 1989). This statement represents the concept of the Understanding by 
Design (UBD) framework. UBD focuses on effective design of curriculum, instruction, 
and assessment so that students know what they are asked to learn and actually retain 
what is learned (Wiggins & McTighe, 2005). 
Wiggins and McTighe (2005) indicate that UBD identifies three stages of 
backward design: 
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1. Identify desired results - What should students know, understand, and be 
able to do? What content is worthy of understanding? Wbat enduring 
understandings are desired? This stage, essentially, is when the teacher 
narrows down and recognizes the goal(s). 
2. Determine acceptable evidence - How will the teacher know if students 
have achieved the desired results? Wbat will the teacher accept as 
evidence of student understanding and proficiency? Do not simply create 
ineffective lessons just so students have something to do. Teachers need 
to first "think like an assessor" before designing lessons so that they know 
how they will determine if students have learned what is being taught. 
3. Plan learning experiences and instruction - Now that the teacher has 
identified goal( s) and established the evidence needed to prove 
understanding, it is time to develop the most suitable instructional 
activities. Teachers need to ask themselves, what enabling knowledge 
(facts, concepts, principles) and skills (processes, procedures, strategies) 
will students need in order to perform effectively and achieve desired 
results? Wbat activities will equip students with the needed knowledge 
and skills? Wbat will need to be taught and coached, and how should it 
best be taught, in light of performance goals? Wbat materials and 
resources are best suited to accomplish these goals? 
Universal Design for Learning (UDL) 
The Universal Design for Leaming (UDL) was developed by a widely known 
research group called the Center for Applied Special Technology (CAST). UDL includes 
Universally Designed Instruction (UDI) as well as the concept of Universally Designed 
Curriculum (UDC) and Universal Design in Assessment (UDA) (Universal Design for 
Learning: Reaching all, Teaching Al, 2004). In the research CAST (2007) conducted 
they identified three primary brain networks and the roles they play in learning: 
• Recognition networks - how students identify and categorize what they 
see, hear, and read. Providing alternative representation of content can 
increase learning opportunities. 
• Strategic networks - how students organize and express their ideas. 
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Providing multiple options for expression and control will help add to the 
accessibility of learning to all students. 
• Affective networks - how students are challenged, excited, or interested. 
Providing options that promote engagement, interest and motivation will 
help achieve optimal learning 
CAST (2007) points out that UDL takes the concept of differentiated instruction 
and individualizes it. A universally-designed curriculum offers the following: 
• Multiple means of representation to give learners various ways of 
acquiring information and knowledge 
• Multiple means of action and expression to provide learners alternatives 
for demonstrating what they know 
• Multiple means of engagement to tap into learners' interests, challenge 
them appropriately, and motivate them to learn 
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What does this all mean? Dr. Burgstahler, a member of the DO-IT (Disabilities, 
Opportunities, Internetworking, and Technology) organization at the University of 
Washington suggests the best way to apply the UDL approach (Universal Design of 
Instruction (UDI): Definition, Principles, and Examples, 2008): 
• Class Climate - Welcome everyone, avoid stereotyping, be approachable 
and available, motivate all students, and address individual needs in an 
inclusive manner. 
• Interaction - Promote effective communication, make interaction 
accessible to all paiiicipants, and encourage cooperative learning. 
• Physical Environments and Products - Ensure physical access to facilities, 
arrange instructional spaces to maximize inclusion and comfort, ensure 
that everyone can use equipment and materials, and ensure safety. 
• Delivery Methods - Select flexible curriculum, make content relevant, 
provide cognitive supports, provide multiple ways to gain knowledge, 
deliver instruction clearly and in multiple ways, make each teaching 
method accessible to all students and use large visual and tactile aids. 
• Information Resources and Technology - Select materials early, use 
multiple, redundant presentations of content that use multiple sense, 
accommodate a variety of reading levels and language skills, when 
appropriate, given the goals of the course, ensure the availability of 
appropriate assistive technology. 
• Feedback - provide regular feedback and corrective opportunities. 
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• Assessment - set clear expectations, provide multiple ways to demonstrate 
knowledge, monitor and adjust, test in the same manner in which you 
teach, minimize time constraints when appropriate. 
• Accommodation - know how to arrange for accommodations. 
Computer Instruction Methods 
Visilearn ( 2003) conduct research that was both qualitative and quantitative in 
the more specific area of technology instruction. From its findings, the following 
techniques and methods were found most effective when teaching ELL students: 
• Hands-on labs 
• Simple, step-by-step instructions 
• Lots of large graphics 
• Information presented in small chunks 
• Real-world exercises 
Visileam (2003) indicated that the teachers in the study said that class materials 
should be organized and presented in the following way: 
• Tasks: Computer tutorials should be organized by tasks: the things most 
students want to do with the program. 
• Steps: For each task, list concise, step-by-step instructions. 
• Illustration: Illustrate each step with a computer screen shot that shows 
exactly what to do. The bigger the better. 
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• Reinforcement: At the end of each important task, include stand-alone 
exercises so students can practice the tasks. Include multiple exercises so 
students who work quickly remain occupied. 
Additional tips included clear page numbering, a spot color, and spiral bound 
book so the book lays flat on the desk (Visilearn' Research Study, 2003). 
Many English learners may not be comfortable with computers yet. To enhance 
the learners experience with computers and ease the fears of some students, Beare (1999) 
recommended the following can be done: 
• Always check that the computer is on and the monitor is showing the 
correct image. If the teacher does not realize the computer is not on and 
starts teaching, this will create panic for the ESL student. 
• If the student is extremely apprehensive of the computer, place that 
student next to a student who is very comfortable with computers and is 
open to helping other students. When the student helps the English learner, 
make sure the English learner uses the mouse and keyboard. 
• Start easy and then increase computer activity. At the beginning, do not 
assign a difficult activity on the computer. Slowly transition into more 
complex assignments as the student becomes more comfortable with the 
computer. 
Conclusion 
In conclusion, once educators understand the pedagogical theories and research 
proven strategies surrounding the education of English Language Learners, there will be 
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an increase in test scores and in the value of education for this population: It can be 
done. Use of these strategies from the research in this study will provide a foundation in 
the creation of basic technology skills curriculum for ELL students to use in multiple 
classes and the senior culminating project for the district. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES 
Introduction 
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The purpose of this project is to design curriculum which will aid English 
Language Learners develop their computer skills. Specific computer programs will be 
emphasized. Microsoft Word 2007 and Microsoft PowerPoint 2007 are the most 
frequently used computer programs in schools and will, therefore, be highlighted. The 
skills learned in the units will be fairly basic but are the most helpful techniques needed 
for success in computer usage. 
Personal Experience 
The author is a high school (9-12) business education teacher concluding a sixth 
year in education that has been completed at two distinctively different high schools. The 
author's first place of employment was in a district with two predominant ethnicities: 
Hispanic and Caucasian. At this school a specific course called Sheltered Keyboarding 
for Spanish speaking students was taught by the author. A paraeducator was provided 
and, fortunately, vague Spanish language skills were beneficial. With all students being 
at relatively the same skill level it was somewhat easier to teach to all students without 
many individual modifications. If a student was clearly comfortable with technology and 
language skills were advanced, general education work was given. 
The author's second and current place of employment provided a cultural shock. 
The diversity in the school is massively different than at the first school. The minority 
populations are the majority with nearly eighty foreign languages being spoken. Vague 
Spanish language skills are not of use in this district. There is not a specific computer 
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course for a certain language because no one language is predominant. The 
implementation of previous "sheltered" assignments are of no usefulness as the directions 
are in Spanish and are intended for Spanish speaking direct instruction and 
demonstration. Currently, ELL students are enrolled in the Introduction to Information 
Technology (IIT) class required during a student's ninth grade year. Typically 2-5 ELL 
students are enrolled per class between the twelve sections taught during the year. 
Development of the Project 
After observing the difficulties ELL students encountered, the author was certain 
better curriculum could be developed for this struggling population. Therefore, 
beginning in the Summer of2008, extensive research was conducted including historical 
information related to the English Language Learners, pedagogical practices, computer 
integration, and software resources. A multitude of sources were used to complete this 
research including the Education Resources Information Center (ERIC), ProQuest 
databases, educational and governmental Websites, books, and educational workshop 
manuals. In addition, computer software is needed to develop this curriculum. The 
author used personal experience and the advice of professionals to decide on the best 
program. 
Procedures 
When the research was completed, the author chose the best research data-driven 
pedagogical strategies for not only ELL students, but all students. Many steps needed to 
be done to create the most effective curriculum. These included: I) gaining support from 
administration; 2) approval from advisory committee; 3) receiving support and feedback 
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from colleagues; 4) creating lesson plans aligned with instructional strategies; 5) issuing a 
trial implementation; and 6) project finalization. 
The first step is more of a professional courtesy and an annual evaluation 
necessity. A day was set for the author to present to the school administration the project 
being developed. Afterwards, the administration provided the author with suggestions on 
rigorous and relevant literature to be used in the author's research and full support was 
shown. Since the author is a Career and Technical Education (CTE) instructor, the author 
informed the district CTE director of the project. The CTE director offered professional 
support whenever the author needed it and asked that the author's professional 
development activity (the project) be approved by the CTE advisory committee. 
Step two was completed when the Business Education staff met with the CTE 
advisory committee comprised of community members in the business field. After the 
author presented the project, the advisory committee gave written approval of the 
professional development activities. 
In addition, the other business educators were excited and offered much support 
and advice to the author. This led to step three of the project-receiving support and 
feedback from colleagues. The author arranged a meeting with business teachers from 
the district and ELL teachers from the school. The CTE staff in the district has 
experienced the same frustrations as the author when it came to ELL students learning the 
curriculum in the IIT class. The author took notes on these irritations, which were 
essentially unanimous, and discussed possible resolutions with the ELL instructors. The 
business educators and the ELL educators of the district departed the meeting optimistic 
of the author's project. 
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The author looked forward to step four: creating lesson plans aligned with 
instructional strategies. After all the research conducted and the personal experiences 
relayed, the first draft of the curriculum was developed using the pedagogical theories of 
Understanding by Design, Sheltered Instruction Observation Protocol, Universal Design 
for Learning, and the Visilearn research for computer instruction. Additionally, the 
author created performance-based assessments and some assignments were project based. 
The computer software, Snaglt, was utilized for the visual aspects of the curriculum so 
only relevant locations of the computer screen were displayed. 
Step five occurred after the creation of the curriculum when the author dispersed a 
rough draft of the curriculum to other business educators in the district for a trial run. Of 
course the author used the curriculum in the school's IIT classes as well. After the first 
unit was tested, the author met with the business teachers and reviewed pros and cons of 
the curriculum. 
After the debriefing, the last step included a printed revision and finalization of 
the curriculum. The curriculum was then handed out to other business educators in the 
district for use in all IIT classrooms. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE PROJECT 
The following includes introductory units for Microsoft Word 2007 and 
PowerPoint 2007. The graphical step-by-step assignments and multilevel assessments 
comprised for each unit includes the following: 
1. Microsoft Word 2007: Creating a Flyer 
2. International Club Flyer 
3. Play Auditions Flyer 
4. Soccer Camp Flyer 
5. Flyer Labeling Test 
6. Renton River Days Assessment 
7. Microsoft PowerPoint 2007: Creating a Presentation 
8. Internet Safety Presentation 
9. School Success Presentation 
10. Dress for Success Presentation 
11. PowerPoint Labeling Test 
12. PowerPoint Test 
13. Dream Vacation Project Assessment 
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( 
c 
(_ 
Learning Objectives: 
Microsoft Word 
Chapter 1 
Creating a Flyer 
You will have mastered t he tasks in this chapter w hen you can peform the fo llowing: 
• Open Word • Format text 
• Save a New Document o Heading 1 Styles 
• Save to Current Location o Heading 2 Styles 
• Enter Text o Bold 
• Insert Clip Art o Italics 
• Format Picture o Underline 
• Insert Bullets o Font Size 
• Page Border o Font Style 
o Center 
0 DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDOOOBO 6 
D D 
6 6 
D D 
6
0 
.MlcrosoftWordisa wordproc-essing program. Youcancreatem2r1J D
0 diffMent types of dorumettsinthis program. The type of document y ou 0 will leamin this assignmentis afly11r. A flyer is usually produced to 0 g advertise something. There are some very specific parts ofa flyer and 0 
6 they are listed below. 0 
D D 
D 0 
6 0 
6 0 
D 0 
6 6 
6 6 
6 6 
D 0 
0 D 
D • BIG heading 0 
D 
• Detailedinfonnation O 
• Catchypicnre 
6 • Sometimes a border O 
ft IF YOU NEED ANY HELP JUST ASK! ft 
6 0 
6 6 
6 ODODDDOOODODDDDDDDDDODDDOBBBB 6 
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Directions: 
Follow the bulleted instructions and look at the corresponding pictures to create the M icrosoft 
( Word Flyer 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to open and save as a word document 
• Open Word 
• Click the 
"Office Button" 
~ 
• Hover over 
"Save As" 
e Click 
"Word Document" 
• 
..... [Al Font s • 
Themes Mai 
. D Effects ... 
Themes 
New 
....,. 
Qpen 
bil ~ave 
~ Save~s • 
~ frint • 
~ Pr~pare • 
Lil Sens! • 
~  Pyblish • 
LJ' s;;1ose 
Save a copy of the document 
flw.~ W ord Document 
8 Son th• dommof\th• d•f'"lt fil• 
format. ~ 
~ Word Iemplate 
~ Save the document as a template that can 
be used to format future documents. 
lwl~ Word 97·.2003 Document 
8 Save a ~opy of the document that is fully 
compatible w ith W ord 97 -2003. 
find add·ins for other file formats 
learn about add-ins to save to other 
formats such as PDF or XPS. 
Qther Formats 
Open the Save As dialog box to select from 
all possible file types. 
( • Navigate to your 
"W: Drive" 
c 
(_ 
1 Click the 
" My Documents" 
drop down arrow 
E 
2 Click the 
W : drive 
(the one with 
your login name) 
• Click the 
New Folder button 
' Save As ~ !'gl 
5oVcP'I: 
...) Trusted 
Templates 
~~ 
[[j~ 
1~ 1 
:i~ 
Toojs · } 
Trusted 
Templates 
n,. MyRecent 
UOocl.nlents 
@ Desktop 
O MY 
Oocl.nlents 
;.l My 
:J Computer 
~MyNetwork 
Places 
Too!s ·I 
My Corrciuter 
._ local Oisk (C:) 
.J. CM>(CO-RW Or.ve (0.) 
~ N:llc on \.hsf~ 1 · (P:) 
...;... Lhs on 'rsdfps-Ota\studmthomd' (S 
~----!ED-1,J .;?! dropbox on ·~-01• (;::) 
My Helv.ic:4 Pl&ce' 
...)Caocer lll'oiect 
...)Clock '*><Jr ~ 
,.:JClSf 
..JC~ 
...)Cu1'nnalll'W) l'l'oJett 
...)Dftererl:latlng l"ISb'u:b>n 
~~580 
...:IEOAOS'al 
...)EOAOS82 
< 
File~: Ooc2 
#(F.worites 
-:l f'a..A 
_jflosh 
_;, ttlog<YIS 
...)~scSLC 
...)lcebre<ikt j 
.....) lcebrealr.etss 
...Jlntro IT 
...:J l.?ade<shp 
...) lcadershp F«ms 
Janel le.....eux on 'rsdfps-Ola\home$\1'>$' (W: 
~2007-2008 CLSE Materials 
0 Absent notices 
t:!)Access 
l:) access test 
~Accounti"lg 
\:) Accountino Proc;iram Reapproval 
~All favorites 
~Budget class 
L::lbudget info 
\.:!I Cancer Project 
Culminating Project 
DifferentlatJno Instruction 
LJEDAD580 
t::JEDAO 581 
EDA0582 
Fieaame: Doc2 
Save as type: I Word Oocl.nlent 
0 EDAD583 
CJEDA0584 
EDA0586 
EDF507 
l...)EDF 510 
Q EDSE512 
L'.)Evaluation 
l'.:lExcel 
_:r Favorites 
,.:,FBLA 
l.'.:)Flash 
l'.:) Hougans 
House SlC 
~Icebreakers 
L) Icebreakerss 
C)Intro IT 
~janel.lemieux's Music 
..'.:}janel.lemieux's Pictures 
M-t Y eos 
...) ()p@n house 
...)Ol.&o~ 
.,:)Posters 
._:)Power Pont: 
.._)ProCert2 
v 
,_)Pro Cert· lane! Lefl\elll( 
-!)Rccan 
..::IRefe11als 
._)Sharcinnt 
~janel.smith's Videos 
leadersl'rp 
.::'.)Leadership Forms 
I.:!) leMieux, Excel Ch. 2 
u lemieux, excel chapter I 
Q Masters 
ri:fJ My Data Sources 
t:JMy Practice Files 
My Scans 
Cl Open house 
Outlook 
Q Posters 
Q PowerPoint 
Pro Cert2 
C)Pro Cert- Janel leMieux 
l.JRecom 
..'.:lReferrals 
t..:l Sharepoint 
c. Shaf'ePoiil. C\'¥b 
...) 5naglt Catalog 
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...::15'.bl'tons 
...)TA 
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_jWord 
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) 
., 
~ve I I Cancel 
Teacher appr 
..) Tech Liaison 
...:i Tech Prep Forms 
~WASLettes 
.::::iweb Design 
u Web Design solutior 
D Whs 
.,::)Word 
O zappino pictures 
~RSDCCchft 
~Sub_Request_Form 
S.ave I \ Cancel 
( 
c 
1 Type: 
Word Chapter 1 
2 Click "OK" 
1 Type: 
Microsoft Word 
Flyer 
2 Click 
"Save" 
~ - - - - - - - ~ - -
Save~: 
..-- ----, 
~Trusted 
Templates 
n.. My Recent 
L..30oruments 
@} Desl<top 
f"\ My 
-J Documents 
...l My 
:I Computer 
o MyNetwork 
"':S Places 
Tool_s ·I 
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File uarne: Doc2 
Save as type: I Word Document 
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...::ileMieux, Excel Ch. 2 
Cancel 
D PowerPolnt 
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l.'.:)Referrals 
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-X ' 
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Student to student 
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~Trusted 
Templates 
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Documents 
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()MY 
Documents 
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Computer 
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Places 
(1) 
Filename: I jMicrosoft Word Flyer I v 
Save as type: I Word Document v 
[ Tool_s 
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Learning Objective: 
( The student will be able to enter text on a Word document 
c 
• Type the 
headline: 
Microsoft Word 
e Press the ENTER 
key on your 
keyboard to move 
to the next line 
Font Paragraph 
Microsoft Word 
[][)[][][][]EJ[]EJ[][][][]E) 
~(]EJEJEJ[)[)E:Jr:J(](J([)[)D 
EJ[]EJEJEJEJ[](J[][J001~ 1 
[~ )EJ[]EJ(][]r:Jf::](~)[:J[](~ ) 
EJEJEJ( )EJEJ[]E:J 
Microsoft Word 
I ~ Insertion point moved to 
next line 
~IEnterl 
( 
• Type the body: 
Microsoft Word is 
a word processing 
program. You can 
create many 
different types of 
documents in this 
program. The type 
of document you 
will learn in this 
assignment is a 
flyer. A flyer is 
usually produced 
to advertise 
something. There 
are some very 
specific parts of a 
flyer and they are 
listed below. 
c e Press the ENTER 
(2) times on your 
keyboard to move 
to the next line 
Microsoft Word 
Microsoft Word is a word processing program. You can create many different types of documents in 
this program. The type of document you will learn in this assignment is a flyer. A flyer is usually 
produced to advertise something. There are some very specific parts of a flyer and they are listed 
below. 
0[][][)[][]0[]0[][]0[)E3 
~EJCJEJEJCJEJEJ[]EJ(J[][]D 
EJ[)[]EJEJEJEJ[J[]tJOOltm« ] ...,_I 2 Enters I 
(7 )[][]EJCJ[]EJEJ(J[J(O[~ft ) 
EJEJEJ( )EJEJ[!:JEJ 
Microsoft Word 
Microsoft Word is a word processing program. You can create many d. 
this program. The type of documentyou will learn in this assignment is 
produced to advertise something. There are some very specific parts of 
below. 
Insertion point moved to 
next line 
Learning Objective: 
( The student will be able to save to current location II 
c 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button 
II to save what 
you have done so 
far. ~:op 
Paste 
':J Format Painter 
Clipboard 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to insert Clip Art 
• Click the "Insert" 
tab on the ribbon 
e Click "Clip Art" 
Clip 
Art 
Cover 
Page• 
Cover 
Page• 
D 
Brank 
Page 
Pages 
Brank 
Page 
Pages 
Clip 
Art 
El 
•1 I 
Page 
Break 
El 
•1 I 
Page 
Break 
Calibri ( 
~ 
Table Picture 
Tables 
LJ 
Table 
Tables 
[]!ii fl]) ~:::J 
Cli:p Shapes 
Art 
lllustratio 
( 
c 
1 Type: Flyer 
in the "Search for:" 
box 
2 Click "Go" 
• Click the clip art 
shown or a similar 
clip art picture if 
the circled one is 
not available. 
Rderencc-s Mailings Add-Ins 
~ flj) ~ Li ~Hyporlink ~ J [iJ ~ (J ~ 
,.0 Bookmark 
Ip Shapts SmartArt Chart Header Foote-r Pa gt Text Quick WordArt n 
~ Cross-rtftrtnct rt Number· Box• Parts• 
Dlustrations UnlU H••dor &Footer 
1 word processing program. You can create many diffe rent types of documents in 
type of document you will learn in this assignment is a flyer. A flyer is usually 
tise something. There are some very specific parts of a flyer and they are listed 
~ Clip Art """x 
.... Search fur: 
l flyerl 10 
Search in: 
I All collections El 
Results should be: I All media file types EJ 
• 
.ap 
T•xt 
A Sl9natur• Un• • 1t Equation • 
~Datt & Tlmt !1 Symbol • 
•~ Objtct • 
Symbols 
Sean:hln: 
• Al colcctlons 
Learning Objective: 
( The student will be able to insert Bullets 
• Click below the 
picture 
• Click the Bullets 
button [:::: • 
on the Home tab. 
Microsoft Word 
Microsoft Word is a word processing program. You can create many diffe re nt types of document s in 
this program. The type of docume nt you will learn in this assignment is a flye r. A flye r is usually 
produce d t o advertise something. There are some very specific parts of a flye r and t hey are listed 
be low. 
Insertion point moved 
below picture 
I 
l~ ~ v • - Mic 
--------------- - ------------------------ - - - - - --- -
Home Insert 
~ ~Cu 
-W Co~ , 
Paste 
• $ Format Painter 
Clipboard 
Page Layout References Mailings Review View Add-Ins 
Calibri(Body) .. 11 .. fK A .. l~ [E · I ~ = .. ·'i=· ll !~ ~~l (Il][!J 
IB I ll .. aM X, x' Aa· Jl ag, .. A ·l l := l l t~· ll~ · FF · j 
Font Paragraph 
( 
• Type: 
• BIG heading 
•Detailed 
information 
• Catchy picture 
• Sometimes a 
border 
• Click the Bullets 
button lE T again 
to get rid of the 
last bullet 
e Type: 
If you need any 
help just ask! 
Pastl' 
, Cut 
---,-.'.) .... ()~ 
Microsoft Wo rd 
Microsoft Word is a word processing program. Yo u can creat e many d iffe 
t h is program. The type of documentyo u will learn in this assignment is a 
prod uced t o advertise something. There are some ve ry specific parts of a 
be low. 
• BIG heading IEnted 
• Det ailed information IEnterl 
• Cat chy picture I E nie rl 
• Sometimes a borde r IEnted 
• I 
Calibri (Body) • 11 · IK A· 1~ 1 := · 1 ~= ··~· 11 ~~ ~~1 [fl][fil 
J Format Painter x. x• Ar WBI' . A ·J !1 = l~I~ T r+>J 
Clipboard Font Paragraph 
• BIG he ading 
• Det ailed info rm ation 
• Cat chy picture 
• Sometimes a border 
If you need any help just ask! 
Learning Objective: 
( The student will be able to save to current location g 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button 
II to save what 
you have done so 
far. 
Learning Objective: 
Paste 
.J Format Painter I B I 
Clipboard r;; 
AaBb C1 The student will be able to format Heading 1 Heading 1 
The student will be able to change styles ~ by changing style set, color, and font 
Change 
Styte-s• 
~ ~Olors 
IA! fonls 
"Microsoft Word" Font 
·: 
. 
Para.graph 
M icrosoft Word 
Microsoft Word is a word processing program. You c 
this program. The type of documentyou will learn ir 
produced t o advertise something. There are some v 
be low . 
• Click the 
"Heading 1" 
( style in the styles 
gallery 
AaBbC• 
Hndln9 l 
1 Click 
"Change Styles" 
2 Click 
"Style Set" 
3 Click 
"Modern" 
l3TJ AaBbCcOc AaBbCcDc ~ AaBbC1 AaBbCc Aa ti AaBbCc. ll.aBbCcD< AaBbCcD1 AaBbCcDc 1\ 
o ·I U Normal U No Spaci... Heading 1 Heading 2 ritle Subtitle Subt le Em ... Emphasis Intense E ... • Chang e Styles• 
. 
r;; 
Heading 1 
Style 
Microsoft Word 
I 
Styles 
I 
Microsoft Word is a word processing program. Yo l.I can create many differe nti 
this program. The typ e of clocl.lmentyol.I will learn in this assignme nt is a flyer. 
produced to advertise something. There are some ve ry specific parts of a flyer 
be low. 
~ Find • 
C1 AaBbCc Aa.l:) A aBbCc. AoBbCcDt AaBbCcDt AaBbCcD1 ~~ Replace 
g 1 Heading 2 Trtle Subtitle Subtle Em... Emphasis Intense E ... 
Styles 
pes of documents in th is program_ 
ly produced to advertise 
w. 
Def ault (Black and White] 
Distinctive 
Elegant 
Fancy 
Forma l 
Manuscript 
Modern 
Simple ~ 
Traditional 3 
Word 2003 
W ord 2007 
Beset to Quick Styles from Template 
Save as Quick Style Set ... 
~et as Default 
r;; 
c 
1 Click 
"Change Styles" 
2 Click "Colors" 
3 Click "Apex" 
• 11 • 1A· A· 1~JJ 1:=. i= • ··;::.i r~~ ~~1[tl)[f] 
• x• Aa·IJ-3? • J:,. ·I 1 ~ = ~ =IJ:BI~ • 1:;. i ·I 
AaBbCcOdt 
11 Normal 
AaBbCcOdt 11.H:J:Jii I AABBCCI 
No Spacing Heading 1 Heading 2 
nt Paragraph 
MICROSOFT WORD 
Microsoft Word is a word processing program. You can create many different types of documents 
The type of document you will learn in this assignment is a flyer. A flyer is usually produced to ad 
something. There are some very specific parts of a flyer and they are listed below. 
• BIG heading 
• Detailed infor mation 
• Catchy p icture 
• Sometimes a bor der 
If you need any help just ask! 
Ml Find• 
I~ 
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Styles 
an create many different types of documents in this program. 
nt is afly.,r. A fly.,ris usually produc.,dto adv., rtis" 
"r and th"y are list"d below. 
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• • • Office 
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Module 
Opulent 
Oriel 
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Paper 
Solstice 
Technic 
Trek 
Urban 
Verve 
~reate New Theme Colors ... 
... 
c 
1 Click 
"Change Styles" l\aBbCcodl l\aBbCcDdl ~ AABBCCI 
I Normal No Spacing I Heading 1 l Htading 2 AABBCC 4o8bCcOdl AABBCCOD AABBCCD 
2 Click "Fonts" 
3 Click 
"Office Classic" 
Title 
Stylts 
gram. You can creat< m any different types o f d ocuments in this program. 
··assignment is a flyer. A flyer is u sua lly produced to advertise 
pans of a flyor an d they ar• listed below. 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to save to current location a 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button 
II to save what 
you have done so 
far. 
Paste 
Calibri· ( 
-....J Cop, 
..J Format Painter ID I 
Clipboard r;; 
Subtitle Subtle Em... Emphasis Intense E ... 
Built·ln 
~ Offict Cambria C<illbri 
GJ Offico 2 Calibri Cambria 
GJ Offlct Classic Arial Times New R.omo.n 
Ollie• Classic 2 
Arial 
Arial 
GJ Apt• Lucid a Sans Book Antiqu a 
~ Aspect Verdana Verdana 
~ Civic Georgia Georgia 
~ Concours1! Lucida Sans Uni ... Lucida Sans Unicode: 
GJ Equity Frankli n Gothic Bo ... Perpetw. 
reate New Th•me Fonts ... 
olors 
.Set •s Deflult 
• 
Learning Objective: 
( The student will be able to Center I I 
( 
The student will be able to change Font Size E:::] 
The student will be able to change Font Style I Calibri (Body) ·I 
• Click the 
"Center" button 
• With the text still 
highlighted 
1 Click the 
Font Size box arrow 
2 Click "36" 
Mic ro\oft Word Flyer M1cro<..oft Word 
dtrt.ncu Mailings Reill ow Vlow Add-Ins 
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Paragraph 
Microsoft Word is a w-ord processing program. You can create many different types of docum 
The type of document you will learn in this assignment is a flyer. A flyer is usually produ ced! 
something. There are some v ery specific parts of a fly er and they arc listed below. 
( 
c 
1 Click the 
Font Style box 
arrow 
2 Click 
"Arial Black" 
e Highlight the 
paragraph below 
the titl e 
Home Insert 
~Cut 
~ Copy 
;J Format Painter 
lipboard r. 
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Word is a word processing program. You can create many di 
of document y ou '<\-ill learn in this assignment is a fly er. A fly 
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Microsoft Word is a word processing program. You can cnatemany different types of documents in this program. 
Thetypeof doc:ummtyouwiD le21Din this assignment is a flyer. A flyer is usually produced to adv~ 
something. There are some very specific parts of a flyer and they are listed below. 
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Catchy picture 
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Microsoft Word is a word processing program. 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to apply Bold 0 
The student will be able to Underline I U .... , 
The student will be able to apply Italics 0 
e Highlight 
"word 
processing 
program" 
Microsoft Word is word processing program. You can create many 
different types of documen s m 1s program. e type of document you 
will learn in this assignment is a flyer. A flyer is usually produced to 
advertise something. There are some very specific parts of a flyer and 
they are listed below. 
• B!Gheading 
• Deta.iledinfomurion 
• Catcbypicture 
• Sometimes a border 
If you need any help just ask! 
( 
c 
• Click the "Bold" 
button l B 
1 Highlight 
"documents" 
2 Click the 
"underline" button 
Insert Page layout References Mailings Review View Add-Ins 
inter 
nsert Page Layout References 
Microsoft Word is a word processing program. Y 
different types of documents in this program. The 
will leam in this assignment is a flyer . A flyer is us 
Mailings Rtview Vitw Add-Ins 1---- ---
inttr 
Times Ntw Roman (Boe • 16 • I K A• I~ IE: • J:: • ·~· I [ 1~ ~~I [i!J [fil 
I B I !! ·lac x, x' Aa· !l•SJ · A ·I I= = = l l : ~~HI~ · Fii ·I 
Paragraph 
~ AaBbCcDc r~~:r~~ -11 No Spacing Hta 
Microsoft Word is a '\'\1orcl n 1 ssing program . 
different types o documents in this program. T 
will learn in this ass1gnmen 1s a flyer. A flyer i 
advertise something. There are some very speci 
c 
1 
2 
Highlight 
"flyer" 
Click the 
"italic" button ._!__ 
Learning Objective: 
Page Layout References Mailings Review View Add-Ins 
Paragraph 
Microsoft Word is a word J>rocessing program. Y 
different types of documents in this 1 . The ty 
will learn in this assignment is flyer. A flyer is usu 
advertise something. There are some very specific p 
they are listed below. 
( The student will be able to change Font Size Li 
( 
e Highlight the 
bulleted list 
Microsoft Word is a word processh1g program. You can create many 
different types of documents in this program. The type of document you 
will learn in this assignment is ajlyer. A flyer is usually produced to 
advertise something. There are some very specific parts of a flyer and 
they are listed below. 
• BIGhuding 
• Detailed infounation 
• Catchypicture 
• Sornetim6 a border 
lfyounce any 
( 
-
1 Click the 
Page Layout References 
Font Size box arrow 
2 Click "16" 
jB I ll 
Learning Objective: 
8 
• abc x. 
9 
Font 10 
11 
12 
14 
16 
18 
201 
22 
2.4 
.26 
28 
36 
48 
Mailings 
The student will be able to save to current location B 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button 
R to save 
what you have 
Review View Add-Ins 
11 Norma 
Paragraph 
M icrosoft Word is a ,;vonl process 
different types of documents in thi 
·will learn in this assignment is aft. 
advertise something. There are so 
they are listed below. 
• BIG heading 
• Detailed information 
• Catchy picture 
• Sometimes a border 
done so far. 
-..J Cop, 
Paste ..J Format Painter l B I 
Clipboard Ii 
( Learning Objective: AABBC• 
The student will be able to format Heading 2 Heading 2 
The student will be able to Center I I 
The student will be able to change Font Size 
• Highlight the last 
line (signature 
line) 
• Click 
"Heading 2" 
AABBCI 
H .. dino 2 
s 
• BIG heading 
• Detailed information 
• Catchy picture 
• Sometimes a border 
If you need any help just ask! 
Review View Add-lns 
11 Normal No Spacing Heading 1 Heading 2 ntle 
Paragraph s 
I 
Microsoft Word is a \Yon l processing }lrognun. You can create 
different types of documents in this program. The type of documen 
\Vill leam in this assignment is ajlyer. A flyer is usually produced t 
• Click the 
"Center" button 
1 Click the 
Font Size box 
arrow 
2 Cl ick "20" 
ailings Review View Add-Ins 
AaBbCcDc AaBbCcDc AABB 
n Normal No Spacing Heading 1 Headin g 
Paragraph 
lCenterl 
Microsoft Word is a wonl processing prognun. You can 
different types of documents in this program. The type of 
will learn in this assignment is aflyer. A flyer is usually pr 
advertise something. There are some very specific parts of 
they are listed below. 
• BIG heading 
• Detailed information 
• Catchy picture 
• Sometimes a border 
~F YOU NEED ANY HELP JUST ASK! 
Page Layout References Mailings 
Times New Roman (Boe ~ 
le I ll 
Font 
14 
16 
18 
20 I 
221 
241 
26 
28 
36 
48 
72 ,. 
This is how it 
( should look 
Learning Objective: 
• BIG Heading 
• Detailed Information 
• Catchy Picture 
• Sometimes a border 
IF YOU NEED ANY HELP JUST ASK! 
The student will be able to Center I I and resize an image 
c 
2 
( 
Click the 
image 
Click the 
"Center" 
button -
AABBC• ~ABBC• 
H•ading 2 H•ading 3 
r;; r;; Styt•s 
Microsoft Word is a word i>rocessing 1>rognun . You can create many 
different types of documents in this program. The type of document you 
will Learn in this assignment is ajlyer. A flyer is usually produced to 
advertise something. There are some very specific parts of a flyer and 
they are Listed below. 
1 
• BIG · eading 
• Detailed information 
• Catchy picture 
• Sometimes a border 
IF YOU NEED ANY HELP JUST ASK! 
AABB 
Tltl• Su btitl 
c 
c 
• Click and drag 
the bottom right 
corner of the 
picture 
Microsoft Word is a word processing program. You can create many 
different types of documents in this program. The type of document you 
will leam in this assignment is aflyer. A flyer is usually produced to 
advertise something. There are some very specific parts of a flyer and 
they are listed below. 
• BIG heading 
• Detailed information 
• Catchy picture 
• Sometimes a border 
IF YOU NEED ANY HELP JUST ASK! 
Microsoft Word is a word processing program. You can create many 
different types of documents in this program The type of document you 
will learn in this assignment is aflyer. A flyer is usually produced to 
advertise something. There are some very specific parts of a flyer and 
they are listed below. 
• BIG heading 
• Detailed information 
• Catchy picture 
• Sometimes a border + 
IF YOU NEED ANY HELP JUST ASK! 
c 
This is how it 
should look. 
Everything is on 
one page. 
Learning Objective: 
l\ficrosoft: Word is a word proce.ssingprogram. You can create many 
different types of documents in this program. The type of document you 
will learn in this assigrunentis aflyer. A flyer is usually produced to 
adv ertise something. There are somev ery specific parts ofa flyer and 
they are listed below. 
• BIGheading 
• Detailedinformation 
• Catc:hy pict:ure 
• Sometiznes a border 
I F YOU NEED ANY HELP JUST ASK! 
The student will be able to choose a picture style 
for an image 
( 
Make sure the 
picture is still 
selected 
• Click "Format" 
under "Picture 
Tools" 
• Click the last 
picture style 
"Compound 
Frame, Black" 
ord Flyer - Microsoft Word Pictu re Tools 
--- ----- ---------- - -- - ----------- -- --
Mailings Review View Add-Ins Format 
lK A·1~ t:= T ~=> \-:·lf~~ ~~ l lTIJ[!J 
IJ a)?,? • ~ TI J::; ::; ::; I ~I ~ · - •I 
bCcDc AaBbCcDc 
No Spacing Head ing 1 
Paragraph 
Microsoft Word is a word processing program. You c 
different types of docu.ments in this program. The type 
will learn in this assignment is aflyer. A flyer is usually 
advertise something. There are some very specific parts 
they are listed below. 
Microsoft Word Flyer - Microsoft Word Pictu re Too ls 
- - - --- -- --- -- ------- -- ~---- --- -------- -------
References Mailings Review View Add-Ins Format 
Picture Styles 
WOTI 1s a word prQ.£JessilD.lUllllL2.I:a.IJll-~Qll.~ 
different types of documents u" ...__,,.....,.... ___ """7",_·, 
..... .... • ... 1: • .. 
. "' 
( 
c 
c 
This is how it 
should look 
Learning Objective: 
I\fic:rosoft: Wordis a word pl"oce.s.singprogram_ You can c:reatemaey 
different types of doc:umerisin this program_ The type of doc:umenl:you 
will le am in this assignment is aflyar _ A flyer is usually produced to 
advertise some.thing_ There are some very specific parts of a flyer and 
they are listed below. 
• BIGheading 
• Detailedinformation 
• Catchypicture 
• Sometimes a border 
IF YOU NEED ANY HELP JUST ASK! 
The student will be able to save to current location B 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button 
Iii to save 
what you have 
done so far. 
Paste 
~...J Cop; 
J FoFmat Painter IB I 
Clipboard r.. 
( 
c 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to insert a page border D 
Click 
"Page Layout " 
2 Click the 
"Page Borders" 
button 
DJ 
Page 
Borders 
1 Click the 
"Art:" box arrow 
2 Click t he 
papercl ip picture 
0 0 0 0 0 
~ ~COIO~ST 
~ [Aj Fonts• 
Themes 
• 0Ettects • 
Themes 
Borders and Shad ing 
Page 
Borders 
I] 
Size 
'=1 :~ BreakP 
L=.J ~b Line Numbers • 
Columns 
T b~- Hyphenation • 
Page Setup 
Watermark Page Page 
Color• Borders 
Page Background 
Indent 
~~ Left: o· 
~ Right O" 
~orders e_age Border ~hading 
'-=~---"--'---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Setting: 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~one 
Bo~ 
[ tJ.orizontal Line .. . 
Style: 
~olor: 
~idtn : 
I 1/i pt 
Ar.t: 
(none) 
Automatic 
- El 
Preview 
r-Tl 19 
App[y to: 
Click on diagram below or use 
buttons to apply borders 
••••• ••• •• 
I Whole dorument r;T '--· _____ ,LJ 
Qptions... ] 
( 
c 
( 
1 Click the 
"Color:" box arrow 
2 Click the color 
"blue" 
e Click "OK" 
Borders a nd Shad ing 
§.orders ~age Border Li~~h~ad~ing L-----------------1 
Setting :. 
~ ~one 
BO! 
I~ I Shadow 
~~ 
I tJ.orizontal Line ... 
Borders and Shading 
Style: 
~olor : 
Automatic 
[j] ~utomati c 
Theme Color·s 
Preview 
rrn1 g 
Click on diagram below or use 
buttons to apply borders 
Qptions ... 
I I Cancel 
L------' 
OK 
§.orders ~age Border L~h~a~di~ngu_ __________________ _ 
Setting: 
~ ~one 
lBl Bo~ 
I ~1 Shadow 
~ ~ 
1~ 1 C~stom 
[ t:!_orirontal Line . . . 
Style: 
Color: 
~idth : 
128 pt cr:!I 
Preview 
r:l ~ 
Appty to: 
Click on diagram below or use 
buttons to apply borders 
I Whole dorument 
[ Qptions... ] 
[ Cancel 
This is what it 
should look like 
( when you are 
finished! 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button 
Iii to save one 
last time. 
HDDDDDOOOOOOOOOOOOODODOOOOOOOO 0 
0 6 
0 0 
0 0 
0
0 
MicrosoftWordisa 1,,-ordpl:'ocessingpl:'ogram. You cancreateman::v 0
0 different types of documents in this program. The type of document you 0 will learnin this assignmentisaflyer. A flyeris usuallyproducedto 0 0 adv ertise something. Therearesomeveryspecificpartsofa flyer and 0 
D they are listed below. 0 
0 0 
0 D 
0 0 
0 D 
D 0 
D 0 
D 0 
D D 
6 D 
0 0 
A • BIG heading A 
O
U • Detailedinformation u
0 • Catchypicture H • Sometimes a border H 
H IF YOU NEED ANY HELP JUST ASK! H 
H H 
H H 
ODDDDDDDBDDDDDDDDD0006DDD66666 0 
Past e 
.J Fo rmat Painter 
Clipboard (~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
CJ 
c 
55 
International Club Flyer 
c 
Directions: 
Follow the bulleted instructions and look at the corresponding pictures to create the Microsoft 
(- Word Flyer 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to open and save as a word document 
• Open Word 
• Click the 
"Office Button" 
~ 
• Hover over 
"Save As" 
• Click 
"Word Document" 
• 
••••• [A] Fonts • 
Themes Mar 
• 0 Etteds • 
Themes 
D _Mew 
..... 
LJ .Qpen 
~ ~ave 
R! Save8s ~ 
~ Erint ~ 
~ Pr~pare ~ 
~ Sen.Q. ~ 
~~ Pyblish ~ 
LJ' ~lose 
Save a copy of the document 
!Fw.~ ~ord Document ~ Save the documef\the default file 
fo rmat. ~ 
~ Word Iemplate 
"t:.J Save the document as a template that can 
be used to format f uture documents. 
[WI .... ~ Word 97-2003 Document 
1:.::J Save a -copy of the document that is f ully 
compatible with Word 97-2003. 
find add-ins for other file formats 
Learn about add-ins to save to other 
formats such as PDF or XPS. 
~ other Formats 
~ Open the Save As dialog box to select from 
all possible file types. 
( 
• Navigate to your 
"W: Drive" 
c 
1 Click the 
"My Documents" 
drop down arrow 
E 
2 Click the 
W: drive 
1 
(the one with 
your login name) 
Click the 
folder 
"Word Chapter 1" 
2 Click "Open" 
r Save As "? f>(1 
~cin: 
...) Trusted 
Ternpl!tes 
~~ 
r& Desl<lq> 
lu~ 
_! t~ 
JI '°"'~ 
uMyNot~ 
-::S Places 
Toop ·J 
1 ,,:i My Documents 
My ColroJtcr 
.,_ Loc1110isk{C:} 
DVOfCD-RW Drlve (0:) 
~ Pul:lk:on~l'(P:) 
~ lhs on 'rsdfps-01a\situdentho111ef' (S: 
s•••rlmmlllJIDIU ~ dro~on'lhsfps-OJ'(Z:) 
My Netwcrl:. Places 
l....)Cancer Pro1ect 
li,...)Clock ttiurs 
l..,:)CLSf 
I Ckbs 
1~cumnatii"9 ProJett 
._jOffetenbabng hstruction 
I EDllO 580 
l~EDA0581 
...)EDADS82 
( 
..;tF6VOrites 
....::l Fft.A 
..)~sh 
..)Hougans 
...) t-b.Jse SLC 
..)lce~;s 
_J lcebo-eal<ll!rss 
..)Intro IT 
leade<S~/ll 
...)L&OOersh~ Foons 
My eos 
...JOpen house 
l.l~k. 
Posters 
....)Powerl>ort 
PtoCert2 
v 
L)ProCert - Janel Lel'\eux 
Rcttn1 
Refetrak: 
._)Shareooint 
:.1l >< L.,j Ii] • 
b Si-«ePont Oro'\s 
..)snaglt catalog 
...::>student to studert 
...)5'..b~ns 
._)TA 
._)T-:hcr appr 
...) TechlJaK<on 
_:i r «h Prep Forms 
..)WA~eltes 
...J WebDesi9fl 
...jWcb Desioo sclitior 
..)Whs 
._)Word 
..)ucip;ng ixtures 
~RSOCCdrah 
~51.b_RC(l!Jcst..Joon 
> 
F1le ~: l0oc2 
::...-~~~-==============================-~ S<lve as ~po: Gvatd Document v 
~ve J ( Cancel 
, Save As [l]l.8] 
Save [n: 
e:, Trusted 
Templates 
n. MyRecent 
U Documents 
@} Desk.top 
o~uments 
~ ~puter 
ILl My Network 
"':S Places 
Too[s ·J 
J ~ jancl.lcmieux on 'rsdfps-01a\home$\lhs' (W:) 
EDAD 583 
C'.:I EDAD 584 
f:I EDAD 586 
C) EDF 507 
~EDF510 
(:)EDSE 512 
O Evaluation 
O Excel 
1:f Favorites 
D FBLA 
Flash 
~Hougans 
eiHouse SLC 
0 Icebreakers 
@:)Icebreakerss 
i::)Intro IT 
~janel.lemieux's Music 
.:5ianel.lemieux's Pictures 
< 
File uame: Doc I 
Save as type: J Word Document 
e janel.smith's l/ideos 
O leadership 
d leadership Forms 
LeMieux, Excel Ch. 2 
Lemieux, excel chapter I 
(::lMasters 
~My Data Sources 
\bMy Practice Files 
My Scans 
Open house 
Outlook 
Posters 
f:)PowerPoint 
lt:IPro Cert2 
Pro Cert- Janel LeMieux 
Re com 
Referrals 
0 Sharepoint 
b SharePoint Drafts 
Snaglt Catalog 
~Student to student 
Sub Plans 
el TA 
Teacher appr 
b Tech Liaison 
~Tech Prep Forms 
WASLettes 
Web Design 
Web Design solutions 
Whs 
t:IWord 
equest_Form 
11., 
v 
( 
( 
c 
1 Type: Save As 
International Club 
Flyer 
Save [n: I e::i Word Chapter I 
lo Trusted ~Microsoft Word Flyer 
Templates 
Q,My Recent 
Docl.rnents 
2 Click 
~Desktop 
o~uments 
!J ~puter 
~MyNetwork 
Places 
(f) 
File name: j rnternational Club Flyer I 
Save as type: Word Document 
I Too[s ·I 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to enter text on a Word document 
• Type the 
headline: 
International Club 
t r,, Paragraph 
International Club 
[1]~ 
v,I @) . L1l x l.J ii] . 
vj 
vi 
L Save .f\.I Cancel I 
/. it..-
c 
e Press the ENTER 
key on your 
keyboard to 
move to the 
next line 
• Type the body: 
International Club 
celebrates the 
many different 
cultures around 
the world. 
International Club 
promotes cultural 
awareness 
through various 
activities. Past 
activities have 
included eating, 
dancing, watching 
movies, and 
celebrating 
various holidays, 
such as Mardi 
Gras, Cinco de 
Mayo, and 
Chinese New Year. 
[J[]([J[][][][)[][)[][)[][]EJ 
~EJEJ[]EJ(Jl:JEJ[JEJEJ[][]D 
EJEJEJEJ(JEJEJEJEJ[)001En• ]._I Enter! 
(~ ]EJ[JEJEJ[]tJEJ[)(J[)[~ ] 
E:JEJEJ[ )EJEJ@:]EJ 
International Club 
International Club 
Insertion point 
moved to next line 
International Club celebrates the many different cultures around the world. International Club 
promotes cultural awareness through various activities. Past activities have included eating, dancing, 
watching movies, and celebrating various holidays, such as Mardi Qru, Cipco de Mayo, and Chinese 
New Year. 
c 
( 
e Press the ENTER 
(2) times on 
your keyboard 
to move to the 
next line 
[J[](D[J[][][][]EJ[)[][)[)EJ (£Jl::JCJ[JEJ(J(Jl:JCJEJ(]([][]D 
E:JEJEJ[][JEJEJOEJ[]OOt~ ]it-12 Enters! 
[~ JOtJEJ[]EJEJEJEJEJ[]l~ ) 
EJEJEJ[ ]EJEJ@:JE:l 
Intern ational Club 
Internat ional Club celebrates the many diffe rent cu 
promotes cultural aware ness t hrough various activi 
watching movies, and celebratingvarious holidays, 
New Year. 
Insertion point 
moved to next line 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to save to current location g 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button 
II to save 
what you have 
done so far. 
Paste J Format Painter 
Clipboard ~ 
IB I 
Learning Objective: 
( The student will be able to insert Clip Art 
Clip 
Art 
c 
c 
e Click the 
"Insert" tab on 
the ribbon 
e Click 
"Clip Art" 
~fj] 
fl::J 
Clip 
Art 
Type: Culture 
in the "Search for:" 
box 
2 Click "Go" 
.. 1 I [Q ~[j] ~ ~ ~CJ 
Cover Blank: Page Tabfe Picture Clip Shapes 
Page• Page Break: Art 
Pages Tables lllustratio 
Cover Bfank: Page Table 
Page"' Page Break 
Pages Tables 
I Club 
ing, dancing, 
ndChinese 
§ 
-~ 
~~ 
B R 
• • 
fQl C1rn>1ni7P n ini: ... 
-
( 
• Click the clip art 
shown or a 
similar clip art 
picture if the 
circled one is not 
available. 
( Learning Objective: 
~edia file types __ G 
The student will be able to insert Bullets 
• Click below the 
picture International Club 
International Club celebrates the many different cultures around the world. International Club 
promotes cultural awareness through various activities. Past activities have included eating, dancing. 
watching movies, and celebrating various holidays, such as Mardi ~ras, ~de Mayo, and Chinese 
New Year. 
Insertion point 
moved below picture 
• Click the Bullet s 
( button l:= • 
on the Home t ab. 
e Type: 
• Every first 
Monday 
•Room 2500 
• 2:15-3:00pm 
• Click the Bullets 
button I:=· again 
to get rid of the 
last bullet 
- ..J --01 
Past e 
. J Format Painter 
Clipboard 
te.i 
..] ~· Cut 
- ....l Cop. 
Paste 
. J Format Palnter 
Clipboard 
calib~i(Bod)') • 11 · IA A·]~ [ ::: · I ~= • ·a;:: · Jfi~ ~~l [TI)[!:J 
IB I !l • abc x, x• Aa·l\a,!))' • .a, . j l =: l l !~ · ll~ · ::::::.J 
Font Ii Bullets Paragraph 
International Club 
Internat ional Club celebrates the many diffe 
promotes cultural aware ness through vario 
watching movies, and celebrating various h 
New Year. 
• Every first Monday I Enter! 
• Room 2500 I Enter! 
• 2:1S-3:00pm I Enter I 
• I 
Calibri(Bod)') • 11 · IA A·j~ I!:: · I ~= •·;;=: · ![~~ ~~j!TIJ[!:J 
[ B I !l • abc x, x• Aa·llag, · A ·] l = 1 1 :~· 1 1~ • ~:n ·I 
Font Paragraph 
c 
• Press Ent er to 
move to the next 
line 
e Type: 
Come celebrate 
our cultures! 
Inte rnational Club 
Inte rnational Club ce lebrates the many di 
promotes cultural awareness through vari 
watching movies, and celebrating various 
New Year. 
• Every first Monday 
• Room 2500 
• 2:15-3:00pm 
I Enter I 
I ... ~!---- Insertion point 
moved to next line 
• Every fi rst Monday 
• Room 2500 
• 2:15-3:00pm 
Come celebrate our cultures! 
( 
Learning Objective: 
AaBbC1 
The student will be able to format Headin Htadlnol 
The student will be able to change stj ~~ I by changing st le set color and Iii , ..... 
liJ [onh 
• Highlight the title 
"International 
Club" 
e Click the 
"Heading 1" 
style in the styles 
gallery 
AaBbC1 
Heading 1 
Internat ional Club 
International Club celebrates the many different cultures arou 
promot es cult ural aware ness through various act ivit ies. Past a 
wat chi"g movies, and celebrat ing various holidays, such as Ma 
New Year. 
AaBbCcDc AaBbCcDc AaBbC11 AaBbCc Aa.l) AaBb Cc. A.aBbCcDc A.aBbCcD1 AaBbCcD1 
U Normal U No Spaci... Heading 1 Heading 2 
Heading 1 
Style 
International Club 
Trtle Subtitle Subtle Em... Emphasis Intense E ... 
Styles 
International Club celebrates the many differe nt cultures ar 
promotes cultura l awareness throug h various activit ies. Pa ' 
wat ching movies, and celebrating various holidays, such as 
New Year. 
_ Change 
• Styles• 
Ii 
1 Click 
( "Change Styles" 
2 Click 
"Style Set" 
3 Click 
"Formal" 
( 
AaH AaBbCc. A.oBbCcDc tiaBbCcDc AaBbCcDc 
rrtle Subtitle 
Styles 
International Club 
included eating, dancing, 
de Mayo, and Chinese 
Subtle Em... Emphasis Intense E ... 
Default (Black and White) 
Distinctive 
Elegant 
Fancy 
Formal 
Manuscript 
Modern 
Simple 
Traditional 
Word 2003 
W ord 2007 
Beset to Quick Styles from Template 
Reset Qocument Quick Styles 
Save as Quick Style Set ... 
INTERNATIONAL CLUB 
:~ 
S les • 
~Find• 
~x Replace 
~ Select• 
olors 
onts 
~et as Default 
lnternati-0nal Club celebrates the many diffe~ent cultures around the world. International aub 
prom ates cultura I awareness through various activities. Past activities have included ea ti l"\g, dancing, 
watching movies, and celebratil"\gvario1JS holidays, such as Mardi@&~ de Mayo, and Chinese 
New Year. 
• Every first Monday 
• Room 2500 
• 2:15-3:00pm 
Gome celebrate our cultures! 
( 
l~TER'.'JATJO);AL CL'JB 
lnt:rnati:maJ : lub :i=iEbrat:.> tt.: rr afl\• d'.lfo:~nr Wltur:.: a;oun:l tl"1: wor ~d. lnt=rnati<mal : 1ub 
prorr.at:.;; : ultun l a.\•ar:n;;~;,thr oug h ,1ariol.!> ;i=ti•iti: ·.:.. Pa.>t ;;cti•iti:.> h••= intkd : d n ting, :!ant ing. 
watrt.i~ rro·1i:.;, and c:!: bratiqg . arbu:; holid; >,1;;,, ; ut h n lvlaril i~ ~ ~ M•yo, ; nd ehin;;..>!? 
NE\\' 1:3r. 
1 Click 
( "Change Styles" 
2 Click "Fonts" Styles 
3 Click 
"Foundry" 
ancing, 
inese 
AABBCCI AaBbCcl AABBCCI llABBCCI J~J 
Styles 
~:sc Replace 
~Find T 
Subtitle Subtle Em.. . Emphasis Int ense E.. . 
~ Verd an a .... fonts Verdana ~et as Defalllt 
~ Civic Georgia Georgia 
~ Concourse Lucida Sans Uni ... Lucida Sans Unicode 
GJ Equity Fran kl in Gothic Bo ... Perpetw. 
GJ Flow Cal ibri Constantia 
~ Foundry Rockwell Rockwell 
~ Median TwCenMT Tw Cen MT 
GJ Metro Consola s Corbel 
GJ Module Corbel Corbel 
D Opulent Trebuchet MS 
.(reate New Theme Fonts ... 
fNTER~ATION.AL C LUB 
lnternaticnal Club <ielebrates the rn.:nydiff:r.:n; ~turo:s U"Cun<i the v:crld. lnterm.ticnal 
Club promotes ~ltur!l aw:.reness thrcu9h v-:.ricus :."Ctivi.ties. Pllt activities h£'-"I! in::luC:e:i 
eilinq, 0.:.ncinq, watching movies, :.n:icelebr..ting v-di.ous holicia7s, such :.:; M;!Idi~. 
~de M!!:yo. :..rid Chines·e NewYe:r. 
Learning Objective: 
( The student w ill be able to save to current location 
( 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button 
II to save 
what you have 
done so far. 
Learning Objective: 
..J Fom1at Paint~r I B I 
Clipboard Ii 
The student will be able to change Font Sizd 11 • I 
The student will be able to change Font Stvl Calibri (Body) ·I 
With the text still 
highlighted 
1 Click the 
Font Size box 
arrow 
2 Click "36" 
ln!t-rrlJ!1onal l lub rty .. r Microsoft Wc·rd 
Page Layout References Mailings Review View Add-Ins 
Rockwell (Headings) r.1 A A· I~ I;;:: • t= • 'ii=~ ll ~F' t~l(&UL~ ) AaBbCc] AaBbCci f AABBC I 
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Paragraph 
INTERNATIONAL 
International Club celebrates the many different cultures around the world. In 
promotes cultural awareness t hrough various activities. Past activities have in 
watching movies, and celebrating various holidays, such as Mardi Gras, Cinco 
New Year. 
( 
• Highlight the 
paragraph 
below the title 
1 Click t he 
Font Size box 
arrow 
2 Click "14" 
INTERNATIONAL CLUB 
lntematlonalCl\Jb celebrates the many different cultures around the world. lntematlonalClub 
promotes cultural awareness through various activrties. Past activities have In duded eating. dancing, 
watching movies, and celebrating vartous hofldays, such as Mardi §w. ~de Mayo, and Chinese 
New Year. 
• EveryflrstMonday 
• Room2500 
• 2:15-3:00pm 
Come celebrate our cultures! 
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Paragraph 
INTE 
lnternat1onaJ Club c 
International Club p 
activities have inclu 
holidays1 such as Ma 
( 
1 Click the 
font style box 
arrow 
2 Click 
"Comic Sans MS" 
-
sert 
ter 
Learning Objective: 
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ ___ _ lnternat1onal Clul 
_ P_a_ge_L_ay_o_ut __ R_ef_e_re_nc::..:e.::._s _ .....:..:.:Mailings Review View Add-Ins 
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~Century 1 
.. I A" A· 1 ~ IE .. ~= .. \:· ll~~ ~~J[TIJ [!:] 
... - = IITBI .. FF! ·I 
AaBbC· 
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~ Century Schoolbook 
0 Chaparral Pro 
0 CHARLE.l\1AG NE STD 
~ Chiller 
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~ Con solas 
~ Constantia 
~ Cooper Black 
0 Cooper Std Black 
B 
I 
~ COPPE:RPLA TE: GOTHIC 801 
~ C O PPERPU\TE: Gorurc LIG 
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~ Cordia New 
~ CordiaUPC 
~ Courier New 
~ Credi t Valley 
~ C.urlz 'Mi 
~ David 
~ DFKai -SB 
nn1l1N 
Paragraph 
NTERNAT 
tional Club celebrates the many diff 
omotes cultural awareness through 
dancing, watching movies, and celebr 
e Mayo, and Chinese New Year. 
The student will be able to Underline I U . • \ 
The student will be able to apply Italics [ZJ 
1 Highlight 
"d iff ere nt" ( 
2 Click the 
"italic" button I 
1 Highlight 
"cultural 
awareness" 
2 Click the 
"underline" 
button !I "' 
sert Page Layout References Mailings Review View Add-Ins 
nter 
comi,csamMS • 14 • [K A"' I[~ [E ... i=: • \-: · ll~~ ~~ll ~ i ll3[ 
I B I !I • alM: X, x ' Aa· ]J a!? • ~ ... , I= - := 1 1:§·1 1~ "' i+i "'I 
Font Paragraph 
INTERNATIONAL CLUB 
International Club celebrates the man different ultures ar,ound the 
world. International Club promotes cultu areness through various 
activities. Past activities have included ea 1 , dancing, watching 
movies, and celebrating various holidays, such as Mardi~' .Qn£Q. de 
Mayo, and Chinese New Year. 
e 
Home Insert Page Layout References Mailings Review View Add-Ins 
d(i Cut 
~Copy 
;J Format Painter 
Comic Sans MS • 14 • I A A· j~ I::: "' i=: "' ·~· II ~~ ~~l[TIJ[]J 
l B I !! • * x, x• Aa· I[•!>? • _.6, ·J l= ~ ~ Jlt§· JI~ · FF! ·I 
Clipboard Ii 2 nt Ii Paragraph Ii 
-s;;~s 
INTERNATIONAL CLUB 
International Club celebrates the n;w.JQ¥..J1JLtellel11..:..C.U.llL!/ es around t he 
world. Int ernat ional Club promot hrough various 
activities. Past activities have inclu e eat ancmg, watching 
movies, and celebrat ing various holidays, su Mardi~. Qn£Q. de 
Mayo ,and Chinese New Year. 
AaBb Ccl 
II Normal 
Learning Objective: 
( The student will be able to change Font Size E:::J 
The student will be able to change Font Style .-1 c-al-ib-ri. [B_o_eyi __ ____,TI 
The student will be able to apply Bold [!] 
e Hightlight the 
bulleted list 
1 Click the 
Font Size box 
arrow 
2 Click "14" 
movies, and cerebrat1n9var1ous no11c:1ays,sucn as Mard i ~.~ ae 
Mayo, and Chinese New Year. 
• Everyfirst Monday 
• Room250D 
• 2:15-3:00pm 
Come celebrat e ourcultures! 
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1 Ii Paragraph 
INTER 
International Cl·ub eel 
worJd. International C 
activities. Past activit 
1 Click the 
( 
font style box 
arrow 
2 Click 
"Comic Sans MS" 
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Learning Objective: 
Page Layout References Mailings Review View Add-Ins 
Theme Fonts 
Rockwell 
Rockwell 
Recently Used Fonts 
'11' Comic Sans MS 
'11' Calibri 
'11' Aharoni 2 
0 Amol'roSmbdSm 
~ Bauhau195 
'11' Arial Black 
~Batik Regular 
'11' Arial 
All Fonts 
0 A.do be <Aslon Pro 
0 Adobe CasJ.01\ P:ro Bold 
0 Adobe Garamond Pro 
(Headings) B 
(Body) 
lli1 1J:::J.N 
0 Adobe Gatam ond Pro Bold 
'11' Agency fB 
'11' Aharoni lli1 1J:::J.N 
'11' AL6£RlAN 
~ Angiam.New 
~ Angiam.UPC 
~ An.hie Type setting 
Paragraph 
INTERN 
ternational Club celebra 
r id. International Club 
vies, and celebrating va 
ayo, and Chinese New Y 
I .. ~,. y ..... ~  
_ .. - -.. -
The student will be able to save to current location 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button 
II to save 
what you have 
done so far. Paste J Format Pai·nter IB I 
Clipboard r.. 
( 
1 Highlight 
"first" 
2 Click the 
"Bold" button 
[e 
Learning Objective: 
Paste 
~Cut 
~ Copy 
$ Format Painter 
Clipboard 
International Club celebrates the many di 
world. International Club promotes Cl!lltu 
activit ies. Past activities have included 
movies, and celebrating various holidays, s 
Mayo,and Chinese New Year. 
,-'.-_·-· ~~ 
"r· · ·· \~ 
~ ...... ___._ _ __ _ 
• Eve~:~:IMonday 
• Room 
• 2: 15-3:00pm 
Come -eel ebrate our cultures J 
AABBCO 
The student will be able to format Heading 2 Hnding 2 
The student will be able to change Font Size 
e Highlight t he 
last line 
(' (signature line) 
e Click 
"Heading 2" 
-~ • · • .,•w• • ~ • -~ • ••• ••w • ·- • ~ "•~· ~~~~ ~-• •••:;, r ~ -"~"":3t • • -•~••• • •:;i 
movies, and celebrating var ious holidays, such as Mardi~. Qn£Q. de 
Mayo, and Chinese New Year . 
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• Every first Monday 
• Room 250D 
• 2: 15-3:00pm 
Come celebrate our cultures! 
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COME CELEBRATE OUR CULTURES! 
AABBCCI 
Subtitle 
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1 Click the 
Font Size box 
arrow 
2 Click "24" 
Page layout Referencl'S 
Rockwell (Headings) 
jB I JI • akx, 
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Font 10 
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Malllngs Add-Ins 
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1 Paragraph 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to Center I I and resize an image 
1 Click the 
image 
2 Click the 
"Center" button 
lllfl9S Rt'Yitw View Add-lru Format 
A· 1~ I::: • 1= • '';:· 1 1 -i.~ t~llWf ~ 1 I AaBb Ccl I AaBb Ccl AABBC AA.BBC• AABBCC 
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INTERNATIONAL CLUB 
International Club celebrates the many di fferentcu ltures around the 
world. I nternational Club promotes cultural awareness through various 
activities. Past activit ies have included eating, dancing, watching 
movies, and celebrating various holidays.such as Mardi .r?_rp.§_, fl!)_~.9. de 
Mayo.and Chinese New Year. 
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COME CELEBRATE OUR CULTURES! 
( 
c 
• Click and drag 
the bottom 
right corner of 
the picture 
INTERNATIONAL CLUB 
International Club celebrat es t he many different cultures around the 
world. International Club promotes cultural awareness through various 
activities. Past activit ies have included eating, danc ing, wat ching 
movies, and celebrating various holidays, such as Mardi~.~ de 
Mayo, and Chinese Ne:wYe.ar. 
• Every first Monday 
• Room 250() 
• 2:15-3:00pm 
COME CELEBRATE OUR CULTURESI 
INTERNATIONAL CLUB 
Interootioool Club celebrates the many different ct1ltures amund the 
world. Interooti-0001 Club pmm-0te.s cultural awareness through variOU$ 
activities. p~ activities nave includecJ ,eating, dancing, watching 
movies, and celebrating ;u.riOU$ holiday$, $UCh as Mal'di ~,~~ de 
May-0,and Chinese New y,ear. 
• Every 'fint Monday c:=~===~:IL 
• Rc0-0m 2501'.> 
• 2:15-3:00pm 
COME CELEBRATE OUR CULTURES! 
( 
This is how it 
should look. 
Everything is on 
one page. 
Learning Objective: 
INTERNATIONAL CLUB 
Intern.o.tion.o.1 Club celebrot·es the mo.ny diffe.rMt cultures c.round the 
world. Intern.o.tion.o.I Club promotes cultural c.warene.ss t hro119h various 
c.ctivitie.s. Po.st activities have included eating. dancing. watching 
movies. and c·elebroting wrious holidays. sucn as Mardi ~-~de 
Mayo.and Cninese New Year. 
.. Every f im Monday 
.. Room 250[) 
.. 2 :15-3:()0pm 
COME CELEBRATE OUR CULTURES! 
The student will be able to choose a picture style ~I !~ 1 ,.;ii 
for an image 
Make sure the 
picture is still 
( selected 
c 
• Click "Format" 
under "Picture 
Tools" 
• Click the 
"more" box 
arrow 
Word Picture Tools 
- ~- - - - -
View Add-Ins Format 
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INTERNATIONAL CLU 
ernational Cfub ce,ebrates the many differentcultures aro 
rid. Internationa1I C1lub promotes cultural awareness t hroug 
ivit ies. Past activit ies have included eating, dancing, watchi 
vies, a nd celebrating various holidays, such as Mardi Gras;, C1 
yo,and Chinese New Year. 
lnternat10nal Cl ub Flyer - Microsoft Word Picture Tools 
References Mailings Review View Add-Ins Format 
Picture Styles 
INTERNATIONAL 
l{j) Pi 
• Click the 
"Reflected 
Perspective 
Right" 
picture st yle 
(1st co lumn, 3rd 
row) 
This is how it 
should look 
lnternatronal Club Flyer - Mrcrosoft Word Picture Tools 
out Rtf'r'ncts Mailings Revi'w Vitw Add-Ins Format 
I ~~~ 
~ ~ ~ 
INTERNATIONAL C 
INTERNATIONAL CLUB 
Int·ernational Club c·elebrates the mo.ny different cultures o.round the 
world. International Club promot·es cultural awareness through various 
act ivit ies. Past act ivities have included .eating. dancing.wo.tching 
movies. and c·elebrating various nolidays, such as Mardi~-~ de, 
Mayo.and Chinese New Ye.ar. 
• Ev:ery fir:t Monday 
• Room 250D 
• 2:15-3:00pm 
COME CELEBRATE OUR CULTURES ! 
Learning Objective: 
( The student will be able to save to current location a 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button 
II to save 
what you have 
done so far. 
Learning Objective: 
Paste J Format Painter IB I 
Oipboard Iii 
The student will be able to insert a page border 'D 
Page 
Borders 
1 Click 
" Page Layout" ~rn • 1!!!1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !11 ......................................................... .i.J 
2 Click the 
"Page Borders" 
button 
D 
Page 
Borders 
Home 
fTI] ~Colors • 
~ [A}Fonts • 
Themes 
• 0Effeds • 
Themes 
Insert Page Layout References Mailings Review View Add-Ins 
I] Q ·~ Brealcs • 
= ful Line Numbers T 
Columns 
T b~- Hyphenation T 
Page Setup 
------
D D 
Watermark Page Page 
Color• Borders 
Page Background 
Format 
Indent 
~~ Left o· 
~ Right o· 
1 Click the 
( "Art:" box arrow 
2 Click the 
globe picture 
1111111 
e Click " OK" 
Borders and Shad ing 
!:!orders e_age Border u~;;:_:hading~· ~---------------------i 
Setting: 
~ Mone 
iJ BO! 
iJ Shgdow 
[iJ 3i2 
I~ I C~stum 
[ tJ.orizontal Line.. • ] 
Style: 
,.___ _ I~ 
~olor: 
Autumatic B 
Width: I ~pt B 
Act: 
(none) 
-
Preview 
..... _ 
mi ~ 
App!y tu: 
Ctick on diagram belo•111 or use 
buttnns tu apply borders 
' 
. ... 
I Whole dorument 
Qptions... ] 
OK 1 1 Canrel 
. - ·-
m I 'if I Borders and Shading , ,., ~· .... ~,. -It. -~· ..... -
e_orders I J:age Border I S,hading I 
Setting: Style: Preview 
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This is what it 
should look like 
when you are 
finished! 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button 
H to save one 
last time. 
Paste J Format p.ainter 
Cl ipboard r;. 
c 
( 
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Play Auditions Flyer 
c 
Directions: 
Follow the bulleted instructions and look at the corresponding pictures to create the Microsoft 
( Word Flyer 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to open and save as a word document 
• Open Word 
• Click the 
"Office Button" 
~ 
• Hover over 
"Save As" 
e Click 
"Word Document" 
• 
~ Colors ... 
[A] Fonts .,. 
Themes CJ 
... Effects ... 
Themes 
D ,Mew 
L} Qpen 
~ ~ave 
~ Save~s 
e Erint 
~ Pr~pare 
~ Seng 
Pyblish 
LS blose 
Mar 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
Save a copy of the document 
lf.Y.5'J Word Document 
13::.J Save the docume~he default file 
format. ~ 
f15I Word Iemplate · 
~ Save the document as a template that can 
be used to format future documents. 
IWIJ>i Word 97-.2003 Document 
'"Cd Save a copy of the document that 1s fully 
compatible with Word 97-2003. 
find add-ins for other file formats 
Learn about add-ins to save to other 
formats such as PDF or XPS. 
l:KI other Formats 
li:i\ Open the Save As dialog box to select from 
all possible file types. 
( 
( 
• Navigate to your 
"W: Drive11 
1 Click the 
"My Documents" 
drop down arrow 
E 
2 
Click the 
W: drive 
(the one with your 
login name) 
1 Click the folder 
"Word Chapter 111 
2 Click "Open" 
r ~~ 
S<lvc As ? I '.'.":_I 
»vo jn: 
-..) Trusted 
Templates 
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@ Desl<tq) 
IL)~ 
!i~ 
MyNctW!llk 
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:l fll)I Documents 
MyCoimJter 
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U Web Oesql 
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....)Word 
...:iz~ !)(lures 
~PSOCCchft 
~SW_Request_FQflTI 
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F~~: [Doc2 
~=========================================="=~ 54ve as type: [Word Oocument 
Toots ·l §>ve I I Cara! 
' Save As LIJL8J l 
Save [n: I ~ janeUemieux on 'rsdfps-01a\home$\lhs' (W:) 
~=:,-T-rust-ed-~ ~EDAD 583 iSianel.smith's Videos 
Templates EDAD 584 leadership 
~My Recent EDAD 586 b Leadership Forms 
Documents e:>LeMieux, Excel Ch. 2 
(j Desktop 
D~cuments 
!i My 
Computer 
a My Network 
~Places 
EDSE 512 
Icebreak.erss 
b introIT 
~janel.lemieux's Music 
,.Sjanel.lemieux's Pictures 
< 
Fie !lame: Doc! 
~---~ Save as type: I Word Document 
Tools ·I 
e=,lemieux, excel chapter 1 
Masters 
GfJ My Data Sources 
f:)My Practice Files 
My Scans 
Open house 
t:loutlook 
l.'.:IPosters 
Power Point 
0 Pro Cert2 
e:iPro Cert- Janel l eMieux 
D Recom 
Referrals 
~Sharepoint 
b SharePoint Drafts 
Snaglt Catalog 
student to student 
E:ISub Plans 
~TA 
D Teacher appr 
t:l Tech liaison 
C Tech Prep Forms 
t::) WASLettes 
t:lweb Design 
b Web Design solutions 
LlWhs 
I > 
v 
1 Type: . Save As 
( Play Auditions Flyer Save!:1: J t:::l Word Chapter 1 t:) Trusted ~International Club Flyer 
Templates ~Microsoft Word Flyer 
2 Click 
[?, My Recent 
Documents 
@ Desktop 
l) ~uments 
~ ~mplter 
~My Network 
Places 
(1) 
File o.ame: J I Play Auditions Flyer I 
Save as type: I Word Document 
[ Tool_s 
·l 
( Learning Objective: 
The student w ill be able to enter text on a Word document 
1 Type the 
headline: 
Play Auditions 
2 Press the 
ENTER key on your 
keyboard to move to 
the next line 
Font Paragraph 
2 1 Play Auditions I Enter I 
Insertion point 
moved to next line 
[IJLBJ 
vj @ . t1l x j'.] • 
v 
v 
~ ~ave oN I Cancel I 
\if-.r 
( 
1 Type the body: 
Have you ever 
wanted to act in 
front of a live 
audience? Well 
now is your chance! 
The theater 
company will be 
holding acting, 
singing, and dancing 
auditions for an 
upcoming play. 
Follow your dreams 
and try out! 
2 Press the 
ENTER (2) times on 
your keyboard to 
move to the next 
line 
Learning Objective: 
1 
Play Auditions 
HaveyoueYer w antedto aa in f ront of a live audience? Well naw is your chance! The theater company 
will be holding aaing, singiiig, anddancir1g auditions for an upcoming play. Follow your dreams and try 
out! 12 Enters I 2 
f]lj] 
Insertion point 
moved to next line 
The student wi ll be able to insert Clip Art BJD 
1 Click the 
" Insert" tab on t he 
ribbon 
2 Click "Clip Art" 
Clip 
Art 
Cover Blank: Page 
Pa9e • Page Break: 
Pages Tables 
Lii 
Picture Chart 
( 
1 Type: Theater 
in the "Search for:" 
DOX 
2 Click "Go" 
3 Click the clip 
art shown or a 
similar clip art 
picture if the circled 
one is not available. 
Learning Objective: 
• x 
Results should be: 
I All media file types 
Reb.Jrn to .. . Wonder a .. . 
81 ~B 
The student will be able to save to current location g 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button H 
to save what you 
have done so far. 
Paste 
,.J Cop, 
..J Format Painter 
Clipboard r;. 
( 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to insert Bullets 
Click below 
the picture 
2 Click the 
Bullets button [::: • 
on the Home tab. 
3 Type: 
• Friday, March 9 
• S:OOpm 
• Carco Theatre 
Press the 
ENTER (2) t imes on 
your keyboard to 
move to the next 
line 
2 Type: 
You can be a star! 
Page layout 
Calibri (Body) 
References Mailings Add-Ins 
I AaBbCcDc AaBbCc 
11 Normal If No Spacl. 
Font 
_____ r. Bullets Paragraph 
Play Auditions 
Have you eve r wante d to act in front of a live audience? Well now is your ch 
will be holding a cting, singing, and dancing auditions for an upcoming play. 
out! 
• Friday, March 9 I Enter I 
• 5:00pm I Enter I 3 
• ~Theatre 
Play Audit ions 
Have you eve r want ed t o act in front of a live audience . 
will be holding acting, singing, and dancing audit ions fo 
out! 
• Friday, March 9 
• 5,oopm 
• ~Theatre 12 Enters I 
2 You can be a star! 
( 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to format Heading 1 AaBbC. Hr.ding 1 
The student w ill be able t o change styles ~ 
Chi1n9~ 
Styles .-
by changing style set and fonts 
1 Highlight 
the title : 
"Play Auditions" 
2 Click the 
"Heading 1" style 
in the styles 
gallery 
Click 
"Change Styles" 
2 Click 
"Style Set" 
3 Click 
"Manuscript" 
Review View Add-Ins 
l:= • ~= • ·;:: · l l~e: ~e:1rAz n 1 r .rl · - >- a. - -: -: l!.!J L2!..J AaBbCcDc AaBbC1 AaBbCc AaH A 
· 1 1 ~ = ~ al~I FH · I IT Normal TI No Spaci ... Title 
Paragraph Styles 
ave you ever w an e o act in front of a live audience? W ell now is your chance ! The theater company 
w ill be holding acting, singing, and dancing audit ions for an upcoming play. Follow your dreams and try 
out! 
AaBbCc. 
tie Subtitle 
Styles 
at er 
our 
A.aBbCcD1 tiaBbCcD1 AaBbCcD1 
Subtle Em ... Empha,sis Intense E ... 
Default (Black and White] 
Distinctive 
Elegant 
Fancy 
Formal 
Manuscript 
Modem 
Simple 
Traditional 
Word 2003 
W ord 2007 
Beset to Quick Styl'es from Templat e 
Reset Qocument Quick Styles 
Save as Quick Style Set ... 
:~ ~Find • ~llC Replace ~ Select• Styles• 
Stille Set 
~olors 
fonts 
~et as Default 
1 Click 
"Change Styles" ( 
MJ Find• 
bCcl 4aBbCcDc 1taBbCcD1 ltaBbCcD• e:ic Replace 
title Subtle Em ... Emphasis Intense E ... t:$ Select• 
2 Click "Fonts" Style Set • 
~oro rs • 
3 Click "Urban" 
~ Corbel ... fonts • 
GJ Opulent ~et as Default Trebuchet MS Trebuchet MS 
~ Oriel Century Schoolb. .. Century Schoolbook 
~ Origin Bookman Old Gill Sans MT 
GJ Paper Constantia Const.anti.a 
~ Solstice Gill Sans MT Gill Sans MT 
GJ Technic Franklin Gothic Bo ... Arial 
~ Trek Franklin Gothic M ... Franklin Gothic Book 
GJ Urban Trebuch et MS Georgia 
~ Verve 
Play Auditions 
Ha Ye you ever wanted to act in front of a lirn audience? Well now is your chance! Tue theater company 
,.,;n be. holding acting. singing. and dancing auditions for an up coming play. Foil ow your dreams and try 
outl 
( 
Lear ning Objective: 
The student will be able to Center I I 
The student will be able to change Font Size Li 
The student will be able to change Font Style J Calibri (Body) ·I 
With the text still 
highlighted 
1 Click the 
Font Size box arrow 
2 Click "36" 
3 Click the 
"Center" button 
Highlight the 
paragraph below the 
title 
2 Click the 
Font Size box arrow 
3 Click " 14" 
Page layout Ref erences Mailings Review View Add-Ins 
I BI JI ~ -. x, 
9 
Font 10 
11 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
Play Audit 
Have you ever wanted t o act in 
References Malllnos Rtvitw Vltw Add-Ins 
22 
24 
26 
28 
36 
• A A·IL1'2J I!=· I=· 'o;::· llilf ~~l~.!Jill] ~ AaBbecr J AaBbCcI AaBbC AaBbC. AQ J 
· A ·l 19' •:ti •l(:f}I ~ - _ ·I INormal aNoSpacl ... Hudin9l Hudlno2 Trtlt 
Plra9raph 
==== 
Play Auditions 
Have you ever wanted to act in front ofa live audience? Well now is 
Sty It s 
your chance! The theater company will be holding acting, singing, and 
dancing auditions for an upcoming play. Follow your dreams and tryout! 
1 
1 Click the 
font style box arrow 
c 
2 Click 
"Batik Regular" 
Learning Objective: 
v "' -
---
ome 
Cut 
Copy 
Insert 
Format Painter 
oard r;. 
Page Layout References Mailings Review View Add-Ins 
0 Amo Pro Subhea 
'll' ARllPRIOR 
• IA A. , ~ 1:::. ~ = . ·~· 11 1~ !~l [tl] 
• ~ ~ =ll !§· ll 
1 
'll' Aust.alian Sunrise 
'll' Baskerville Old Face 
'll' Batang 
'll' BatangChe 
'll' Batik Regular 
'll' Bauhau1 95 
'll' ~!aVC!lJ.SC! 
0 Bell Gothic Std Blaclc 
0 Bell Gothic Std Light 
'JJ:o Bell MT 
'll' Berlin Sans FB 
'll' Berlin Sans FB Demi 
rn... n.--.-..a UT .11 .... -..11 .... --.... ..:II 
000000 Paragraph 
Eave you e ver w 
d i ence? Well n 
mp any will be h 
di t ions f o r an · 
y out! 
( The student will be able to Underline I U • I 
The student will be able to apply Italics 0 
( 
Highlight 
"acting, singing, and 
dancing" 
2 Click the 
"underline" button 
Home Insert Page layout References Mailings Review View Add-Ins 
Batik Regular • 14 • I A .. A· 1~ l ::: • j::: • '"F-·11 1~ ~~l [Il][fil e. il6 Cut :J ~ Copy 
Paste I B I 
• .J Format Painter !! • aM x, x' Aa·ll •!>7 . A ·1 r~ = = sll !§· ll~ . R~ ·) 
Clipboard Paragraph 
Play Auditions 
Have you e ver wanted to act in f ront of a l i ve 
audience? Well now is your ch.ar1ce! The thea ter 
company wi ll be holding acting. singing. and dancing 
auditions 
t r y out! 
( 
1 Highlight 
"drea ms" 
2 Click the 
"italic" button 
Learning Objective: 
Insert Page Layout References Mailings Review View Add-Ins 
at Painter 
Batik Regular • 14 • IK A·j~ 1::: • i:= • ·\:·J l~~ ~~l[I}[fil 
l B I Y • ac x. x• Aa·jlaPl · A ·I l= = = 1 1 :~· 11~ • rr>I 
Font Paragraph 
Play Auditions 
Eave you ever wanted t o ac t in f r ont of a live 
audience? Well now is your chance! The thea ter 
company wi l l be h olding =a~c~t~i=n~g~,....___,s~1=·TJ=1g3-=in=1~g~· --=a=TJ=1d,,__,d=a=TJ=1c=n=iTJ=1~g 
audi t ions for an uccomin!S play . 
t ry out! 
follow yo~ l'1~s JanG 
• Friday,March9 
• s:oopm 
• ~Theatre 
You can be a star! 
The student will be able to save to current locat ion B 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button Iii 
to save what you 
have done so far . 
Paste 
-21 Cop; 
..J Format Painter le I 
Clipboard Ii 
( 
Learning Objective: 
The student w ill be able to change Font Size D 
The student w ill be able to change Font Style I Calibri(Body) 
1 Highlight the layout Rderences Mailings Review View Add-Ins 
bulleted list 
a (Body) ~·, IK A· 1~ 1:=. ~= . \ -=· l[ i F= t~l[~:!Jl~ 
2 Click the 
Font Size box arrow 
3 Click " 14" 
With the text still 
highlighted: 
1 Click the 
font style box arrow 
2 Click 
"Batik Regular" 
!I • - x, 9 · A ·I Iii= ~ :§ il :~ · ll~ · - · 
Font 10 
---
sert 
inter 
11 
12 
20 
22 
24 
26 
Page Layout 
Theme fonts 
References 
Trebuchet MS 
Georgia 
Rec.ently Used fonts 
'JJ:o Batik Re~ular 
'JJ:o Cal ibri 
'JJ:o Aharoni 
0 Amo Pro Smbd Sm Text 
'JJ:o Bauhau195 
'JJ:o Arial Black 
'JJ:o Comic Sans MS 
......___, 'JI. Arial 
Paragraph 
co~cmy will be ho 
auditions for an u 
t:ry out! 
• Friday, March 9 
• s:oopm 1 
• Carco Theatre 
Mailings Review View Add-Ins 
mpanv will be h 
ditions for an 
y out! 
( 
Learning Objective: 
AABBCI 
The student will be able to format Heading 2 
The student will be able to Center I I 
Ht1dln9 2 
The student will be able to change Font Size EJ 
1 Highlight the 
last line (signature 
line) 
2 Click 
"Heading 2" 
3 Click the 
"Center" button 
With the signature 
line still highlighted 
1 Click the 
Font Size box arrow 
2 Click "28" 
Review View Add-Ins 
J I:= · 1 i::: • "iHl1JC ~Jfl[~]~ 
· I I m: ., ~ !! ll :~·l l ~ · _,_, ·1 
AaBbCcI AaBbCcI AaBb( ~Aa8bC1 I AaBbCc 
TI Normal TI No Spacl... Heading 1 Hudlng 2 Heading 3 
singing, 
auditions for a.., upcoming p lay. Fol low your dreams a..,d 
try out! 
• Friday, March 9 
• 5:00pm 
• Carco 'inea.tre 
__ I Ho me !melt 
Paste 
d(i Cut 
~ Copy 
.J Format Painter 
0 1pboard r.. 
.----- 1 ------., 
You can ~ a star! 
Page Layout References 
Trebuchet MS (Headin~ • 
I B I !l • a. x, 
Font 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
Mailings 
Learning Objective: 
( The student will be able t o Center I I and resize an image 
r--~~~---===== 
The student will be able to choose a picture style 
for an image 
1 Cl ick the image 
2 Click the 
"Center" button 
l:= .. ~= .., •;= .. ll i5: ~5:l ri1lz I r.fl · - , _ i - - : -~ l!.!J~ AaBbCcI AaBbCcI AaBbC AaBbCi AaBbCc 
·11= = = J l}B l~ · - ·I I! Normal I! No Spaci... Heading 1 Heading 2 Heading 3 
r. Styl 
Play Auditions 
Have you e ver wanted t o act in front of a l ive 
audience? Well now i s your chance! 'lb.e theater 
company will be holding a cting, s .inizing, Brld dancirig 
auditions for an upcoming play. Foll ow your dre&"Js and 
try out! 
• Friday, March 9 
• 5 :OO:pm 
• ~ 1'heatre 
You can be a star! 
• Click and drag the 
bottom right 
corner of the 
picture 
This is how it should 
look 
company will be holding act and danc 
auditions for an upcoming ~lay. Follow your dre 
try out! 
• Friday, March 9 
• 5 :OOJ;:m 
• ~Theatre 
You can be a star! 
Play Auditions 
Cave jO~ ~v~r ~.ante~ to act in !ront of a live 
au'.!itance' Well now is ;o:.;_r ch.anc~: Th~ ~heatiar 
co:n~an7 will c~ hol-=.in~ a~'tins. si.ni;ins . An-=. ~~cing 
~:~'.!it ions fo:;: a.n t,.;.-zco:gin~ t:: l .a:; ~ fo l lo;.r 70~:;: Craa..aur ~~ 
tr; oi.;t? 
• 6 : 00,.:"' 
• ~ !he~tre 
You can be a star! 
( 
Learning Objective: 
The student w ill be able to save to current location II 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button II 
to save what you 
have done so far . 
Make sure the 
picture is still 
selected 
1 Click "Format" 
under "Picture 
Tools" 
2 Click t he 
"more" box 
arrow 
• Click the 
"Perspective 
Shadow, White" 
picture style 
{7th column, 2"d 
row} 
Paste J Format Painter I B I 
Clipboard Ii 
t1ons Flyer - ~•11cro,oft \/'lord P1rtur ~ Tools 
Mailings Vlrw Add-Ins Format 
Gj) Ptctur~ Sh 
~ !;Z, Pi ctur~ Bo 
( 
This is how it should 
look. 
Learning Objective: 
Play Auditions 
Rave you ever ~anted to act in front of a live 
a:.J.dience'l Well no'lf is your ch=ce! The theater 
com~any ~ill be b.oldin~ acting. s i nging. and dancing 
a:.J.ditions for an u~comin~ ~lay . follo~ your dr~Bl11s and 
try o:;.t! 
• Friday, March 9 
• 5:0~ll! 
• ~Theatre 
You can be a star! 
The student will be able to insert a page border D 
1 Click 
"Page Layout" 
2 Click the 
"Page Borders" 
button 
Page 
Borders 
'4?. ~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!l!!!!!!! ........ !!1!!!!!1!!11111 ........ llilm ........ mil ............. llllillmil .. ~ 
Home Insert Page Layout 
[Til ~Colors• r--;l 
~ [A] Fonts • l±::±J 
Themes 
. 0 Effects• 
Themes 
References Mailings 
!] 
Siu 
D •~ Breaks• i:i.::J Line Numbers • 
Columns 
• b~- Hyphenation • 
Page Setup 
View Add-Ins 
Watermark Page Page 
Color • Borders 
Page Background 
Format 
Indent 
~~ Le~ O" 
~ Right: o· 
1 Click 
"Art :" box arrow 
Borders and Shading 
( 
2 Click the 
star picture 
***** 
3 Click "OK" 
Setting: 
~ ~ne 
iJ Bo~ 
I ~I Shadow 
[ !iorizontal Line. . • ] 
c 
Style: 
~olor: 
Automatic 
~idth: 
- El 
Ar:t: 
(none) 
Preview 
Appl_y to: 
Click on diagram below or use 
buttnns tx> apply borders 
..... ....  
I Whole dorument 
Qptions ... ] 
OK 
( 
This is what it should 
look like when you 
are finished ! 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button to 
save one last 
time. 
Past~ 
-~ ;;:oµ 
J Format Paint~r IB I 
Clipboard Ii 
c 
c 
( 
105 
( Soccer Camp Flyer 
9???????????????????????????????999 {r {; 
{r {; 
{; ~ {r {; i It's Soccer Time! i 
{r {r 
{; Are you interested in playing soccer? No matterwflat your skill {; 
{; {r 
{; level is, Kick It Camp is here for you_ The camp is August5 and 6 {; 
{r {r 
{r at the Kick it Arena_ {; 
{; {; 
{r {r 
{r {; 
{; {; 
{; {; 
{; {r 
c {r {; {; {; {; {; 
{; {r 
{; {r 
{; {; 
{; {; 
{r {r 
{; {; 
{; {; 
{; {; 
{r • Leam aggressive footv.ork {; 
{r {; 
{; • Condition for the season {r 
{; {; 
{; • Pass, kick, and boot it out of here {; 
{; {r 
: Call Kick It Camp at 535-3693 for more t 
{r information {; 
{; {r 
{; {r 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 9?9????????????????????????9????999 
Directions: 
Follow the bulleted instructions and look at the corresponding pictures to create the Microsoft 
( Word Flyer 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to open and save as a word document 
• Open Word 
• Click the 
"Office Button" 
P'i Ji 
• Hover over 
"Save As" 
e Click 
"Word Document" 
• 
..... [Al fonts• 
Themes Mar 
. D Effects• 
Themes 
I , ... ~I New 
"" ~ Qpen 
bl ~ave 
~ Save~s 
! ~ frint 
~ Pr~pare 
I 
48 Seng 
:~ Pyblish 
s;iose 
• 
• 
• 
Word Chapter 1 Curriculum - M1 
Save a copy of the document 
({w .. '1 ~ord Document 
U Save the docume~he default file 
fo rmat. ~ 
~ Word Iemplate 
~ Save the document as a template that can 
be used to format future documents . 
Word 27-2003 Document 
Save a copy of the document that is fully 
compatible with Word 97-2003. 
find add-ins for other file formats 
Learn about add-ins to save to other 
formats such as PDF or XPS. 
Qther Formats 
Open the Save As di a loo box to select from 
all possible file types. 
( 
• Navigate to your 
"W: Drive" 
1 Click the 
"My Documents" 
drop down arrow 
EJ 
2 Click the 
W: drive 
(the one with your 
login name) 
1 Click the folder 
"Word Chapter 1" 
2 Click "Open" 
Sovcjl: 
..;) Trusted 
Templates 
~== 
@~ 
ju~-oo 
~ r11y 
CClmpl.tb' 
My Network 
Places 
1oojs ·I 
Save [n: 
~---~ 
._)Trusted 
Templates 
r\. My Recent 
U0ocuments 
[fj Desktop 
;:)~nts 
.:.1 My 
::J c~ter 
u MyNetwork 
"":5 piaces 
.J M)I Ooc1111Cnts 
My Ccrrc.oter 
"- locoltlsk(C:) 
.J, DWfCD-RW ~e (0 ) 
~ Publk on '1..hsfe>s-<11' (P:) i Lhs on 'rsdfps-Ola\~udlntho~s· (S 
~ d1opbox on 'IWos-01' (l::) 
My Netwer1: P~es 
0 
._JC~Proiect 
.....)Clock lbJ15 
....)aSE 
._lCkbs 
...::icun.n&tlrf) ProJect 
....)DtfetonbabnQ rastrud:lon 
.....)EDJIOS80 
..::>EDAD58t 
._)EDAOS82 
< 
Fiie [!ame: Ooc2 
Save os type (Word Documern 
...)Rash 
,,..:i t1009.-
_:i Houso SLC 
..J tcebr edl<ers 
....) lcebreaU!ss 
....lln\to rr 
...Jleadetsl\p 
._j Lea&ltsho Forms 
J ~ janel.lemleux on 'rsdfps·Ola\home$\hs' (W:) 
....::lEDAD583 
L)EDAD581 
L:)EDADS86 
w EDf 507 
:.:)EDF 510 
EDSE 512 
,.. (Favorites 
FBLA 
._)Flash 
L)Hougans 
I...'.) House SLC 
d !cebreakers 
..:licebreakerss 
w !ntro!T 
~janel.lemieux's Music 
CliJ~nel.lemieux's Pictures 
< 
Fie name: Doc:I 
!:JJanel.smith's Videos 
._:)leadership 
c::>Leadership FOfms 
._jLeM"reux, Excel Ch. 2 
L'.:) Lemieux, excel chapter 1 
Masters 
~My Data Sources 
..:'.)My Practice Files 
My Scans 
t.:l Open house 
._jouttook 
l.: )Posters 
PowerPoint 
c::>Pro Cert2 
Pro Cert· Janel leMieux 
L.:lRecom 
t:)Referrals 
~Sharepoint 
~---~ Save as type: J Word Oocunent 
Tools ·I 
Posters 
...)Power Port 
u PIOCe<t2 
v 
...)Pio Ce1t- Jani?! Lel'\oux 
.....JRccon 
....)Refe<tak 
~Sharooont 
b Share Point Drafts 
\..J Sn&Qlt Catalog 
~Student to student 
~Sub Plans 
~TA 
._:i Teacher appr 
Tech liaison 
..:i Tech Prep Forms 
WASlettes 
Web Design 
L)Web Oesl<,ln solutions 
L:)Whs 
t:!Word 
equest_Form 
.:. ~cPont Or<lifts 
._:)5naglt C<lt41og 
....)Student to studert 
..JSl.b Plans 
_) TA 
..JTc.xher "llP' 
..::l Tech llaKa\ 
.....) T ox!> ~ep Forms 
.....) WASleltes 
....)Web0estg:1 
...) Wfb De!.i17> sdutior 
...Jwht 
....)WOfd 
...::i t<l!lPl"'l pcture-< 
~R.<o cc draft 
~ 51.b_RCQ.Jcst_knn 
v 
~vc I I Cancel 
I > 
v 
Cancel 
1 Type: 
( Play Auditions Flyer 
v ~ · .li >< ..'.J ::I · 
============================-==---'-
Savefl: ....) WordCh.lclter I 
,,J Tn.t5ted ~ tntet"O<lbaool OJb Flye! 
l~es ~MICrosoft Word Flyer 
2 Click 
~== @ Play Audihons Ryer 
t\j 0e$t.lq> 
"Save" _)~ 
oj~er 
~=twerk 
1 
File Qilll'l!t! Soccer Comp Flyer v 
Sa11e ~type: WOfdOO<urnent v 
Tools ·I Conte I 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to enter text on a Word document 
1 Type the 
headline: 
It's Soccer Time 
2 Press the 
ENTER key on your 
keyboard to move to 
the next line 
1T Normal fl N 
Paragraph 
1 .. . I • • 'B ' . ' I • ' • 1 ' ' ' I 
2 
tt'sSoccerTime ! lEnterl 
Insertion point 
move<I to next line 
( 
c 
1 Type the body: 
Are you interested 
in playing soccer? 
No matter what 
your skill level is, 
Kick It Camp is here 
for you. The camp 
is August 5 and 6 at 
the Kick it Arena. 
2 Press the 
ENTER (2) times on 
your keyboard to 
move to the next 
line 
Learning Objective: 
1 
It's Soccer Time! 
Are you interested in playing soccer? No matter what your skill level is, Kick It Camp is here for you. The 
camp is August 5 and 6 at the Kick it Arena. I 2 Enters I 2 
-4 Insertion point 
moved to next line 
~[i] 
The student will be able to insert Clip Art filO 
Click the 
" Insert" tab on the 
ribbon 
2 Click "Clip Art" 
Cllp 
Art 
L3 
•1 I 
Cover Blank Page 
Pag1e • Page Break 
Pages 
i i 
Chart 
Tables 
( 
1 s . Type: occer in 
the "Search for:" box 
2 Click "Go" 
3 Click the clip 
art shown or a 
similar clip art 
picture if the circled 
one is not available. 
Learning Objective: 
All c.ollections 
Results should be: 
..... x 
I All media file types --EJ 
The student will be able to save to current location 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button 
H to save what 
you have done so 
far . 
Paste 
Calibri ( 
-..J 
.J Format Painter I B I 
Clipboard r.. 
( 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to insert Bullets 
1 Press Enter on 
your keyboard to 
move below the 
picture 
2 Click the 
Bullets button [ :=: ~ 
on the Home tab. 
3 Type: 
• Learn aggressive 
footwork 
• Condition for the 
season 
• Pass, kick, and 
boot it out of 
here 
1 Press the 
ENTER (2) times on 
your keyboard to 
move to the next 
line 
2 Type: 
Call Kick It Camp at 
555-3693 for more 
information 
Fences Mailings Add-Iru 
11 T I K AT ll::21 I:=: T i= T ··p ll 1~ ~~l[tll~ 
x• Aayll ag, .. 4 TI I ~ = l(:§T]I T IH .. j 
AaBbCcDc AaBbCcDc AaBbC 
1T Normal 11 No Spaci... Heading l 
3 
lt'sSoccerTime ! 
Are you interested in playing soccer? Nomatterwhatyourskill levelis, Kie 
camp is Augusts and 6 at the Kick it Arena. 
• 
• 
• 
I Enter I 
Learn aggressive footwork I Enter I 
Condition for the season I Enter I 
Pass, kick, and boot it out of here 
Are you interested in playing soccer? No matter what your skill level i 
camp is Augusts and 6 at the Kick it Arena. 
• Learn aggressive footwork 1 
• Condition forthe season 
• Pass, kick, and boot it out of here I 2 Enters I 
2 Call Kick It Camp at555-3693 for more information 
( 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to format Heading 1 
AaBbC1 
Hu dln9 l Olo1?9f 
Slyk1· ---4 
The student will be able to change styles ~ 
Change-
Sl)tu · 
~ StrieSd -~. 
by changing style set, and color and fonts 
1 Highlight 
the title : 
"It's Soccer Time!" 
2 Click the 
"Heading 1" style in 
the styles gallery 
1 Click 
"Change Styles" 
2 Click 
"Style Set" 
3 Click 
"Word 2007" 
nos Vlew Add-Ins 
Paraoraph 
1 
lt'sSoccerlime ! 
""'i!:l'Z!"'l7m1Tlml!ITZl''l:l"Zl'!1'1l, p laying soccer? No matter what your skill level is, Kick It Camp is here for you. The 
camp is Augusts and 6 at the Kick it Arena. 
Aa ti 
rrtle 
Styles 
A. aBbCc. AaBbCcDc AaBbCcDt AaBbCcD1 
Subtitle Subtle Em... Emphasis Int ense E ... 
Default (Black and White) 
Distinctive 
Elegant 
Fancy 
Formal 
Manuscript 
re foryou. The Modern 
Simple 
Traditional 
W ord 2003 
Word 2007 
Beset to Quick ~s from Template 
Reset Qocument ( 3°) Styles 
Save as Quick Sty~ ... 
S~le Set 
£,;otors 
f onts 
~et as Default 
1 Click ( "Change Styles" 
2 Click "Colors" 
3 Click "Metro" 
l) AaBbCc. A.aBbCcDc tiaBbCcDc 
le Subtitle Subtle Em ... Emphasis 
Styles ~ 
Built-In ~ 
•O•••••• Office fonts 
•ooa•••• Grayscale ~et as Default 
•oo••••• Apex 
•o•••••• Aspect 
•o•••••• Civic 
you. The •o•••••• Con.course 
•o•••••• Equity 
•o•••••• Flow 
•0• 00000 Found ry 
•o•••o•• Median l•o••o•••I 
•oo••••• 
•o•••o•• 
•o•••oo• Oriel 
• o• ooo•• Ori gin 
• DEIDD •• Paper 
•o•o•••• Solstice 
•o• •••• Technic 
•o•••••• Trek 
•o•••••• Urban 
•o•••••• Verve 
~reate New Theme Colors ... 
I 
It's Soccer Time! 
Are you interest ed in playing soccer? No matter what your skill level is1 Kick It Cam 
camp is August s and 6 at the Kick it Arena. 
1 Click 
c 
"Change Styles" 
2 Click "Fonts" 
3 Click "Foundry" 
( 
ati ,!..aBbCc AaBbCcD1 4aBbCcD1 · 1 M I ~ Find • AaBbCcD( ~ a R I 
• '-;JC ep ace 
Styles 
amp is 
Subtitle Subtle Em... Emphasis Intense E... - Change 1;,. S 1 ct 1 fyleP '\¥ e e • 
l 
I '""'0 I Verdana 
~ 
~ 
GJ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
GJ 
GJ 
Civic 
Georgia 
Georgia 
Concourse 
Lucid a Sans Uni. . . 
Lucida Sans Unicod e 
Equity 
Franklin Goth ic Bo ... 
Petpetw. 
Flow 
Cal ibri 
Constantia 
Foundry 
Rockwell 
Ro ckvv-ell 
Median 
Tw Cen MT 
TwCen MT 
Metro 
Cons ol as 
Corbel 
Module 
Corbel 
Corbel 
Opulent 
Trebuchet MS 
Trebu chet MS 
~reate New Theme Fonts ... 
It's Soccer Time! 
S~le Set ~ 
~olors • 
.... [Al fonts 
~et as Default 
Are you intereste d in playing soccer? No matter what your skill leve 
here for you. The camp is August 5 and 6 at the Kick it filena. 
( 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to Center I I 
The student will be able to change Font Size 
The student w ill be able to change Font Style J Calibri (Body) • J 
With the text st ill 
highlighted 
1 Click the 
Font Size box arrow 
2 Click "36" 
3 Click the 
"Center" button 
1 Highlight the 
paragraph below the 
title 
2 Click the 
Font Size box arrow 
3 Click "16" 
Page Layout References Mailings Review View Add-Ins 
Rockwel'I (H'eadings)1 · lK A·J~ [E .. i= .. \-:· II ~~ ~~l [fl] [fil AaBbC 
I B I !! .. * x. !?? ... A ·I I= = l~I A-. ... ~::n ·I 
- - - - l:!:::..:J ~ :....:....: lT Norma 
Font 10 
11 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
1 ~ 
It's Soccer T 
Aie you interested in playing socc er? No 
here for you. The camp is August 5 and 6 at 
erences Mailings Rniew View Add-Ins 
---
· IK A·l~ l!:: . i::_· '>;=:· ll ~~ ~~l(fl]OO c:::JnNormal nAaBN0SbpCaccJ1· ... AH~adB1·nbg C1 AHeaBad1·nbgC2 ATa1tle ~ A 
v · .a ·I I= = = =11 :g· 11~ · 1+1 ·I r ·::n:,:;~ . 
t 10 2 r. Paragraph r. Styles 
11 
12 
14 
16 
~~ 
22 3 
24 
26 
28 
36 
48 
72 T 
It's Soccer Tillle! 
Are you interested in playing soccer? No matter what your skill 
level is, Kick It Camp is here for you. The camp is August 5 and 
6 at the Kick it Arena. 1 
1 Click the trt 
font style box arrow 
( 
2 Click ttr 
"Arial Unicode MS" 
Rdtrtncts 
ock'Ne • 16 
:JJ:' .l\nblC l yptstttlng 
'Ji' Arial 
'Ji' Alial Black 
'Ji' Arial Narrow 
Mailings 
'Ji' Arial Rounded MT Bold 
Learning Objective: 
'Ji' Arial Unicode MS 
0 Amo Pro 
0 Arno Pro Caption 
0 Amo Pro Display 
0 Arno Pro Light Display 
0 Amo Pro Smbd 
0 Arno Pro Smbd Caption 
0 Arno Pro Smbd Display 
0 Amo Pro Smbd Sm Text 
0 Amo Pro Smbd Subhead 
0 Amo Pro Sm Text 
The student will be able to save to current location 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button 
II to save what 
you have done so 
far. 
Learning Objective: 
Paste 
-.J- r 
..J Format Painter 
Clipboard Ii 
The student will be able to Underline I U • I 
( The student will be able to apply Bold [!] 
IB I 
Add-Ins 
It's Soccer 
e you interested in playing soccer? 
vel is, Kick It Camp is here for you . 
the Kick it Arena. 
( 
1 Highlight 
"Kick It Camp" 
2 Click the 
"underline" button 
Highlight 
"August 5 and 6" 
2 Click the 
"Bold" button 
Page layout References Mailings RevitW View Add-Ins 
Arial Unicode MS • 16 • I A A· l [~J ::: • j ;::> '>i=· l l~ ~l(~i][ 1T J 1 AaBbCcl l AaBbCcl AaBbC .Aa 
I B I U • alM x, x' Aa • I, •!!1 · A ·J iii!: :§: ~ §I[:~· JI • _ ·I nNormal VNo Spaci... Heading 1 Hu 
Font Paragraph 
It's Soccer TilTle 
Are you inter 1 d in laying soccer? No matter wha 
here for you. The camp is Au 
at the Kick it Arena. 
- -11,. •,·I 
. • ' ~&.:.,o("' I - _.-'T •• 
~ ' - . ' 
l 
~ -- ~ - --
Home Page Layout References Mailings Review l/iew Add-Ins 
jAaBbC 
II Normal 
It's Soccer Ti111e! 
Arn you interested in playing soccer? No matter what y kill 
-----. 
level is, Kick 1t Camp is here for you. The camp i August 5 mid 6 
at the Kick it Arena. 
• Learn aggl'essive footwork 
• Conditionforlheseason 
• Pass, kick:, and boot ii out of here 
Call Kiclclt Camp at SSS-3693 formore i nfonnalion 
Learning Objective: 
( The student will be able to change Font Size 
The student will be able to change Font Style I Calibri (Body) 
1 Highlight the 
bulleted list 
2 Click the 
Font Size box arrow 
3 Click "16" 
With the text still 
highlighted: 
1 Click the 
font style box arrow 
2 Click 
"Arial Unicode MS" 
Layout References Ma Ill nos Review View Add-Ins 
II (Body) 
.------· 1.,..A· A· 1 ~ !:= • i:: • ·>?-· II ~~ ~~I ltl] l ~ ] AaBbCcl AaBbCcl Aa 
!! . .. x, 
9 · A ·I I= = = i [!~·J I · _ ·I 11 Normal 11 No Spaci... Head 
Font 10 
11 
12 
14 
2 r; Paragraph Ii 
Page Layout 
Rockwell 
Theme fonts 
~ 
22 3 
24 
26 
28 
36 
48 
References 
Rockwell 
Rockwell 
Recently Used Fonts 
'Ji' Arial Unicode MS 
'Ji' Comic Sans MS 
'Ji' Aharoni 2 
'Ji' Batik Re~ular 
'Ji' Calibri 
6 .. - I-.......- •1 '·-· __ ,,. __ •• • ,...._, •• ·~ -""._-'-', . • ,_ I ' ·-· 
level is , Kick It Camp is here for you . The ca 
at 1he Kick it Arena. 
• Learn aggressive footwork 
• Condition for the season 
• Pass, kick, and boot it out of here 
Mailings Review View Add-Ins 
AaBbCcJ AaBbC 
ti Normal ti No Spac 
the Kick it Arena. 
Tli1 1.JJ.N 
Learning Objective: 
AABBC• 
The student will be able to format Heading 2 ttud1nv2 
( The student will be able to Center I I 
The student will be able to change Font Size EJ 
1 Highlight the 
last line (signature 
line) 
2 Click 
"Heading 2" 
3 Click the 
"Center" button 
With the signature 
line still highlighted 
1 Click the 
Font Size box arrow 
2 Click "20" 
ailings Review View Add-Ins 
A· 1~ 1::: . r::: . ·~· II ~~ ~~1[1 l]~ 
• A ·l 1= ~ ~ =ll t~· l l · -1 ·1 
AaBb CcJ AaBbCcJ A.aBbC I AaBbC I AaBb 
II Normal II No Spaci... Heading 1 Heading 2 Headi 
r;, 
at the Kick it Arena . 
• Learn aggressive footwork 
• Condition for the season 
• Pass, kick, and boot it out of here 
all Kick It Camp S - " 93 for more inf ormatio 1 
L.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-;;;;___;;© 
Home Insert 
~~ ~Cut 
_J ~ Copy 
Paste 
,J Format Painter 
Clfpboard r;, 
Page layout References 
Rockwell (Headings) 
I B I :u: • aM x. 
--~~~--
12 
14 
16 
18 
Mailings R 
( 
This is how it should 
look. 
Learning Objective: 
It's Soccer TiDle! 
Ne you interested in playing soccer? No matter 'Nhat your skill 
level is, Kick lt Camp is here for you. The camp is August 5 and 6 
at the Kick it Nena. 
• Learn aggressive footwork 
• Condition for the season 
• Pass , kick, and boot it out of here 
Call Kick It Camp at 555-3693 for more 
information 
The student will be able to save to current location 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button 
liil to save what 
you have done so 
far. 
Paste 
--1: I 
../ Format Painter ID I 
Clipboard Ii 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to Center I I and resize an image 
The student will be able to choose a picture style 
for an image 
.--~~~~--c==== 
( 1 Click the image 
2 Click the 
"Center" button 
Click and drag the 
bottom right corner 
of the picture 
imp F 1yer · Mic rosoft Word Picture Tools 
Mailings 
- -
Review View Add-lns Format 
It's Soccer Time! 
Are you interested in playing soccer? No matter what your 
level is, Kick It Camp is here for you . The camp is August 
at the Kick it Arena. 
• Learn aggressive footwork 
It's Soccer Time! 
Are you interested in playing soccer? No matter what your skill 
level is , Kick It Camp is here for you. The camp is August5 and 6 
at the Kick it Arena. 
• Condition for the season 
• Pass, kick, and boot it out of here 
Call Kick It Camp at 555-3693 for more 
information 
( 
This is how it should 
look 
Make sure the 
picture is still 
selected 
1 Click "Format" 
under "Picture 
Tools" 
2 Click the 
"more" box 
arrow 
It's Soccer Time! 
Are you interested in playingsoooer? No matter what yours kill 
• Learn aggressive foomork 
• Collditionfortlle season 
• Pass, kick, alld boot it out of here 
Call Kick I t Camp a t 555-3693 for more 
inform.a t ion 
·Camp Flyer - Microsoft Word Picture Tools 
-- -- - - - --
Mailings View Add-Ins Format 
Picture Styles 
CLJ> Picture Sh 
• ~ Picture Bo 
e Click the 
( 
"Center Shadow 
Rectangle" picture 
style (2nd column, 
2nd row) 
This is how it should 
look. 
ut 
Soccer C.irnp Flyer - Microsoft Word Picture Tools 
References 
- -
Mailings Review View Add-Ins Format 
It's Soccer Time! 
Are you interested in playing soccer? No matterwnat your skill 
level is , Kick It Camp is her;eforyou. The camp is August5 and6 
at the Kick it Arena. 
• Learn aggressive footvl()rk 
• Condition for the season 
• Pass, kick, and boot it out of here 
Call Kick It Camp at 555-3693 for more 
inf orrnation 
( 
( 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to insert a page border D 
Click 
"Page Layout" 
2 Click the 
"Page Borders" 
button 
1 Click 
"Art :" box arrow 
2 Click the 
outlined person 
picture 
Page 
Bord ers 
l.!~ Jl!!!!!!i!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!m .... !!!!!!!!!l!!ll!!!!l!!ll!!! ...... 111111111i11Mi1 .. lllllilillillllllim ............ lililllllmililll~ 
Home Insert Page Layout References Mailings Revirw Virw Add-Ins format 
~~Colors • r;l 
~ [A) fonts • l±::Y 
Themes 
. 0 Effects • 
Themes 
Borders and Shading 
Setting: 
Ill 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
fione 
Bois_ 
C!!stom 
[ tiorizont:al Line .. . 
• 
Style : 
~olor: 
IJ 
Size 
n •~ Breaks • 
L=J fa~ line Numbers • 
Columns 
• b~- HYPhenation • 
Page Setup 
Preview 
L_ Automatic ~ 
~idth: 
Watermark Page Page 
Color • Borders 
Page Background 
Indent 
~F'. Le~ a-
~ Right o· 
Click on diagram below or use 
buttons to apply borders 
I 1f2 pt B App[y to: 
Att: [whole dorument 
(none) 
Qptions. .. j 
0 0 0 0 0 
I I I I I ..___o_K_..JJ [ Cancel 
/_I/_ I/_\/_ I /_ I 
... ... ... ... ... 
1 Click 
( "Color:" box arrow 
2 Click 
"Light Green" 
3 Click "OK" 
Borders and Shad ing 
Setting: Styje: Preview I I N_one ~--------,,..~ Click on diagram below or use 
~ buttons to apply borders 
I ~ 1 Sh£dOW 
~~ 
~ C!:!_stom 
j !iorizontal Line . .. 
~olor: 
Automatic 
{j] 8 utomatic 
Theme Colors 
stand-.rd Colors 
•• 
..... ~~~9-99 99 t> ..... 
g g 
g g 
g g 
~ ~ 
~ . ' ~ ~ ~ ~ 
..... ~~~99999~ ..... 
l i 
Qptions... ] 
Cancel 
This is what it should 
look like when you 
are finished! 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button to 
save one last 
time. 
99?9?9~9???????9?9???9??????????999 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
{t ~ 
~ {t 
: It's Soccer Time! : 
~ 1 
')?' .Are you interested in playing soccer? No matt-er Vvhat your skill ')?' 
t ~ 
')?' level is, Kick It Camp is here for you. The camp is August5 and 6 -v 
~ ~ 
~ at the Kick it Arena. {t 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ {t 
~ ~ 
{t ~ 
~ it 
{t ~ 
~ ~ 
it ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ • Learn aggressive footv.urk it 
~ ~ it •· Condition for the season ~ 
{t ~ 
{t • Pass, kick, and boot it out of here it 
~ ~ 
: Call Kick It Camp at 555-3693 for more i 
~ information it 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 9???????????????????????????????99~ 
Paste 
-.) ,.. 
J Format Painter I B I 
Oipboard Ii 
c 
Flyer Labeling Test 
Instructions: Label the f oil owing on the flyer: 
Heading 1 
Clip Art 
Underline 
Bold 
Heading 1 
Clip 
Art 
Heading 2 
Page Border 
Bullets 
Center 
Renton River Davs 
AaBbCc 
Heading 2 
D 
Page 
Borders 
I
t -
·- . 
·-
Come celebrilte the wonderful community of Renton! This 
week- long festivity 1s a chance for fami/ytlnd friends to 
gather for many fun activit ies. From crafts, theater 
entettainment, to ii fun run rh;s week is sure to be a blast! 
• Third week In July 
• Li berry and Ced.ar RJVer P:;rk 
• Sponsored by IKEA 
Come join the fun! 
127 
• Heading l 
• Style Set - Fancy 
• Style Color - Flow 
.. Style Font - Concourse 
Center 
Size - 28 
Renton River Days 
128 
Size 
16 
Come celebrate the wonderful community of Renton! This 
week-long festivity is a chance for familv and friends to 
gather for many fun activities. From crafts, theater~ 
entertainment, to a fun run this week is sure to be a blast! ~ 
Clip Art: 
, Search for - Community 
• Center 
• Picture Style - Simple 
Frame, White 
• Third week in July 
• Liberty and Cedar River Park • Size - 16 • Heading 2 
• Center 
• Bullets 
• Size - 24 
• Sponsored by /KEA 
Come join the fun! 
c 
c 
( 
Microsoft PowerPoint 
Creating a Presentation 
Learning Objectives: 
You will have mastered the tasks in this unit when you can perform the following: 
• Open PowerPoint • Change font size 
• Save a presentation • Insert clip art 
• Save to current location 
• Select a presentation theme 
• Create a title slide 
• Create a title and content slide layout 
• Create a title and 2 content slide layout 
• Use single- and multi-level bulleted lists 
Microsoft PowerPoint 
-- ...,.,_._ -.... ""<~--••L- ~---. -- ---·--.-~--- ...... ~- _._ .................... -..- ~:M-
.\ Prc.:sematton Program 
B~ '>tud~rn :"'.mi .. 
Impressive Add1t1ons 
• Gr•phics 
• Picnne- from flle 
• ChpArt 
• Sh•pc-• 
• Ch.in s 
• From •n Excel file 
• ~lam· chlTcrc nt clurr formats 
• Move clip art 
• Resize clip art 
• Select slide transitions 
• Apply custom animations 
• Comply by the 7 x 7 rule 
• View a presentation in sl ide show view 
Wl1at 1s PowerP01nt? 
• ~ lic:rosoft Office 
.\ ppl1catio11 
• Graphic; pnmmt~uon 
prognm 
• Profemonal -lookmg 
pr~~m~t101u 
• Shde iho" pre-it1itauon 
'Nhat Else 1s Cool? 
• Tnumt1on• 
• :\II>' cmcnt from ~Ldc to >hdc 
• ·"mmations 
• Object mO\ cmclll on the slide 
• ound 
• Use spa1·ingh 
• :'\Ol 100 <IMO\"Ulg 
129 
Directions: 
Follow the bulleted instructions and look at the corresponding pictures to create the About 
( ~ ~icrosoft PowerPoint presentation. 
Note: The 7 x 7 rule is used on each slide: a maximum of 7 words per line and a maximum of 7 
lines per slide. 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to open and save as a PowerPoint 97-2003 presentation 
• Open PowerPoint 
• Click the 
"Office Button" 
~ a ~y
c 
• Hover over 
"Save As" 
• Click 
"PowerPoint 97-
2003 Presentation" 
Q 
" 
T 
Home Insert Design Ani 
.lli LJ ~ Layout· 4i'l ~Reset 
Paste New I 
.J Slide• ).] Delete f B 
Clipboard 5 Slides 
Slides Outline x 
Q 
D ~ew 
.... 
._/ Qpen 
~ Conyert 
lul ~ave 
~ Save!S • 
~ .e.rint 
~ Pr~are • 
4P Sen.ti 
~ P11blish 
_j' ~lose 
About P 
Save 1 copy of the document 
"tJ 
PowerPoint Pr11sent;it ion 
Save the presentation in the default file 
format. 
PowerPolnt ~how 
Save as a presentation that always opens 
in Slide Shol'i view. 
PowerPoint i 7-2003 Presentation 
Save a copy of the presentation that I'\.. 
fully compatible with PowerPomt 97-ilf 
fOF or XPS 
Publish a copy of the presentation as a 
PDF or XPS file. 
Qther Formats 
Open the Save As dialog box to select 
from all possible file types. 
I .:) PowerPoint Options I [ X E.Pt PowerPoint I 
• Navigate to your "W: 
Drive" 
1 Click the 
" My Documents" 
drop down arrow 
2 Click the 
W: drive 
(the one with your 
login name) 
• Click the 
New Folder button 
SaV1! As L1)~ 
Save~: 
~ MyRecent 
L..:10ocuments 
@) Desktop 
.n My 
~Documents 
._l My 
:I Computer 
a My Network 
-:::5 Places 
() My Docooients 
..J. DVD/CD·RW Drive (D:) 
U3 System (E:) 
- Removable Disk (F:) 
~Public on 'l.hsfps·OJ'(P:) 
~ Lhs on 'mlfps·Ol a\studenthome$' (5: 
¥ Im· Dml!EillmlmEBDmtllill 
~ dropbox on 'lhsfps·O!' (Z:) 
~ My Network Places 
[i My Documents 
get l 0 
i...::l Cancer Project 
D clockHours 
D CLSE 
L'.:)OJbs 
~Culminating Project 
..'.:I Differentiatinc;i instruction 
EDAD580 
L)EDADS81 
..,jEDAD 582 
< 
;,f avontes 
..,jFBLA 
..:'.)Flash 
...'.)HouseSLC 
~Icebreakers 
,.,'.)Icebreakerss 
Intro IT 
_jleadership 
..)Leadership Forms 
..)LeMieux, Excel Ch. 2 
...'.)Open house 
...)Outlook 
_jPosters 
~PowerPoint 
_jPowerPoint I 
.._:)Pro Cert2 
v 
_JPro Cert· Janel LeMieux 
:::iRecom 
l:l Referrals 
LJ Sharepoint 
\:i SharePolnt Drafts 
L)SnaQlt CataloQ 
l.:)Student to student 
~Sub Plans 
t:)Summit 
L)TA 
..::l Teacher appr 
_:,Tech Liaison 
..::>Tech Prep Forms 
...'.:)WASLettes 
.,::,web Desi<;Jn 
~Web Design solutior 
t:!Whs 
...:iword 
.._:)Word Chapter l 
> 
Ale oame: jPresentatlon l v I !================================================! ~---~ Save as type: I PowerPoint 97·2003 Presentation v I 
roots ·I 
[)~~~ 
@} Desi<l:op 
D :Ouments 
ij ~puter 
i:J My Network 
..J Places 
L..'.)2007-2006 CLSE Materials 
~Absent notices 
L)Access 
L)EOA0583 
....:J EDAD58'1 
..:!)EDA0586 
w access test _')EDF 507 
Accounting _jEOF 510 
te:l Accounting Prooram Reapproval ...')EOSE 512 
~Al favortes 
L'.:)Budget class 
(jbudgetlnfo 
...J Cancer Project 
Ll Clock Hours 
W CLSE 
Clubs 
EOAO 581 
L:)EDA0582 
< 
._:)Evaluation 
L.)Excel 
,,.[ Favorites 
..:lFBLA 
.;>Flash 
_::,House SLC 
u Icebreakers 
..'.:I lcebreak.erss 
u lntro IT 
~ janel.lemieux's Music 
~janel.lemieux's Picttxes 
~Janel.smith's Videos 
..:>leadership 
.,:)Leadership Forms 
....:>LeMieux, Excel Ch. 2 
...'.)Lemieux, excel chapter l 
...:iLemieux, Semester Final 
_:iMasters 
t:)My Albums 
Gfl My Data Sources 
._j My Pr act ice Fies 
_jMy Scans 
...,jOneNote Notebooks 
...!lOpen house 
d Outlook 
...,JPosters 
_:,Power Point 
..::lPowerPolntl 
..:>Pro Cert2 
..'.)Pro Cert- Janel LeMleux 
2ave I I Cancel 
..:>Teacher appr 
..:irech Liaison 
~Tech Prep Forms 
~WASLettes 
..:>web Design 
~Web Design soil.tier 
~Whs 
..:iword 
u Word Chapter l 
> 
File name: jPresentatlon 1 v I 
!============================================~ ~---~ Save as type: I PowerPOOt 97-2003 Presentation v I 
Too[s · ] ~ave I I Cancel 
1 Type: 
owerPoint 
2 Click "OK" 
1 Type: 
About PowerPoint 
® click 
"Save" 
Save [n: 
.---------. 
r'I. My Recent 
l..:.l0orunents 
@} Desktop 
()MY 
Documents 
!f ~puter 
t.:::l MY Network 
-::S Places 
Too[s ·J 
l 0 My Documents 
w 2007·2008 CLSE Materials 
U Absent notices 
Cl Access 
l:> access test 
_:)Accounting 
t..:lAccountlng Program Reapproval 
..::J All f avor~es 
.....::l Budget class 
i...Jbudoet Info 
L)Cancer Project 
~EDA0563 
L)EDAD58~ 
Cl EDAO 565 
~EDF507 
~EDFSIO 
D EDSE512 
...:l Evaluation 
.=,Excel 
AFavor~es 
.....::lFBLA 
...:lFlash 
...:.J Lemieux, excel chapter I 
_) Lemieux, Semester Final 
L)Masters 
u My Albu:ns 
~My Data Sources 
~My Music 
~My Pictures 
L'.>My Practice Files 
L)MyScans 
~My Videos 
\.'.:) OneNote Notebooks L:l Clock Hours 
~CLSE 
~di.tis 
~ CulminatinQ Project 
D DifferentiamQ instruct" 
LlEDA0580 
t:::)EDAD561 
0 EDAD562 
New roldl!r o_ l?i~I 
PowerPoint 
< 
File [!llflle: Presentation I 
Save as type: l PowerPolnt 97·2003 Presentation 
l:) Referrals 
...:l Sharepoint 
b SharePoint Drafts 
l::>Snaolt Catalog 
Student to student 
C>SubPlans 
t'.)Summ~ 
l..:.TA 
U Teacher appr 
....:i Tech Liaison 
t:) Tech Prep Forms 
,.:,wASLettes 
Web Design 
..":I Web Desi\Jl solut 
L)Whs 
_:)Word 
~Word Chapter I 
....'.:)zapping pictures 
s_ave I [ Cancel 
> 
Save As ITI~ 
Save [n: 
r'I. My Recent 
1.:..:1 Docunents 
@} Desktop 
~~cuments 
...l MY 
:I Computer 
L.:l My Network 
"'3 Places 
Too[s ·J 
l O PowerPolnt 
1 
Fie uame: About PowerPoint v 
PowerPoint 97·2003 Presentation 
( -earning Objective: 
The student will be able to apply a theme to a presentation 
• Click "Design" on the 
Ribbon to display the 
Design tab 
' Click the "Equity" 
theme 
About PowerPoint [Compatibility Mod 
Home Insert Animations Slide Show Review View Add-Ins 
e.. 
Cl ~ Layout· IK A· 1[2_] I·= II ~ =~ If i] 11 _j 
-ll ~Reset 
Paste I New ~ Delete lB I .!! mk s A\' Aa II ~ 11 ~ ~ ~ ~ 1l!!J Slide· • 
Clipboard fi Slides Font Paragraph 
Slides Outline 
Abo..it PowerPoint (Compatibility Modej - Microsoft PowerPoint 
sert Design Animauons Shde Show Re'llew View Add·lns 
Themes 
.. Colors · 
• ~Fonts · 
l!!,,;o,,~!!!o::!J • @ Effects -
Click to add title 
----·-------------------·---r ·-·······-··············-··· ......................................................................................... ···--·······--·· I Clkbo odd mbdd• 
Learning Objective: 
( he student will be able to create a title slide and enter a title and subtitle to a slide~ 
• Click the title text 
placeholder, 
"Click to add title" 
e Type: 
Microsoft PowerPoint 
Title Shdo 
!. .................................................................................................................................................... . 
Click to add subtitle 
• Click the subtitle text 
placeholder "Click to 
add subtitle" 
e Type: 
A Presentation 
Program 
(_ 
Click to add subtitle 
0-------------- - -----0-------- ------- ----- -<;> 
l .-\. Presentation Program l 
I I 6 Q 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
6-------------- -------0-- -------- - ---------- 0 
C • Press the ENTER key on your keyboard to 
move to the next line 
e Type : 
By Student Name 
(type your name) 
(_ 
lJ[J[J[J[][][][][][)[OOOEJ 
~e:JEJ[][J[][]t:JCJe:J[]lO[]D 
EJEJ[][JEJ[JEJ0[][]001En~ J--1 Enterl 
[~ )EJ[][)[)eJEJEJ[][][][{; ] 
E:JE:JEJ( )EJEJf!JEJ 
0---------------------0--------------------<? i A Presentation Program : 
I I 6 BY Student Kame r~ 
I ' I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
6---- ----- ------------0--------------------0 
Learning Objective: 
( , he student will be able to change Font Size LJ 
• Highlight the subtitle 
"A Presentation 
Program" 
c 
• Click "Home" on the 
Ribbon to display the 
Home tab 
0---------------------0------------------- -<;> 
: A Presentation Program 1 
I I 
I I 
o BY Stud ent ::\"ame ..l I , y 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 6----------------- ---0--------------------0 
Drawing Tools 
sert Design Animations Slide Show Review View Add-Ins Format 
~~~~~~-..~ 
Orientation ~ 
Page Setup 
1r----
Slides Outline 
Themes 
• With the text still 
( highlighted 
1 Click the 
Font Size box arrow 
2 Click "32" 
This is how Slide 1 
should look 
Drawing Tools About PowerPoint [Compatib 
rt Design Animations Slide Show Review View Add-Ins Format 
le 
EJ"-\.D O O ~ 
6 L. L. ¢,/}c, y 
I ll • ~ \ I\.. { } -{:{ .., Arrange 5 
8 
9 
Fo 10 
10.5 
11 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
24 
28 
Paragraph 
A Presentation Program 
BY Student :'\ame 
0--------------- - ----0------------------- -<;> 
: A Presentation Program : 
I I 
I 9 BY Student ="ame t~ 
I I 
I I 
I I 
0-------- - ----------- .0--------------------6 
Drawing 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to save to current location 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button II 
to save what you 
have done so far. 
Learning Objective: 
Q 
c:. 
"' Q 
-..il 
Paste 
:J 
Clipboard r,; 
CJ T 
Insert Desig 
CJ ·~Layout· ~Reset 
New ~ Delete Slide • 
Slides 
CJ 
( , he student will be able to insert a new slide New 
Slide· 
The student will be able to create a slide with a two content layout 
• Click "New Slide" 
0 
New 
Slide• 
Two Content 
Animations Slide Show Review View Add-I 
Perpetua (Body) • 32 • I K A· I[ -¥? 11 := • r= ·II =~ 
I B I M ~ s ~. APllA ·I l = ~ = 
Font Paragra 
( 
• Click the layout 
"Two Content" 
Now there are 2 slides 
in the presentation 
(_ 
;:2.. 
_J 
-...l 
Paste 
.J 
Clipboard Ii 
Home Insert Design Animations Slide Show Review 
~ ~ 
..ti 
Paste ,J 
LJ ::E Layout • 
~Reset 
New I 
Slide • ~ Delete 
Perpetua (Body) • 32 • I A A• IL~ J I 
is I 1l ~ S ~- A.a · l l~ · l I 
Clipboard Ii Equity 
CJ 
New 
Slide• 
~~ ....... -. ~-~~ ... . "'•••u•••u•••u••H••••••1 : : ·~ l c::::·:::::::::::·.::! ~. : . 
Title and Content Section Header 
'EJ . . ...... ,. ···-· : ~-~· ···············' ':;' .. " .. \: .. ·.• ........ :;-.-.·.·.·.·.·.-.·.· .... &al':> ii- .., i 
-··· · ..~ r ... ~- ·~·.1 
Comparison Title Onl~· 
.... · •• : ..... :: ...... ·::~.::j 
·~i.------ .......... ....  1 
:rfil Layout· 
~Reset 
~ Delete 
Slides 
Blank Content with Caption Picture with Caption 
Quplicate Selected Slides 
Slides from Outline ... 
Beuse Slides ... 
• 40 • [ A" A·]@] r ::= 
Is I y ..i.c s AV Aa JI A I l == 
Font 
1= 11-l;; ;!;s ir ~ ll:t 
- =r- •r-~
. - _:J 
§: ~ =il!G 
Paragraph 
Slides Outline 
Click to add title 
••• 
) 
• Click the title 
( placeholder 
"Click to add tit le" 
e Type: 
What is PowerPoint? 
/ 
···-····-··················································· ................ ........ .............................................. .............................. . 
1 Cli ck to add titl e 
: ....................................................... ........................... . 
: • Click t o add text 
i 
i 
I 
_J 
I 
: ........................................................................................ ; 
. .................................... .............................. .................. .. 
! • Click to add tex t 
=J 
••• 
• 
:.•••••••••••••••••••••OoOOO•O••oooooooooooOoo••O o ooOOoOo O OOHOOoO•OOoooOoo•OOOOO•OOO•ooOO: 
0------------------------D------------------------ -<;> 
I I 
I I 
fWhat is PowerPoint? : 
O·---·---·---·---·---·---·---.-~.~o ,...---·---·---·---·---·---·---,--o 
' • Click t o add text . i • Click to add text . 
__J 
G,"• ) 
:. ....................................................................................... ; 
_J 
i 
• • 
. ) 
t ....................................................................................... . 
• Click the t ext 
placeholder 
( ·'Click to add text" 
e Type: 
Microsoft Office 
Application 
\. 
0------- ------------ - - - ---0------------------------ <;> 
I I 
I I 
i what is PowerPoint? : 
6--------·---·------------------:0 :-·---- --- ----- -- -------- -- -0 ! • Click to add text . i • Click to add text . 
~ _J 
••• (f• 
. . 
: ............. ·-····-····· ---- --- --· ·······················--········-·····--------------' L •.••••••••.••.•••.•••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .: 
Wl1at is ~owerPoint? 
' c;>----------- -0----------- -Q 
l • Microsoft Office l i • Click to add text 
I I 
1 Application 1 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I ¢ 1? 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
6------------0------------<:> 
••• 
• 
L ....................................................................................... : 
c 
• Press the ENTER key 
on your keyboard to 
move to the next 
line 
e Type: 
• Graphics 
presentation 
program 
• 
• 
Professional-
looking 
presentations 
Slide show 
presentation 
c 
Learning Objective: 
(J[][][][][f][][]EJ[J[]EJOEl 
~EJEJEJEJ()(JEJ[]EJ()(0([]0 
EJEJEJEJEJEJEJEJEJtJODr~·~ J~I Enter (S: ][J[]EJ[JEJEJEJCJ[J[)[~ ] 
EJEJEJ( )EJEJ~EJ 
What is f>owerPoint? 
I Q------------0------------Q 
: • Microsoft Office 
: Application 
I 
I 
1 • 
I 
I 
I 
I I. 
I 
¢ 
Graphics presentation 
program I Enter I 
Professional-looking 
presentations I Enter I I 
I 
: • Slide shmY presentation 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~I 
~ • Click to add text 
.a, ••• 
• 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Cr--- - -------0-------------0 ' - - J 
The student will be able to save to current location 
• Click the quick ~ Q CJ "Save" button II T to save what you Insert Desig 
have done so far. ~ CJ .:1l Layout • ~ 
-..!I ~ Reset 
Paste 
:J New Slide • ,;J Delete 
Clipboard fi Slides 
Learning Objective: 
( 1·he student will be able to insert a new slide ~ 
The student will be able to create a slide with :':~~le and content layout~ :·-·=~~·--·'! 
• Click " New Slide" 
0 
New 
Slide• 
• Click the layout 
"Title and Content" 
Design 
Paste 
Title and Content 
Animations Slide Show Review View Add-I 
Perpetua (Body) • 32 • I K A· I[~] I::: • !:: · I I :~ 
IB Ill _.. S ~· Aa · ll~ ·1 I = ~ ::: 
Clipboard Font Para gr 
(ii;\ Q If) • CJ ; 
'~ Home Insert Design 
Paste 
.! 
;-;-
......... _,_ 
' , ............ ;--
Animations Slide Show Review 
.:::!! Layout· 
~Reset 
~ Delete 
Perpetua (Body) • 26 • ! K A· I[-¥>] 
I B I ll .l>c s ~. Aa · ll~ ·I 
Title Slide 
~=====,,.'!! 
Two Content Comparison 
.... :;··· ......... . 
Section Header 
Title Only 
.- . . . ·, 
11.o ••• " ""'"" ~ • ••• • ••• • ••• • • t 
Blank Content with Caption Picture with Caption 
G Quplicate Selected Slides 
t;'@ Slides from Outline ... 
.§1 Beuse Slides ... 
Now there are 3 slides 
in the presentation 
In the title 
placeholder, 
• Type: 
Impressive Additions 
_. .. .,.::J' ' 
~ ~ LJ ~ Layout· _J 4ib ~ Reset 
Paste New 
x:J Delete Je I !1 .J Slide• 
• 20 • l A. A· J~ I ::: 
--~ 
~ s ~ Aa ll.A. 11 ~ 
Clipboard fi Slides Paragraph 
...................................................... . .... 
, CI i ~.~ .. ~? ..... ~ .. ?..? .... tit I 
! • Click to add text 
· ;.-,-,__ ... _ 
;-.-
· -·~-; 
··-·--;--
• 
/ 
------ -0- <? 0-- ----- ------ I 
I I 
I 0 
! 1 mp r ess i ve Add iti o ~~--------------------J 0------------------------o- . I 
· • Click to add tex t \ 
_J 
~·· 
: ............ .................... . ................................................ ····················· ............................................................................ . 
in the text 
( ,..1 laceholder, 
e Type : 
• Graphics 
• Press Enter 
Learning Objective: 
Impressive Additi~ns 
c;>--- ------ - ---------------0-------------------------Q 
• Graphics I Enter I : 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
¢ ¢ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
6------------------------ -n------------------------ -o 
The student will be able to increase list level 
The student will be able to decrease list level 
e Click the 
" Increase list Level" 
button ~~l 
Drawing Tools About PowerPoint 
me Insert Design Animations Slide Show Review View Add-Ins Format 
lJ ~ Layout· 
~Reset 
New 
Slide • i] Delete 
'"'""' . ,.,, • 26 • I A • I[ 'I)] I;= • 1= ·II ;~ · ·l ~I-"~.· El " '\. D 0 0 
= .6. l.._ 1... ¢ ..(} (3 . 
1 e I Y .w s e · 1.a · II~ ·I I ~ : ~ =I ~ -I ~ ' I\. { } -tr ; 
Font fi I Paragraph I Increase List Level l Slides 
e Type: 
( • Picture-from file 
• Clip Art 
• Shapes 
• Click the 
"Decrease List Level" 
button I ~~ 
e Type: 
• Charts 
• Press Enter 
Impressive Additi~ns 
Q--------------------------0-- --- --- --------- - --- ----Q 
1 
• Graphics 1 I I 
! • Picture - from file I Enter I ! 
! • Clip Art I Enter I ! 
! • Shapes I Enter I ! 
I I 
I I 
¢ ~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
0-- ---------------------- -0---------- ----------- - -- -0 
Drawing Tools About PowerPoint [ 
e Insert Design Animations Slide Show Review View Add-Ins Format 
CJ :!) Layout T 
~ Reset 
New 
Slide T ~ Delete 
Slides Font 
Impressive Additictns 
I 
EJ "' '\.0 0 0 
6 L.L. ¢{).CJ. 
~ ""'\!\_ { } ~· 
Q-- ---------------------- - -0---- - ---- --------------- -Q 
: • Graphics 1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l e 
I 
¢ 
• Pictur e - from file 
• Clip Art 
• Shapes 
Charts I Enter I 
7 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
0------------------------ -0--------------- - - - ---- - - --0 
• Click the 
"Increase List Level" 
( ,utton ~~ J 
e Type: 
• From an Excel file 
• Many different 
chart formats 
Learning Objective: 
Drawing Tools About PowerPoint [ 
me Insert Design Animations Slide Show Review View Add-Ins Format 
Q i.'.:!l Layout· 
~Reset 
New 
Slide • ~ Delete 
Slides 
tline 
Font 
lmp1~essive Additi~ns 
E:l "- '-.D O D 
6 l...1.. ¢D- Ci · 
~\ f\. { } ~· 
Paragra h Increase List Level 
Q-------------------------0- - - ----------------------Q 
: • Graphics 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l e 
I 
<i 
• Picture - from file 
• Clip Art 
• Shapes 
Charts 
• From an Excel file I Enter I 
• ;'v1anY different chart formats 
11 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
6------------------------ -0------- ------------ - -----0 
The student will be able to save to current location g 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button II 
to save what you 
have done so far. 
(ri;\ Q U ; 
~ ~e Insert 
1c--
Desig 
e. ,,., LJ ~Layout· ~ 
-.:l ~Reset 
Paste 
.J New ~ Delete Slide · 
Clipboard r,; Slides 
Learning Objective: 
( The student will be able to insert a new slide ~ 
The student will be able to create a slide with ::~;le and content layout ~ ·--=~;····-· 1 
• Click "New Slide" 
New 
Slide• 
• Click the layout 
"Title and Content" 
l 
Title and Content 
Animations Slide Show View Add-I 
Perpetua csodyJ • 32 • I A A· I[~ J I::: · i= ·II :F= 
l B I !l ~ s ~. Aa ·ll -1. ·I I ~ ~ ~ 
Paste 
Home Insert Design 
LJ ~ Layout• 
~Reset I New I _ J Slide • ~ Delete 
·~ ..... 
::-··-
..... ..;_._ 
Equity 
Title Slide 
)•••••••••••1·:•..,,••t•••••s1 
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. ~' 
Font 
Animations Slide Show Review 
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Blank Content with Caption Picture with Caption 
43 Quplicate Selected Slides 
~ Slides from Out[ine ... 
~ Beuse Slides ... 
Paragr 
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Now there are 4 sl ides 
in the presentation 
In the title 
placeholder, 
e Type : 
What Else is Cool? 
······--·--····-···················-········ ········ ······· 
l Cli~k to ~? 
! • Click to add text 
\\ts: ti P.: ,e r?: 1": > 
· n -
·-:- - ·-; 
· ~ ........... =----"' 
0------------------------ .0.... ------------------------<;>~ 
I I 
I I 
TWhat Else is Cool? : 
6----------------------------0---------------------------q ! • Click to add text l 
_J 
••• 
... ......................................... .................. .... .... .. .............. .... .... . 
In the text 
11laceholder, 
• Type: 
• Transitions 
• Press Enter 
Learning Objective: 
What Else is Cool• 
I 
c;>-------------- -----------0----------- --- - -- - ---- ---Q 
• Transition s I Enter I 
6--------------- -------- - -0-------------- - ------- ----0 
The student will be able to increase list level 
The student will be able to decrease list level 
• Click the 
"Increase List Level" 
"' . u ;: Drawing Tools About PowerPoint [< 
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e Type: 
c· Movement from 
slide to slide 
• Press Enter 
e Click the 
"Decrease List Level" 
utton I 1?= 
e Type: 
• Animations 
• Press Enter 
What Else is Cool• 
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l • i\1oYement from slide to slide I Enter I 
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Drawing Tools AOout l'ower1'01nt l 
e Insert Design Animations Slide Show Review View Add-Ins Format 
CJ 3l Layout · 
~Reset 
New 
Slide ~ 'l\':I Delete 
Slides 
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Font 
E:;l ""-.'\.000 
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What Else is Cool• 
I 
<;>-------------------------0-------- - - ---------------Q 
• Transitions l 
• i\1oYement from slide to slide 
• Animations I Enter I 
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r~ Clickthe 
\ ·increase list Level" 
button ~~ J 
e Type: 
• Object movement 
on the slide 
• Press Enter 
e Click the 
"Decrease list Level" 
button r ~~ 
Drawing Tools About PowerPoint ( 
me Insert Design Animations Slide Show Review View Add-Ins Format 
EJ '.:!]Layout· 
~Reset 
New 
Slide • x'J Delete 
Slides 
Perpetua (Body) • 26 • 
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Transitions 
• .MoYement from slide to slide 
Animation s 
• ObjectmoYement on the slide I Enter I 
r11 
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I 
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e Insert Design 
LJ .:!I Layout · 
~Reset 
New 
Slide • ~ Delete 
Slides 
Drawing Tools About PowerPoint ( 
Animations Slide Show Review View Add-Ins Format 
Font fi 
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6 1-l... ¢.0.C3 · 
lz""'\f\. }* • 
e Type: 
( • Sound 
Press Enter 
• Click the 
" Increase List Level" 
utton ~;;;: ! 
e Type: 
• Use sparingly 
• Not too 
annoying 
What Else is Cool'• 
I Q-------------------------0-------------------------Q 
• Transitions : 
• ~\.foyement from slide to slide 
• Animations 
• Object mo,·ement on the slide 
• Sound I Enter I 
~ 
I 
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What Else is Cool• 
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• Transitions 1 I I 
I I 
1 • MoYement from slide to slide 1 
I I 
I I 
1 • Animations 1 
I I 
I I 
1 • ObjectmoYement on the slide 1 
I I 
: • Sound : 
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• Use sparingl:· I Enter I 1 
I 
• ~ ot too aru1o:ing : 
I 
I 
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Learning Objective: 
('The student will be able to save to current location II 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button H 
to save what you 
have done so far. 
Learning Objective: 
I~ 
-Jl 
Paste 
,J 
Insert Desig 
LJ ::11 Layout T 
~ Reset 
New 
Slide T ~ Delete 
Clipboard Ii Slides 
The student will be able to insert Clip Art ~ 
• Click the Slide 2 
thumbnail in the 
Slides tab 
New 
Slide T ~ Delete 
Clipboard Ii Slides 
Slides Outline 
l 
.. 
J 
~ :--~- :~ ......... 
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Wha 
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• Trans 
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e Click the "Clip Art" 
button in the 
( content placeholder 
Type: 
powerpoint 
in the "Search for:" 
box 
2 Click "Go" 
c 
What is PowerPoint? 
................. .......................................................... 
• Microsoft Office 
Application 
• Graphics presentation 
program 
• Professional-looking 
presentations 
• Slide shO\Y presentation 
: • Click to add text 
• 
!Clip Artl 
. . 
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bout PowerPoint [Compatibility Mode] - Microsoft PowerP ... 
xt 
••• 
• J 
CJ ~Shape Fill • 
Jiii:. Shape Outline • 
Arrange Quick -
Styles • - Shape Effects • 
Drawing Ii 
Clip Art 
Search fur : 
powerpoint 
Search in: 
All collections 
~ Find 
~.., Replace • 
Select • 
Editing 
Results should be : 
All media file cypes 
... x 
c 
• Click the clip art 
shown or a similar 
clip art picture if the 
circled one is not 
available. 
This is how sl ide 2 
should look 
Notice the 7 x 7 
rule is followed 
Only 7 lines on the 
slide and no more 
than 7 words per 
line 
int [Compatibility Mode] - Microsoft PowerP... - ~ X 
0 1 f_J ~Shape Fill· 
- 0 ~Shape Outline • 
• 
Arrange Quick 
Shape Effects • Styles· 
,_ 
Drawing Ii 
What is PowerPoint? 
• Microsoft Office 
Ap p lication 
• Graphics presentation 
program 
• Professional-looking 
'-' 
presentations 
• Slide shmY presentation 
(@ 
~ Find 
~;JC Replace • 
~ Select• 
Editing 
• Click the "Close" 
button to exit clip 
( art 
x 
• Click the Slide 4 
thumbnail in the 
Sl ides tab 
(_ 
int (Compatibility Mode] - Microsoft PowerP... - ~ X 
~Shape Fill· I~ 
~ Shape Outline • 
• Arrange Quick _ 
Styles • - Shape Effects • 
Drawing 
.JllUC 
Clipboard Ii 
Outline 
Slides 
J 
00 Find 
ax Replace • 
~ Select · 
Editing 
Font 
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• Sl 
Learning Objective: 
~[j) 
B1;.-J ( ·he student will be able to insert Clip Art Clip 
"1: 
The student will be able to move Clip Art 4 
The student will be able to resize Clip Art \ 
• Click "Insert" on the 
Ribbon 
About PowerPoint [Compatib 
Home Insert Design Animations Slide Show 
d(; Cl ~yout . ·126 • l K A· 11 ~ 1 u= := II =?- =, 
Review View Add-Ins 
e Click the "Clip Art" 
button 
[][j] 
Bl~ 
Clip 
Art 
1 
Type: sound 
in the "Search for:" 
box 
® Click "Go" 
utb ~set 
1 New j B I :g: ..laic s !~ A.. JI~ j J ::: = = I 
v Slide • ~ Delete Paste 
Clipboard 5 Slides Font Paragraph 
@ Q If) • ; About PowerPoint [Com 
Home Insert Design Animations Slide Show Review View 
~ ~ [Jfil ~ [{j) ~ d :_j ~ BIO - ~ ..J 
Table Picture Chart Hyperlink Action Text 
Box 
Tables Illustrations Links 
Slides Outline II 
Media Clips 
.... x 
Search in : 
All collections 
Results should be: 
All media file types 
v 
• Click the clip art 
( shown or a similar 
clip art picture if the 
circled one is not 
available. 
This is where the clip art 
picture is placed. 
The next step is to 
move it. 
erPoint - rJI x 
ol Object Movie Sound 
Media Clips 
Clip Art ... x 
Search fur : 
I sound I ~ 
Search in : 
I All collections vi 
Results should be : 
!All media file t,-pes vi 
What Else is Coot ? 
• Transitions ....__ ___ ___, 1 
• :\lm·emen 
• Animation s 
• Object mo · 
• Sound 
( l Click, hold down the 
mouse button, and 
drag the clip art to 
the lower corner 
This is where the clip art 
picture has moved. 
The next step is to 
resize it. 
What Else is Coo ? 
• Transitions 
• Animations 
• Objectm 
• Sound 
• l'\ot too a 
What Else is Cool? 
• Transitions 
• ;\fo,·ement from slide to slide 
• Animations 
• ObjectmoYement on the slide 
• Sound 
• Use sparingl)· 
• i'\ ot too anno,ing 
, <,..; 
• Drag the upper left 
( sizing handle 
diagonally inward 
until the clip art is 
resized as shown . 
This is how slide 4 
should look 
Notice the 7 x 7 
rule is followed 
Only 7 lines on the 
slide and no more 
than 7 words per 
line 
What Else is Cool? 
• Transitions 
• MoYement from slide to slide 
• Animations 
• ObjectmoYement on the slide 
• Sound 
• Use sparingl;· 
• l'\ ot too annmino 
- b 
What Else is Cool? 
• Transitions 
• NloYement from slide to slide 
• Animations 
• ObjectmoYement on the slide 
• Sound 
• Use sparingl;· 
• l'\ ot too anno;ing 
I Sizing Handle I 
( 
• Click the "Close" 
button ~o exit clip 
art x t [Compatibility Mode] - Microsoft PowerPo ... - ~ x 
~o Q 
';' Arrange Quick 
Styles· 
Drawing 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to save to current location B 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button II 
to save what you 
have done so far. 
Q 
c:.z. r:. 
-_J 
Paste 
:J 
Clipboard f"i 
" 
; 
e Insert Desig 
CJ i:::fil Layout • ~Reset 
New ~ Delete Slide· 
Slides 
~Shape Fill· ~Find 
~ Shape Outline • ~3C Replace • 
~ Shape Effects • ~ Select• 
r;, Editing 
Search fur: 
I sound 
Search in: 
IAll collections 
Results should be: 
I All media file types 
v 
Q"1·~ :;; 
• Click the Slide 1 
thumbnail in the Home Insert Design Anima 
( Slides tab D ~ 
Table Picture 
Tables 
Slides 
l 
"n-
. :...;-:----
:--;-
.....  _ .........._: 
•i··--:-·-
...... --..-. 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to apply slide transitions D 
• Click "Animations" 
on the Ribbon f.:~ Qlf)·~ :;; ~ Home Insert 
~ ~ ~:Hal BIO 
~[j) 
210 
Clip 
Art 
Table Picture Clip Photo Shapes SmartArt 
Art Album· 
Tables Illust rations 
Slides Outline 
m lY 
Photo Shapes Sma 
Album· 
Illustrations 
x 
Transition 
About PowerPoint [Compatibility 
Slide Show Review View Add-Ins 
Chart Hyperhnk Action Text Header WordA 
Box & Footer 
Links 
( 
• Click "Dissolve" in 
the transitions 
gallery 
• Click the Slide 2 
thumbnail in the 
Slides tab 
• Click the "More" 
button for more 
transitions 
About PowerPoint [Compatibility Mode] - Microsoft PowerPoint 
ert Design 
No Ammat1on 
nimation 
imations 
Animations Slide Show Review View 
·o 
'!.J Alnlfldle, l'iU "'llllrldllUll 
Preview ·~ Custom Animation 
Preview Animations 
··~ .. ·.~-:-
·~r··-­
r--:-
• r-:..- ... - ; :------
•1 ... - .... r--- .. 
·~ 
• :-.--~· 
· -·~ 
....... .... _,.,., 
Add-Ins 
~ !£. Transition Sound: (No 
• L!J • ~ Transition Speed: Fast 
...____. ,-....J , • .,+j Apply To All 
Transition to This Slide 
About PowerPoint [Compatibility Mode] - Microsoft PowerPoint 
I Animations Slide Show Review View 
·o 
Add-Ins 
4 Transition Sound: [No Sound] 
Apply To All 
Slide 
Fast 
• Click "Wipe Up" in 
the transitions 
( gallery 
4 Click the Slide 3 
thumbnail in the 
Slides tab 
Animations Slide Show Review View Add-Ins 
No Transition 
Fades and Dissolves 
Wipes 
~[1][E 0J 
~~ ~ 
~~~~~~~ 
§Ulm~~~~ 
~~~~ 
Preview Animat ions 
Slides Outline X 
J 
. : ~ .... :...i.. .... . :""~ .... 
i. , .. ~-···-
"n-
~cp:u": .:.:::-: ;rs 
·~ 
Learning Objective: 
( rhe student will be able to apply custom animations =: .11 Custom Animation 
• Click anywhere on 
the content 
placeholder 
• Click 
"Custom Animation" 
=: .l) Custom Animat ion 
Pre111e 
Preview 
Slides 
Impressive Additictns 
Q------------------------ -0-------------------------Q 
: • Graphics 
I 
1 • Picture - from file 
I 
I 
1 • ClipArt 
I 
: • Shapes ~ 
J • Charts 
¢ • From an Excel file S 
• Mam· different chart form a ts 
6------------------------ -0--------- ------ -----------0 
Drawing Tools 
Home Insert Design Animations Slide Show Review View Add·Ins Format 
Q Animate: No Animation 
·o 
Animations Trans 
c 
• Click "Add Effect" 
1 the Custom 
Animations gallery: 
1 Click "Entrance" 
@ Click "Diamond" 
ly To All 
-- -Q 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
9 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
- --<) 
his Slide 
~ 1. Blinds 
~ .f.. Box 
~ .2,. Checkerboard 
~ 
, 
I 
I 
I 
9 
I 
-------<) 
Automatically After: 00:00 ... ... 
Custom Animation ... x 
Re:-'Yove 
Select an element of the slide, then 
click »Add Effect" ID add animation 
Custom Animation 
r.A Add Effect ... JI\- F 2move 
... x 
Select an element of the slide, then 
click "Add Effect" ID add animation 
+ rtjPr .... 
~ Pl I~ Slide Show J 
~AutoPreview 
( 
• Click t he Slide 4 
thumbnail in the 
Sl ides tab 
• Click anywhere on 
the content 
placeholder 
~ Iii) '9 . 
" 
;; 
~ Home Insert Design Animations Slide Sha 
~ D 4 Animate: Custom Anima... • Preview fiil Custom Animation 
Preview Animations 
Im pre 
Q---------
1 • Graphics 
1 
• Picture 
1 
• ClipAr 
1 
• Shapes 
2 
• Charts 
2 ¢ 
• From a 
2 
• Mam· d 
6---------
What Else is Cool• 
' Q- ----------------------- -0-- - ----------------------Q 
• Transitions : 
¢ 
• MoYement from slide to slide 
• Animations 
• Object moYement on the slide 
• Sound 
• Use sparingl~· 
• I\" ot too annminq 
• b 
6------------------------ -0---------
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
¢ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
- --0 
In the Custom 
Animations gallery 
( 'l Click "Add Effect" 
[~i:r Add Effect -..] 
In the Custom 
Animations gallery: 
<D Click "Entrance" 
2 Click "Diamond" 
ly To All 
-- -<;> 
9 
I 
- - --0 
~ Apply To All 
his Slide 
~ 1. Blinds 
~ 2_. Box 
~ .2_. Checkerboard 
~ 
/t 2. Fly In 
I 
I 
I 
~I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
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- ----- --0 
Automatically After: 00:00 
Rem 
ty 
-... 
....... x 
Select an element of the slide, then 
click ~dd Effect" to add animation 
+ _ rdr +-
.... Plai [ ~Slide Show ] 
Automatically After: 00:00 -... 
Custom Animation ...,.. x 
~ Add Effect ... K.- RemOJ8 
~ ~ntrance I'\. ., 
~ Emphasis ~., t========: 
1i": E~i t I=======::! 
ti 
Select an element of the slide, then 
click "Add Effect" to add animation 
+ " -=r + 
..._ Pa) [~ Slide Show ] 
( 
• Click the "Close" 
button to exit 
custom animations 
x 
Learning Objective: 
int [Compatibil ity Mode] - Microsoft PowerP... - ~ X 
n Sound: [No Sound] 
n Speed: Fast 
o All 
-Q 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l1l l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-0 
· I Advance Slide 
• J On Mouse Click 
Automatically After: 00:00 
1~.,,;,) Remove J 
Speed: !Medium 
... 
... 
@) 
v 
Li~- ~ Content Placeholder 2 : ... v I 
~ 
... C> rrier + 
Play J I~ Slide Show ] 
The student will be able to save to current location B 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button II ~ Q (!J ; to save what you have done so far. Insert Desig 
e;. 
CJ :::E Layout • _j 
-il ~ Reset 
Paste 
.J New iJ Delete Slide • 
Clipboard Ii Slides 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to view a presentation as a slide show From 
Beginning 
• Click the 
"Slide Show" 
Ribbon 
e Click 
"From Beginning" in 
the Start Slide Show 
section 
From 
Beginning 
• Click to display slide 
number 2 
j 
About PowerPoint [Compatib 
~---
Design Animations Review View Add· lns 
:;i Animate: No Animation 
-o Preview '~ Custom Animation 
Preview Animations 
Slides Outline 
About PowerPoint [Compatibility 
Design Animations Slide Show Review View Add-Ins 
~ ~ @ [EJ ~ Record Narration 
,:{fl Rehearse Timings 
Iii] Resolution: 
~- st o Present 
From custom Set Up Hide 
./ Use Rehearsed Timings urrent Slide Slide Show · Slide Show Slide Use Presenter 
Set Up 
Microsoft PowerPoint 
~~~ 
. \ PrP:-.Pnta lion Program 
Eh St ud ... ut N .m11' 
c 
• Click to di splay slide 
number 3 
• Click to display the 
t ext 
• Click to display the 
text 
What is PowerPoint? 
• ~ licrO$Oft Office 
;\ pp lic.1tfon 
• Gr.iphics prei;i:-nt.1tion 
progr.un 
• Profe::sio n;i l-looking 
pri:-~i:-nt.1tions 
• Slide show present.1tio n 
1 mpressive Additions 
1 mpressive Additions 
• Gr.1phic,; 
• Picture - from file 
• Clip.-\n 
• Sh.1pes 
( 
• Click to display slide 
number 4 
• Click until all the 
text is displayed 
• Click to see ending 
slide 
c 
Impressive Additions 
• Gr.1phics 
• Pkllu-.:· - &0111 Ble 
• ClipAr t 
• Sh.1pes 
• Ch.wt::: 
• Fl'Om .1n Exe.:-1 lllc:-
• :\[.my cJjfle rent ch.irt form.it~ 
What Else is Cool? 
What Else is Cool? 
• Tr.m,;itions 
• :\ lowment from ;:Jide to ;:Ii de 
• Anim.nion$ 
• O bject moYement on the ~lide 
• Sound 
• lJ5e ;:p.1ringly ~ 
• Not too .111110\"i.ng 
( 1 Click to end the 
slide show 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to save to current location B 
• Click the quick ® Q u "Save" button II ; to save one last Insert Desig 
time. ~ ,, LJ ~ Layout · 
-.11 ~ Reset 
Paste J New Slide • ~ Delete 
Clipboard l"i Slides 
c 
0 
c 
c 
c 
( 
Internet Safety 
PowerPoint Presentation 
Why All the Fuss? 
• Internet usage has increased 
• Oaline predators has gro"l'l 
• More unprofessional websites made 
• Hackers are getting creatiYe 
• More access to personal finances 
1 
- - - - - - -- - - -- - --
Be Careful 
• Do not gi,·e personal 
iofonnallon 
P1 Utt" 
Full i t 11nf" 
II h•rr 1-ou Ji,.,. 
• Do not meet un kno\\11 people 
3 
' 
Check Your Computer 
• Do you ham an anti-,;ms program? 
• Do ~·ou ha,·e a spywa re program? 
• \'{hat are your firewall settings? 
• Is your network secure? 
Pnssword protect if tll't\\·o··k,,d 
176 
© 
Directions: 
Follow the bulleted instructions and look at the corresponding pictures to create the About 
( Microsoft PowerPoint presentation. 
Note: The 7 x 7 rule is used on each slide: a maximum of 7 words per line and a maximum of 7 
lines per slide. 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to open and save as a PowerPoint 97-2003 presentation 
• Open PowerPoint 
• Click the 
"Office Button" 
• Hover over 
"Save As" 
e Click 
"PowerPoint 97-
2003 Presentation" 
" ; 
Insert Design Ani 
Paste 
.:!I Layout · 
~Reset 
New 
Slide • ~ Delete 
Clipboard fi Slides 
Slides 
Q 
" 
D t::1ew 
,.,, 
.._j Qpen 
~ Conyert 
~ s_ave 
1 ~ Save As • 
~ £rint 
0' Prgpare • 
-
,. 
Seng 
~ Pyblish 
1-.I' ~lose 
[s I 
:; About P 
Sn e a copy of the document 
TuJ PowerPoint Presentation Save the presentation in the default file 
format. 
~ PowerPoint ~how Save as a presentation that always opens 
in Slide Show view. 
~ PowerPoint 27-2003 Presentation Save a copy of the presentation that~ 
fully compatible with PowerPomt 97- . 
D EDF or XPS Publish a copy of the presentation as a 
PDF or XPS file . 
Qther Formats lK{ Open the Save As dialog box to select 
from all possible file types . 
I .:=1 PowerPoint Optjons 11 X E)!it PowerPoint I 
( 
c 
• Navigat e t o your 
"W : Drive" 
1 Click the 
"My Documents11 
drop down arrow 
2 Click the 
W: drive 
(the one with your 
login name) 
1 Click the folder 
"PowerPoint11 
2 Click "Open11 
Save !;1: 
DI. My Recent 
~Documents 
@ Desktop 
.n.My 
U 0ocuments 
~ My 
Computer 
llU My Network 
-::5 Places 
Tools ·J 
Save [n: 
~-----, 
DI. My Recent 
~Documents 
@ Desktop 
()MY 
Documents 
..l My 
!'.J Computer 
1>:1 My Network 
'-::J places 
Tools ·J 
0 My Documents 
..J. DVD/CD-RW Drive (D:) 
• U3 System (E:) 
- Removable Disk(F:) 
~ Pubk on 'Lhsfps-0!' (P:) 
~ Lhs on 'rsdfps-Ola\studenthome$' (S: 
~ - -
~ dropbox on 'lhsfps-01' (Z:) 
~ My Network Places 
0 My Documents 
et in o ~ avor~es 
EDAD 581 
~EDAD582 
< 
File o.ame: jPresentationl 
FBLA 
Flash 
House SLC 
~Icebreakers 
b Icebreakerss 
Intro IT 
leadership 
Leadership Forms 
f:iLeMieux, Excel Ch. 2 
Save as ~ype: I PowerPoint 97-2003 Presentation 
I ~ janel.lemieux on 'rsdfps-Ola\home$\lhs' (W:) 
0 2007-2008 CLSE Materials 
0 Absent notices 
i::IAccess 
i'.::laccess test 
i:)Accountinc;i 
O Accounting Program Reapproval 
f::l All favorites 
b Budget class 
O budget info 
~Cancer Project 
(:)Clock Hours 
CLSE 
Clubs 
0 Culminating Project 
i::IDifferentiating instruct ion 
0 EDAD580 
f:I EDAD 581 
0 EDADSB2 
< 
File o.arne: !Presentation! 
EDAD 583 
f:)EDAD 584 
f:IEDAD586 
f:IEDF 507 
EDF 510 
t::irnsE 512 
t:lEvaluation 
t:IExcel 
U Favorites 
@:)FBLA 
f:'.)Flash 
House SLC 
Icebreakers 
@:)lcebreakerss 
Intro IT 
~janel. l emieux's Music 
~janel. lemieux's Pictures 
e:lianel.sm~h's Videos 
Save as ~ype: I PowerPoint 97-2003 Presentation 
OneNote Notebooks 
Open house 
Outlook 
0 Posters 
C'.)PowerPoint 
b PowerPointl 
Pro Cert2 
f:)Pro Cert- Janel LeMieux 
leadership 
~Leadership Forms 
E:l LeMieux, Excel Ch. 2 
t:J Lemieux, excel chapter I 
f:i Lemieux, Semester Final 
C:,Masters 
E:l My Albums 
Gfl My Data Sources 
t:lMy Practice Files 
{:)My Scans 
O OneNote Notebooks 
t:l Open house 
a outlook 
@:)Posters 
b SharePoint Drafts 
Snaglt Catalog 
c:'.)Student to student 
b subPlans 
o summt 
TA 
ZITeacher appr 
Tech Liaison 
Tech Prep Forms 
WASLettes 
b webDesion 
O web Design solutior 
0 Whs 
Word 
E:::iword Chapter I 
v j 
aave ,, I Cancel 
f:)Recom 
f:IReferrals 
0 Share point 
> 
,b SharePoint Drafts 
f:) Snag It Cataloc;i 
t:lstudent to student 
t:l sub Plans 
t::lsumm~ 
Q TA 
0 Teacher appr 
@:)Tech Liaison 
t:l Tech Prep Forms 
WASLettes 
e:>web Design 
Web Design solutior 
Q Whs 
Word 
@:)word Chapter I 
> 
Cancel 
1 Type : ( 
Internet Safety 
• 
Save As (l]l'8] 
Save tn: I e:J PowerPoint v,j @ . t.1l >< [TI · 
@> My Recent ~About PowerPoint 
Documents 
2 Click 
"Save" 
@} Desl<.top 
O MY 
Documents 
!:i My 
Computer 
~MyNetwork 
Places 
1 
Fde name: I !Internet Safety I vi 
Save as type: I PowerPoint 97-2003 Presentation vi 
~ave N [ [ Too!s 
·I I Cancel I 
~ 
... \.?.) 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to apply a theme to a presentation 
• Click "Design" on 
the Ribbon to j) Q lit) " ; display the Design Home Insert Internet Safety [Compatibility Mod Animations Slide Show Review View Add-Ins 
tab 6 . 
'.] p LJ 
-.;j ~Reset 
Paste J New ~ Delete Slide• 
. I A' A· IE] I:= 
AV AI1 II A I I ~ = 
- JI -~ •!:=I ·= =r- =:--- ..  
= I~ ID I 
Clipboard fi Slides Font Paragraph 
Slides Outline 
c. Click the " More" 
button 
• Click the "Urban" 
theme 
Learning Objective: 
Internet Safety [Compatibility Model - Microsoft Powe rPoint 
Insert Design Animations Slide Show Review View Add-Ins 
sert Design Animations 
All Themes ... 
This Presentation 
Built-In 
~ 
i;g ~ave Current Theme ... 
-~a ~ rA;I~. ~~~~ 
Themes 
Internet Safety [Compatibility Mode} - Microsoft PowerPoint 
Slide Show Review View Add-Ins 
The student will be able to create a title slide and enter a t itle and subtitle to a slide , .. 
( 
• Click the title text 
placeholder, 
"Click to add title" 
e Type: 
Internet Safety 
Themes 
\ _ 
Themes 
( 
• Click the subtitle 
text placeholder 
"Click to add 
subtitle" 
Themes 
I Click to add subtitle 
~ .................. ·····-······ ..... -~-........ . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . ... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ............................ . 
• lQl Effects • 
e Type: · L.:::J '"" "~" 
Themes 
Online warnings 
--~--------0-----~------
: Online warnings 
I I 
I I 
9 9 
I I 
I I 
I I 
6---------- ------0--------------- -6 
( 
e Press the ENTER 
key on your 
keyboard to move 
to the next line 
e Type : 
By Student Name 
(type your name) 
I Enter I 
Drawing Tools Internet Safety [Compatibility Mode] - Microso 
N Review View Add-Ins Format 
Themes 
I 
I 
Q 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
0--------------- -0-- - - ------------0 
.. ~Colors· 
~ Fonts • 
• ~Effects · 
Learning Objective: 
( The student will be able to change Font Size B 
c 
• Highlight the title 
"Internet Safety" 
• Click "Home" on 
the Ribbon to 
display the Home 
tab 
Review View Add-Ins 
Themes 
Online warnings 
By Student Name 
Insert Design 
D 
Page Slide 
Setup Orientation • 
Page Setup 
i.--- ~ 
Slides Outline X 
1 
Internet Sat 
~--· ~...._-.__ 
Format 
Animations Slide Show 
.. ~Colors · 
• [Al Fonts · 
~ ~ Effects · 
Drawing Tools 
Review View Add-Ins Format 
Themes 
• With the text sti ll 
highlighted 
1 Click the 
Font Size box arrow 
2 Click "54" 
This is how Slide 1 
should look 
e Insert Design Animations Slide Show 
O ::::!] Layout · 
~ Reset 
Trebuchet MS (He • 44 
New 
Slide • ~ Delete Is I .u: .... 
Slides 
Online warnings 
By Student Name 
Fo 
8 
9 
10 
10.5 
11 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
24 
28 
32 
36 
40 
44 
48 
54 
60 
66 
72 
80 ..... 
Drawing Tools Intern 
Review View Add-Ins Format 
Online warnings 
By Student Name 
Learning Objective: 
( 
The student will be able to save to current location B 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button H ~ Q CJ ;r to save what you Insert Desig 
have done so far. ~ i> CJ ::!! Layout T CJ 
-ll ~ Reset 
Paste 
.J New Slide T X":l Delete 
Clipboard r;; Slides 
( ~~earning Objective: 
CJ 
The student will be able to insert a new slide New 
Slide T 
The student will be able to create a slide with a title and content layout 
• Click "New Slide" 
CJ 
New 
Slide T 
Design 
Paste 
Clipboard 
Title and Content 
Animations Slide Show Review View Add-I 
Perpetua (Body) T 32 T I A AT JI ~ 1 1 E T ~= Tll :~ 
le I !! ..w s !! T Aa TJl~ T J I= ¥ __ 
Font Paragr 
c 
• Click the layout 
"Title and 
Content" 
Now there are 2 slides 
in the presentation 
c 
l 
Paste 
Paste 
Home Insert Design Animations Slide Show Review Vie 
LJ l!!J Layout T Trebuchet MS (He T 54 T r A. A T I I ~ 11 ::: T 
J 1 
~Reset 
New 
Slide T x=1 Delete le I ll oik a ~T 
-ll 
I 
Section Header 
Two Content Title Only 
.... ---------·-··. 
:~~:.::~:~~~ 
_J~ 
l'=========" 
ft ......  
1 ~j 
ijL _______ ;
Blank Content with Caption Picture with Caption 
Quplicate Selected Slides 
Slides from Outline ... 
Beuse Slides ... 
1!]) Keset 
New £1 Delete le Slide T I !I .J.c s AV Aa 
Clipboard 5 Slides Font 
Slides Outline 
Internet Safety 
·········-················ 
l .: .~~c 
• Click the title 
c placeholder 
"Click to add title" 
[ ~~~:~~::~~ : ~:~~ :~~:~~~:~:::::_:::_::: :::::::::::: :::::.:: :::::::1 
' • Click to add text I 
! "fJ 
I _ -
e Type: 
Why All the Fuss? 
• ' <(--------------------------0------------------------- --0 
I I 
9Why All the Fuss? ~ 
I I 
0 ·=·=·=·=·=·= ·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·= ·= ·= ·= ·= ·=·= ·=·.,Q,,·=·=·=·=··= ·= ·= ·=·=·=·= ·=·=·= ·=·=·=·=·=··=·=·=··=·= ·=·0 
· • Click to add text ! 
• Click the text 
( placeholder 
"Click to add text " 
e Type: 
Internet usage has 
increased 
• I <;>- ---- ----------------------0---------------------- -----0 
I I 
I 9Why All the Fuss? 9 
I I 
0·= ·= ·=·=··=·=·=·= ·= ·= ·=·= ·=·=·=·= ·=·= ·= ·= ·= ·= ·= ·= ·= ·"'°"·= ·=·= ·= ·= ·= ·= ·=·= ·= ·= ·= ·= ·=·= ·=··= ·= ·=··= ·= ·=··=·= ·=-6 
, • Click to add text J:t i 
l 
! 
:. ....... .. .......... . 
Why All the Fuss? , 
I 
<;>- ------------ -------------{1---------- ------ - ----- -----0 
• Internet usage h as increased : 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
9 9 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
0 --------------------------0---------- -----------------0 
e Press the ENTER 
key on your 
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~ .tntrance 
~ Emphasis 
-/€ E~i t 
{:r M otion faths 
... 
... 
..... x 
Select an element of the slide, then 
click "Add Effect" to add animation 
.... Re- rd~r .... 
Animations Slide Show Re\ 
Q Animate: c ustom Anima... ~ 
Preview 
Preview 
l ~!i Custom Animation] 
Animations 
:--,,.._... 'W :o-• 
,,.__..,.._,_ ---- .... 
""'-----· 
_...., _ .. _ 
·-----· ii] 
Be Care\ul 
' 0 ------------ n---
1 • Do not give person 
1 
1 
information 
Pictures 
Full name 
1 \ Vbereyou live 
1 Where you go to s 
2 Q • Do not meet unkno 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
• Click anywhere on 
the content 
( placeholder 
In the Custom 
Animations gallery 
e Click "Add Effect" 
• [~tr Add Effect ..... ] 
Check Your Comp~ter 
' ? --------------------------0--------------------------0 
• Do you have an anti-virus program? : 
I 
• Do you have a spyware program? ! 
• What are your firewall settings? ! 
• Is your network secure? ! 
9 " Password protect if net\ivorked 9 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 0 ------- -- - - - --- -----------0--------------------------0 
.!+ Transition Sound: [No Sound] 
• ~ Transition Speed: Fast 
.- f.iJ Apply To All 
to This Slide 
--- ------0 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
0 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
---------0 
• Advance Slide 
• ,/ On Mouse Click 
Automatically Afte r: 00:00 
custom Animation 
"'- Remove 
... 
... 
T X 
Select an element of the slide, then 
click "Add Effi:!ct" to add animation 
+ •- nlEr + 
.._ Pia, I~ Slide Show J 
( 
In the Custom 
Animations gallery: 
1 Click "Entrance" 
2 Click "Fly In" 
• Click the "Close" 
button to exit 
custom animations 
x 
Transition to This Slide 
Custom Animation .... x 
f,~ Add Effect ... ~- Perr10V8 
~ f ntrance 
~ z. Box ~ Em phasis 
~ -2_. Checkerboard 1€ ~it 
~ 1. Diam ond tr Motion £aths 
gram? 
ings? 
:; 
ft 
~ 
Select an element of the g/ide, then 
click "Add Effect" to add animation 
I 
I 
ked ci 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
------------ -----------0 
+ P 0,rli:>r + 
..,_ Pia) [~ Slide Show ] 
et Safety (Compatibility Mode] - M icrosoft PowerPoint - ~ x 
~ 
Transition Sound: [No Sound] 
r Transition Speed: Fast 
- ----- 0 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
0 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Advance Slide 
./ On Mouse Click 
Automatically After: 00:00 
Custom Animation 
j~ Add Effect ..-] [~;) Remove ] 
Modify : Ry In 
... 
..... 
Start : ~--------..,~, 
Direct ion : I From Bot1Dm v I 
Speed : j ~v_e_ry_F_a_st ______ v~I 
I 1 ~ .;. Content Placeholder 2 : ... v I 
Learning Objective: 
( .-he student will be able to save to current location a 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button H 
to save what you 
have done so far. 
Learning Objective: 
~ ,, 
-..J 
Paste 
.J 
Clipboard Ii 
Desig 
LJ ~ Layout · ~ Reset 
New ~ Delete Slide • 
Slides 
The student will be able to view a presentation as a slide show 
• Click the 
"Slide Show" 
Ribbon ~ lli1 If) • '5 ; 
From 
Beginning 
~ Home Insert Design Animations 
e Click 
"From Beginning" 
in the Start Slide 
Show section 
From 
Beginning 
~ Q Animate: By 1st Level Pa ... • 
Preview ·~ c ustom Animation 
Preview Animations 
@ Q "1 • '5 ; -
Insert Design Animations 
From Custom Set Up Hide 
urrent Slide Slide Show • Slide Show Slide 
Start Slide Show 
Drawing Tools In 
View Add-Ins Format 
Slide Show Review 
~ Record Narrat ion 
.jjJ Rehearse Timings 
View 
./ Use Rehearsed Timings 
Set Up 
Transition 
Add-Ins 
~ Resoluti 
- · Sho1 Pn: 
Use Pres 
c 
• Click to display 
slide 2 
• Click to display 
slide 3 
• Click to display the 
text 
Online \\·onungs 
By Student Nnme 
Why All the Fuss? 
• Internet usage has increased 
• Online predators has gro,,n 
• More unprofessional websites made 
• Hackers are getting creatiYe 
• More access to personal finances 
Be Careful 
• Keep clicking until 
slide 4 is displayed 
• Click to display text 
• Keep clicking until 
the end slide is 
displayed 
Be Careful 
• Do not giw personal 
information 
l'kt11rc·~ 
Fulln;i nw 
• \\.hrrr H 111 Jin· 
• Wlwre n rn go lo ~d1onl 
• Do not meet unknown people 
Check Your Computer 
Check Your Computer 
• Do you haYe an anti-,irus program? 
( 
• Click to end the 
sl ide show 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to save to current location g 
• Click the quick ~ Q " "Save" button II ; to save one last Insert Desig 
time. ~ tl t=J ~ Layout · 
-ll ~ Reset 
Paste 
.J New Slide • i:l Delete 
Clipboard fi Slides 
c 
( School Success 
PowerPoint Presentation 
223 
Directions: 
Follow the bulleted instructions and look at the corresponding pictures to create the About 
( Microsoft PowerPoint presentation. 
c 
c 
Note: The 7 x 7 rule is used on each slide: a maximum of 7 words per line and a maximum of 7 
lines per slide. 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to open and save as a PowerPoint 97-2003 presentation 
• Open PowerPoint 
• Click the 
"Office Button" 
• Hover over 
"Save As" 
• Click 
"PowerPoint 97-
2003 Presentation" 
Home Insert Design 
" LJ 
~ Layout • 
~ ~ Reset 
Paste 
.J New ~ Delete Slide• 
Clipboard Ii Slides 
Slides 
D ~ew 
"' L.l Qpen 
~ Conyert 
~ .$,ave 
~ Save P,s • 
~ E,rint 
~ Prgpare • 
Lil Sen.Q 
Pyblish 
J .hlose 
Ani 
f B I 
AboutP 
Save a copy of the document 
~ PowerPoint Presen!ation Save the presentation in the default file 
format. 
'fgj PowerPoint ~how Save as a presentation that always opens 
in Slide Show view. 
~ PowerPoint i7-2003 Presentation Save a copy of the presentation that~ 
fully compatible with PowerPoint 97 - . 
u fDF or XPS Publish a copy of the presentation as a 
PDF or XPS fi le. 
Qther Formats ~ Open the Save As dialog box to select 
from all possible file types . 
I ~ PowerPoint Options 11 X E~it PowerPoint I 
c 
• Navigate to your 
"W: Drive" 
Click the 
"My Documents" 
drop down arrow 
Click the 
W : drive 
(the one with your 
login name) 
Click the folder 
Click "Open" 
Save!"i: 
o.. My Recent 
~Documents 
@ Desktop 
,n My 
'"-' Documents 
.:l My 
3 Computer 
u MyNetwork 
""=' Places 
Tool_s 
Save [n: 
r,\. MyRecent 
l.:.30ocuments 
@ Desktop 
,n My 
LJ Documents 
..l My 
:S Computer 
a My Network 
-:::5 Places 
0 My Documents 
~ DVO/CD-RW Drive (D:) 
_ U3 System (E:) 
._ Removable Disk (F:) 
~ Pub~c on 'Lhsfps-01' (P:) 
~ Lhs on 'rsdfps-Ola\studenthome$' (S: 
z .. ~ •I • I .. 
~ dropbox on 'lhsfps-01' (Z:) 
~ My Network Places 
0 My Documents 
in o 
Q Cancer Project 
Q Clock Hours 
i::JCLSE 
.::,clubs 
~Culminating Project 
Differentiating instruction 
EDAD 580 
EDAD 581 
f::l EDAD 582 
< 
..,( Favorites 
FBLA 
f:IFlash 
House SLC 
Cl Icebreakers 
b lcebreakerss 
Intro IT 
leadership 
Leadership Forms 
LeMieux, Excel Ch. 2 
My Scans 
eMyVideos 
O OneNote Notebooks 
t::l Open house 
Outlook 
Posters 
PowerPoint 
PowerPointl 
Pro Cert2 
v 
Pro Cert- Janel LeMieux 
t:IRecom 
C)Referrals 
0 Sharepoint 
b SharePoint Drafts 
Snaglt Catalog 
Student to student 
elsub Plans 
Summ~ 
TA 
Teacher appr 
Tech Liaison 
Tech Prep Forms 
WASLettes 
Web Design 
0 Web Design solutior 
f:lWhs 
b word 
Word Chapter I 
> 
File name: !Presentation! v I 
:================================================~ Save as type: I PowerPoint 97-2003 Presentation v I 
I~ janel.lemieux on 'rsdfps-O!a\home$~hs' (W:) 
€::12007-2008 CLSE Materials EDAD 583 
b Absent notices ~EDAD 584 
f:) Access Q EDAD 586 
b access test EDF 507 
Accounting f!)EDF 510 
[:)Accounting Program Reapproval O EDSE 512 
t:J All favorites €:)Evaluation 
b Budget class 0 Excel 
O budget info t'..f Favorites 
@:)cancer Project O FBLA 
ClClockHours fjFlash 
~CLSE House SLC 
~Clubs c:i1cebreakers 
i::)Culminating Project 0 1cebreakerss 
e:iDifferentiating instruction Intro IT 
O EDAD 580 ~janel.lemieux's Music 
O EDAD 581 ~janel. lemieux's Pictures 
~EDAD 582 ejanel.sm~h's Videos 
< 
File name: I Presentation I 
e:i leadership 
0 Leadership Forms 
f:)LeMieux, Excel Ch. 2 
D Lemieux, excel chapter l 
Q Lemieux, Semester Final 
C::.Masters 
CIMyAlbums 
~My Data Sources 
f:)My Practice Files 
f::) My Scans 
fjoneNote Notebooks 
Open house 
Outlook 
O Posters 
o Cert2 
t::l~rt- Janel LeMieux 
:i_ave J I Cancel 
O Recom 
Referrals 
0 5harepoint 
b SharePoint Drafts 
t:::l Snag It CataloQ 
O Student to student 
Sub Plans 
Summ~ 
O TA 
Teach er a ppr 
t::lTech Liaison 
Tech Prep Forms 
WASLettes 
Eiweb Design 
Web Design solutior 
0 Whs 
~Word 
~Word Chapter I 
> 
~----~ Save as type: I PowerPoint 97-2003 Presentation 
Too[s Cancel 
Type: 
( School Success 
Save As [1]~ 
Save [n: j ~ PowerPoint vi @ . t1l 'X tm . . 
~MyRecent Ft!J About PowerPoint 
Documents !\:!)Internet Safety 
@ Desktop 
[)MY 
Documents 
!i My 
Co~er 
~MyNetwork 
Places 
1 
. 
F•e name: I !school Success I vi 
Save as type: J PowerPoint 97-2003 Presentation vJ 
c 
I Too[s ·I 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to apply a theme to a presentation 
• Click "Design" on 
the Ribbon to 
display the Design 
tab 
,[i;) -=Q===--"- ; ~ Home Insert 
- ..) 
LJ ~ Reset 
New X'.J Delet e Slide• 
Paste J 
Clipboard r;; Slides 
~-=~-= 
Slides Outline 
l 
I, 2ave f{ I Cancel I 
~ 1.,.,2J 
School Success [Compatibility 
Animations Slide Show Review View Add-Ins 
~___,_____~· I K A· 1[iJ I ::: - 11 ~~ ;~ I 
IB I !,! ~ s AV A;, If \ 11 ~ = = I l:lli1 
Font Paragraph 
• Click the "More" 
button 
• Click the "Paper" 
theme 
Learning Objective: 
School Success [Compatibility Mode} - Microsoft PowerPoint 
ert Design Animations Slide Show Review View Add-Ins 
Insert -Design 
All Themes " 
Animations Slide Show 
This Presentation 
School Success [Compatibility Mode] - Microsoft PowerPoint 
Review View Add-Ins 
More Themes on Microsoft Qffice Online ... 
liEJ Browse for Themes .. . 
~ .s_ave Current Theme .. . 
The student will be able to create a title slide and enter a title and subtitle to a slide 
Trtlt Sltdf 
• Click the title text 
placeholder, 
( "Click to add title" 
e Type: 
Make the Most of it! 
Themes 
Themes 
( 
• Click the subtitle 
text placeholder 
"Click to add 
subtitle" 
e Type: 
Getting involved at 
school 
Themes 
~ . ...... . .. J 
0 Effects T 
• Press the ENTER key 
(.. on your keyboard to 
move to the next 
c 
line 
e Type: 
By Student Name 
(type your name) 
[J[l[][][J[J[)[][)([][][)[)B 
~EJEJ[]EJ[)[JEJCJEJ[)[)[[)O 
EJEJEJEJ(]EJEJ[J[][]001En* ]._I Enter! 
[~ JOOEJEJEJEJEJCJ[)[)(~ ) 
E:JEJEJ[ )EJEJ(!JE:J 
... ~Colors · 
• [Al Fonts • 
• 0Ettects • 
Themes 
J Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to change Font Size E3 
( 
• Highlight the subtitle 
"Getting involved at 
school" 
Themes 
~Colors• ~ 
[Al Fonts • 
0Effects • 
• Click "Home" on the 
Ribbon to display 
the Home tab Insert Design Animatio ns Slide Show Review View 
Page Slide 
C.-a 
• • • Setup Orientation • 
Page Setup 
(_ 
. ' 
. I 
• _T • ..! ~~-·..:.~ 
c 
( 
• With the text still 
highlighted 
Click the 
Font Size box arrow 
This is how Slide 1 
should look 
Home Insert Design 
CJ 
New 
Slide· 
:::!] Layout • 
~ Reset 
i] Delete 
Dr 
Animations Slide Show Review View Add-Ins 
Constantia (Body) • r22 • I K ,.: j[ ~] I E: • l= ·JI .j.: ~~ I tg 
~....l...f'-"'"" 
[B I !! · 11~ · 1 I ~ ~ == I~ .M 8 9 
Fo 10 Ii Paragraph 
10.5 
11 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
24 
( Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to save to current location B 
• Click the quick c........ Q u 
"Save" button H ~ 
y 
to save what you Insert Desig 
have done so far. ~ 
"' 0 ~ Layout · 
-11 ~ Reset 
Paste 
.J New ~ Delete Slide • 
Clipboard Ii Slides 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to insert a new slide New 
Slide· 
The student will be able to create a slide with a title and content layout 
• Click "New Slide" 
New 
Slide• 
Gi\ Q If) . u y 
~ Ho ert Design Animations Slide Show Review View Add-I 
Paste 
Clipboard 
Perpetua (Body) • 32 • I A A· I[~] l ::: • l:: ·JI :~ 
l e I!! ~ & !°!· Aa · ll~ · l I= ~ I := 
Font Paragr 
( 
• Click the layout 
"Title and Content" 
Now there are 2 slides 
in the presentation Paste 
....!!/ ---, Home Insert Design Animations Slide Show Review View Ad 
~ ~ LJ ~ Layout • · I A. A. J@J I:= . i= ·II : Constantia (Body) • 28 ~ ~Reset 
Paste j New j B I y ..N a ~ • Aa ·llA ·I I ~ ~ 
" 
Slide • XJ Delete 
Quplicate Selected Slides 
J New Slide • ~ Delete IB I 
Font Paragraph 
• Click the title 
( placeholder 
"Click to add title" 
( 
e Type: 
• The Basics 
( 
• Click the text 
placeholder 
"Click to add text" 
• Type: 
Show up when you 
are not sick 
c 
e Press the ENTER 
key on your 
keyboard to move 
to the next line 
• Type: 
• Be on time 
• Stay on task 
• Do your 
homework 
• Try your 
hardest 
• Ask questions 
Learning Objective: 
Flf'il[JITlfSl~r-irr1r1 < [JO- r:1c:==l LJ~ 2 ~~~~~f!d ·9 0 • td~ 
~EJEJEJEJCJCJeJCJEJEJODD 
EJEJEJEJCJEJEJEJeJ[]DD~Enter~ 
ls: JEJtJEJEJEJEJEJCJDfDl~ 1 
E:JEJEJ[ ]EJEJ[!JEJ 
The student will be able to save to current location B 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button H 
to save what you 
have done so far. 
ii;\ Q " ; 
:f:.EJ e Insert Desig 
O ::!! Layout • 
~ Reset 
New 
Slide • ~ Delete 
Clipboard Ii Slides 
l 
I Learning Objective: 
0 
The student will be able to insert a new slide New 
Slide • 
The student will be able to create a slide with a two content layout 1:::==ii:1 
• Click "New Slide" 
CJ 
New 
Slide • 
• Click the layout 
"Two Content" 
Paste 
Paste 
Design 
Layout • 
r .. "f<> Content 
Animations Slide Show Review View Add-I 
Perpetua (Body) • 32 • I A A· j[ f] l !:: • j;:: ·II :~ 
[ B I ll .w s ~ . Aa · II~ ·11 ~ ~ I = 
Font Paragra 
Home Insert Design Animations Slide Show Review View 
J) LJ ~ Layout · Constantia (Body) • 26 • l A A· 11t) 11 !:: • i=: 
I ~ Reset I New _ J Slide • ~ Delete I B I ll .M s ~ . Aa · II~ ·I I ~ = 
Quplicate Selected Slides 
Slides from Outline ... 
Beuse Slides ... 
Section Header 
, ............................. ! 
~ ......... ,~ ............... : 
-4..~ ,11·--:~"i 
• ,.:· ~. ·.! 
:J_"'; ~. :.. ... • • 
. -:· .... ~". 
. ' . 
Title Only 
c 
c 
Now there are 3 slides 
in the presentation 
In the title 
placeholder, 
e Type: 
Extra Curricular 
Activities 
c2;. 
-..d 
Paste J 
Clipboard f"i 
Insert Design 
El :::!J Layout· ~Reset 
New IB ~ Delete Slide· 
Slides 
School Success [Compatibility Mo 
Animations Slide Show Review View Add-Ins 
• 26 
· l A ·1@] 1-A - · - ·= 
.. !! ... s AV .< A.. II~ 11 ~ ~ 
ll ~F= ~~ l[.£ 
:§ §1~ 
Font Paragraph 
c 
• Click the right text 
placeholder 
In the text 
placeholder, 
e Type: 
• Join a club or 
two 
• Press Enter 
I Learning Objective: 
( The student will be able to increase list level 
The student will be able to decrease list level 
e Click the 
"Increase List Level" 
button 
• l:' I 
[ 1i;: 
Dra'hing Tools School Success [Compati 
n Animations Slide Show Review View Add-Ins Format 
e Type: 
• Examples 
include: 
• Press Enter 
Font 
e Click the 
"Increase List Level" 
( ·:>Utton ~~ J 
e Type: 
• FBLA 
• Environmental 
Club 
• International 
Club 
• Press Enter 
• Click the 
"Decrease List Level" 
button 11,5: 
Drawing Tools School Success [Compati 
Animations Slide Show Review View Add-Ins Format 
---
Font 
Drawing Tools School Success [Compatibility Moc 
Animations Slide Show Review View Add-Ins Format 
,,,,.,,.;, <BodyJ • 21 • I A •• J[ '!:> J 1,,, • 1= -~JI :I• . J un - l'J ' '\. o o o ~· 6 L. 1... ¢ ~ Ci • I B I !! ..&.c S ~ • Aa ·lf A ·l l ~ ~ '= -~ • ,a • ~ 'I f\. { } * ~ 
Font r,. Parag Decrease List Level 
Arrange Quick 
Styles · 
Drawing 
---
e Type: 
• Participate in 
( sports 
• Mentor other 
students 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to save to current location B 
• Click the quick ~ Q CJ "Save" button II T to save what you Insert Desig 
have done so far. 12; /"J CJ ::11 Layout • _] 
-...l ~Reset 
Paste ; New Slide • ~ Delete 
Clipboard fi Slides 
[ Learning Objective: 
( fhe student will be able to insert a new slide 
CJ 
New 
Slide· 
The student will be able to create a slide with a title and content layout 
• Click "New Slide" 
New 
Slide· 
• Click the layout 
"Title and Content" 
r .. le ilnd Conter.1 
Animations Slide Show Review View Add-I 
Perpetua (Body) • 32 • I K A• I I ~ I I ::: · i:= ·II :~ 
l B I l! o1ic a e. AP ll~ ·I I ~ ~ = 
Font Paragr 
~ Q llJ · U ; 
·~ I Home Insert Design Animations Slide Show Review View Add-
---
Paste 
LJ l!fil Layout• 
~Reset 
New J 
Slide • ~ Delete 
Constantia (Body) • 26 • l K A• J I ~ 11 ;:: · i:= ·JI :~ 
l B z l! .ii.. s e. Aa ·JI~ ·11 ~ = = 
Blank 
Quplicate Selected Slides 
Slides from Outline ... 
Beuse Slides ... 
Paragr 
c 
Now there are 4 slides 
in the presentation 
In the title 
placeholder, 
e Type : 
Why Should You Try? 
Paste I 
Clipboard 5 
New 
Slide • ~ Delete J! .J.c S AV A.. II~ J I a: ~ 
Slides Font Paragra 
( 
In the text 
placeholder, 
e Type: 
• Graduate from 
high school 
• Employability 
skills 
• Further your 
education 
• Press Enter 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to increase list level ·~ l 
The student will be able to decrease list level [ •=-
• Click the 
"Increase List Level" 
button ~~ I Drawing Tools School Success [Compati 
Animations Slide Show Review View Add-Ins Format 
Constantia (Body) • 26 • l K A. JJ ~ 11 :;:: · }=: · I[ :;- ~~ j :~ . 11: · ~ "- "- D 0 D 
~· 6 L.L. ¢.0. Ci· 
I B I ll .w s !! . ~ · II~ ·I l = -3. = l~ I! • ~ ' !\. { } * 
Font Increase List Level 
=-------== 
- - -- ~ - - ~ • - - - • • ____.__I • • - • • - - • • 
( 
• Type: 
• College 
• Apprenticeship 
• University 
• Press Enter 
• Click the 
"Decrease List Level" 
button I ~~ 
• Type: 
• Network with 
people 
Drawing Tools School Success [Compatibility Mod 
Animations Slide Show Review View Add-Ins Format 
Constantia (Body) • 21 • A A ~ := • ~= ~ ~~ ~~= ~ ~. I . · ]Gil 1·- ·- I :; 1 11~·
I B I !l .i.c a ~. Aa ·lJ.A ·] I!!!= '=' ,.., ~ " • 
El "'. '\.D O D 
6L.L.¢'°7Ci· 
~\I\.{}~ · 
Font P Decrease List Level arag 
Arrange Quick 
Styles· 
Drawing 
I Learning Objective: 
( The student will be able to save to current location 
c.!J T 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button II 
to save what you 
have done so far. 
Insert Desig 
Learning Objective: 
-.;.) 
Paste .J 
Clipboard 5 
LJ ~ Layout T 
~ Reset 
New 
Slide T ~ Delete 
Slides 
The student will be able to insert Clip Art \~~ 
The student will be able to move Clip Art + 
The student will be able to resize Clip Ari \ 
• Click the Slide 3 
thumbnail in the 
Slides tab 
New 
Slide T i:l Delete I B I !! "" s ~ A.. llA I 
( 
• Click the "Clip Art" 
button in the 
content 
placeholder 
Type: 
sports 
in the "Search for:" 
box 
School Success [Compatibility Mode) - Microsoft PowerPoint - ~ X 
"-- '\.DOD 0 1 
"Ll...¢-OrCi· -0 
"""\ f\_ { } 
* 
T Arrange 
Drawing 
1:; ~Shape Fill· 
0 Shape Outline • 
Quick .., 
Styles • - Shape Effects • 
Ji 
Clip Art 
Search for: 
jsports 
Searc in: 
All collections 
~Find 
~JJC Replace • 
~ Select· 
Editing 
Results should be: 
J All media file types 
1@ 
...... x 
v 
( 
• Click the clip art 
shown or a similar 
clip art picture if 
the circled one is 
not available. 
This is where the clip 
art picture is placed. 
The next step is to 
resize it. 
School Success [Compatibility Mode] - Microsoft PowerPoint - ~ 
"' ~ 0 0 0 ~ (~ ~Shape Fill • ~ Find 
l.. 1.. ¢ .Qr Ci • _; IZ Shape Outline • e"" Replace • 
....._ A { } ..A.. _ Arrange Quick - h ff r, Select • 
' ' '- w • • Styles • - S ape E ects • ~ 
Drawing 
Clip Art 
Search for: 
Search in: 
I All collections 
Results should be: 
Editing 
I All media file types 
..... x 
v 
( Drag the upper left sizing handle 
diagonally outward 
until the clip art is 
resized as shown. 
This is where the clip 
art picture is placed. 
The next step is to 
move it. 
Click, hold down the 
mouse button, and 
( Jrag the clip art up 
and to the right 
This is how slide 3 
should look 
rule is followed 
Only 7 lines on the 
slide and no more 
than 7 words per 
( 
• Click the "Close" 
button to exit clip 
art 
x 
• Click the Slide 4 
thumbnail in the 
Slides tab 
ompatibility Mode] - Microsoft PowerPoint 
0 1 j ~ Shape Fill • ~ Find 
-0 C7 Shape Outline • ~"" Replace • 
_ Arrange Quick ..., 
• • Styles • - Shape Effects • ~ Select • 
Drawing 
---== 
Clip Art 
Search for : 
I sports 
Search in: 
jAll collections 
Results should be: 
Editing 
IAll media file types 
I Learning Objective: 
( The student will be able to insert Clip Art 
~[j] 
BJ:::J 
Clip 
Art 
The student wi ll be able to move Clip Art + 
The student will be able to resize Clip Ar1 \ 
• Click "Insert" on 
the Ribbon t@ Q "1 · CJ ; 
__ Home G.:J Design 
~ ~ ~yout· 
School Success [Compat 
Animations Slide Show Review View Add 
• 26 • I A" A. J@J I;:: 
~ ~ Reset 
Paste New 
;J Slide • ~ Delete :u .k s ~ A;i II A I I a- - ~ [s I 
e Click the "Clip Art" 
button 
[)la) 
GJD 
Clip 
Art 
Clipboard Ii Slides 
Animations 
qy 
--
Font Pa rag 
\A/ hu Chnt. 
School Success [Compa 
Slide Show Review View Add 
Lii !T-J :_) ~ fi 
Chart Hyperlink Action Text Head 
Box & Foo 
Links 
Type: education 
( n the "Search for:" 
box 
c· Click the clip art 
shown or a similar 
clip art picture if 
the circled one is 
not available. 
_ Arrange Quick ~ Shape Effects • 
"' Styles • -
Drawing 
Clip Art 
Search for : 
education 
All collections 
~ Select · 
Editing 
Results should be: 
IAll media file types 
l:J ~ Shape Fill· CL Shape Outline • 
Arrange Quick ..., Shape Effects • 
Styles· -
Drawing 
Clip Art 
Search for: 
~Find 
e.1C Replace • 
Select • 
Editing 
..... x 
.., 
I~ 
..... x 
IL~_du_c_at_io_n~~~~~~I ~ 
Search in: 
IAll collections 
Results should be: 
I All media file types 
.., 
This is where the clip 
( art picture is placed. 
The next step is to 
resize it. 
• Drag the lower 
right sizing handle 
diagonally outward 
until the clip art is 
resized as shown. 
This is where the clip 
( -::irt picture is placed. 
The next step is to 
move it. 
• Click, hold down 
the mouse button, 
and drag the clip 
art up and to the 
right 
( 
This is how slide 4 
should look 
Notice the 7 x 7 
rule is followed 
Only 7 lines on the 
slide and no more 
than 7 words per 
line 
• Click the "Close" 
button ~o exit clip 
art x 
ility Mode) - Microsoft PowerPoint 
IJ ~ Shape Fill T 
b2. Shape Outline T 
ge Quick 
Styles T - Shape Effects T 
g 
Clip Art 
Search for : 
I education 
Search in: 
IAll collections 
~Find 
:!.,. Replace T 
~ Select T 
Editing 
Results should be : 
I All media file types 
I~ 
I Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to save to current location 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button II 
to save what you 
have done so far. 
• Click the Slide 1 
thumbnail in the 
Slides tab 
Q 
" 
; 
l+e Insert Desig 
~ ::!] Layout • 
-JJ !'ii Reset 
Paste 
.J New ~ Delete Slide · 
Clipboard Ii Slides 
Home Insert Design 
e. d' LJ ~ Layout· Q 4i.'I ~Reset 
Paste 
./ New ~ Delete IB Slide · 
Clipboard Ii Slides 
Animations Slide Show Re vi 
• 120 · I A A I 
.I JJ: .w s A\ Aa ll~ 
Font 
( Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to apply slide transitions I{ II 
• Click "Animations" 
on the Ribbon 
• Click the "More" 
button for more 
transitions 
Transition 
School Success [Compatibility Mode] -
Home Insert Review View Add-Ins Design 
~~~- --JI~..,.....~ 
Paste 
CJ .::fil Layout • • 26 · I A. · J[:~ 1 - ·-~ Reset A -../ := 
New ~ Delete je I :!! iiH s AV A.. l l~ 1 l= ~ Slide· 
Clipboard Go Slides Font .. Paragraph 
~--
Slides Outline X 
School Success [Compatibility Mode] - Microsoft PowerPoint 
Design Animations Slide Show Review View Add-Ins 
~ Transition So 
ion 
ns 
• Click "Shape Plus" 
in the transitions 
( gallery 
Click the Slide 2 
thumbnail in the 
Slides tab 
Animations Slide Show Review View Add-Ins 
No Transition 
D 
Fades and Dissolves 
Wipes 
~[I]~~ g ._____. 
EJ~ ~i!l ~ 
[g]~~~~~~ 
~[U] ~~~~ 
~---" 
• ~ Tra 
~ Tra 
( 
• Click the "More" 
button for more 
transitions 
• Click "Wedge" in 
the transitions 
gallery 
Design 
ion 
ons 
x 
School Success [Compatibility Mode] - Microsoft PowerPoint 
Animations Slide Show Review View Add-Ins 
4 Transition So 
School Success [Compatibil ity Mode] - Microsoft Power 
Animations Slide Show Review View Add-Ins 
No Transition 
D 
Fades and Dissolves 
Wipes 
~~~ [3J 
[EJ~ ~ lg] 
~~~~~~~ 
~[Ull!I]~~~~ 
~~~~ 
.... A Tra 
~ Tra 
( 
I Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to apply custom animations 
• Click anywhere on 
the content 
placeholder 
e Click 
"Custom Animation" 
=:.a Custom Animation 
Pre 1e 
Preview 
Home Insert Design 
4 Animate: No Animation 
Animations 
x II 
~ Custom Animation 
Drawing Tool: 
Animations Slide Show Review View Add-Ins Format 
Trar 
c 
• Click "Add Effect" 
In the Custom 
Animations gallery: 
Click " Entrance" 
Effects ... " 
Transition Sound: [No Sound] 
Transition Speed: Fast 
Appl~· To All 
Slide 
• ~ Transition Speed: Fast 
'Y ~ Apply To All 
z. Box 
J.. Checkerboard 
1_. Diamond 
~.Fly In 
• Advance Slide 
,/ On Mouse Click 
Automatically After: 00:00 
~- Remove 
eftect 
... 
... 
... x 
Select an element of the slide, then 
click "Add Effect• ID add animation 
· I ,/ o n Mouse Click 
Automatically After: 00:00 ... ... 
Custom Animation ..,. x 
';.{;:( Add Effect "' ~- Pemrve 
~ _Entrance ~ 
~~~~~~~~ 
~ Emphasis ~ 
*"= ~it ~ ~~====~ 
.f:i Motion Eaths ~ ~!::::::=====~ 
Select an element of the slide, then 
click "Add Effect • to add animation 
-il- ,,_,_ r Jd + 
I~ Slide Show ] 
( 
Click "Peek In" 
• Click the Slide 4 
thumbnail in the 
Slides tab 
Add Entrance Effect 11J~I 
si Basic A 
Add-Ins 
t io 'i.i Appear 1" Blinds 
a\- Box ~ Checkerboard 
~ Circle ;. Crawl In 
l1t Diamond * Dissolve In 
* Flash Once .#f Fly In 
I "" Peek In ~ 1" Plus 
* Random Effects itt Random 
lJt Split 1 1" Strips 
~ Wedge ~ Wheel 
iA' Wipe 
* Fade 
;. Faded Zoom 
~ 4.L Animate: Custom Anima... • 
Preview r~ Custom Anim;;;-
• Click anywhere on 
the content 
( placeholder 
In the Custom 
Animations gallery 
• Click "Add Effect" 
[i;~ Add Effect ..... ] 
I l ctrl~lllOll ::.ou11u: [l'lO ::OOUlltl J 
Transition Speed: Fast 
Apply To All 
Slide 
• Aavance ::.11ae 
./ On Mouse Click 
Automatically After: oo:oo 
Custom Animation 
~- Remove 
peed 
..... x 
Select an element of the 5/ide, then 
click "Add Effect" to add animation 
I!>- Pia 
+ _ _,.. er + 
[ ~Slide Show J 
~ AutoPreview 
In the Custom 
Animations gallery: 
( 1 Click "Entrance" 
Effects .. . " 
Click "Strips" 
• ~Apply To All 
2_. Box 
~. Checkerboard 
1,. Diamond 
~. Fly In 
Automatically After: 00:00 ... ... 
Custom Animation ..- x 
:;,f;{ Add Effect ... ~- Remove 
~ tntrance ~ 
~ Emphasis 
1€ ~it ~ 
-6 Motion £aths ~ ~!!::::=====~ 
Select an element of the slide, then 
click "Add Eff&ct• to add animation. 
I~ Slide Show J 
Add Entrance Effect ITJ~ Drawing Too 
sign A 
ti on 
Basic 
* Appear 
~ Box 
~ Blinds 
~ Checkerboard 
/t Crawl In 
* Dissolve In 
/t Fly In 
~ Plus 
~ Random Effects 
~ Strips 
~ Wheel 
* Fade 
/t Faded Zoom 
Ins Format 
,.. -
Tra 
( 
c 
• Click the "Close" 
button to exit 
custom animations 
x 
Learning Objective: 
ccess [Compatibility Mode] - Microsoft PowerPoint - ~ X 
ransition Sound: [No Sound) 
ransition Speed: Fast 
pply To All 
ide 
• Advance Slide 
../ On Mouse Click 
Automatically After: oo:oo 
[ JIC:~ Remove J 
I Left Down 
Iv ery Fast 
... 
... 
@) 
i 1 "i) ~ Content Placeholder 1:... v I 
+ e 1er + 
I !IP" Play J [~Slide Show J 
The student will be able to save to current location B 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button H 
to save what you 
have done so far. e:. fJ [_j 
-~ 
Paste $ 
Clipboard Ti 
Insert Desig 
t=J @! Layout· ~ Reset 
New ~ Delete Slide • 
Slides 
Learning Objective: 
rhe student will be able to view a presentation as a slide show From Beginning 
• Click the 
"Slide Show" 
Ribbon 
• Click 
"From Beginning" 
in the Start Slide 
Show section 
From 
Beginning 
• Click to disp lay 
slide 2 
:;: 
Home Insert Design Animations 
~ l:l Animat e: Custom Anima... • 
Preview •:ll Custom Animation 
Preview Animations 
:;: 
Home Insert Design Animations 
t;r --i:.. @ 6J 
Custom Set Up Hide 
Slide Show · Slide Show Slide 
View Add-Ins 
School Success [C 
Slide Show Review View 
~ Record Narration 
r:ffJ Rehearse Timings 
../ Use Rehearsed Timings 
Set Up 
( 
( 
• Click to display the 
text 
• Keep clicking until 
slide 3 is displayed 
• Click to display 
slide 4 
• Click to display text 
• Keep clicking until 
the end slide is 
displayed 
e Click to end the 
slide show 
I Learning Objective: 
( The student will be able to save to current location II 
• Click the quick ~ Q ~ "Save" button Iii ; to save one last e Insert Desig 
time. ~ LJ ~ Layout T 
-.:.i ~ Reset 
Paste J New Slide T ~ Delete 
Clipboard 5 Slides 
( 
u 
c 
( 
c 
Dress for Success 
PowerPoint Presentation 
273 
Directions: 
Follow the bulleted instructions and look at the corresponding pictures to create the About 
( Microsoft PowerPoint presentation . 
Note: The 7 x 7 rule is used on each slide: a maximum of 7 words per line and a maximum of 7 
lines per slide. 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to open and save as a PowerPoint 97-2003 presentation 
• Open PowerPoint 
• Click the 
"Office Button" 
• Hover over 
"Save As" 
e Click 
"PowerPoint 97-
2003 Presentation" 
Insert Design 
::fil Layout • 
~ Reset 
Ani 
Paste New [ Slide • ~ Delete B I 
Clipboard fi Slides 
I bl ~ave 
I ~ Save [\s • 
~ P.rint 
0' Prgpare • 
48 Seng 
~ :fu:. Pyblish 
LJ" _(;Jose 
About P 
Save a copy of the document 
~ 
D 
~ 
PowerPoint Presentation 
Save the presentation in the default file 
format. 
PowerPoint ~how 
Save as a presentation that always opens 
in Slide Show view. 
PowerPoint i.7-2003 Presentation 
Save a copy of the presentation that~ 
fully compatible with PowerPoint 97- . 
EDF or XPS 
Publish a copy of the presentation as a 
PDF or XPS file. 
Qt her Formats 
Open the Save As dialog box to select 
from all possible file types . 
I .fl PowerPoint Options 11 X E~it PowerPoint I 
• Navigate to your 
( "W: Drive" 
c 
Click the 
"My Documents" 
drop down arrow 
@ Click the 
W: drive 
(the one with your 
login name) 
© Click the folder 
"PowerPoint" 
Click "Open" 
Save !:J: 
r.. My Recent 
U 0ocuments 
@} Desktop 
O My Documents 
.J My 
::I Computer 
...:l MY Net work 
":5 Places 
Too\s 
Save [n: 
r.. My Recent 
~Documents 
@} Desk.top 
,n My 
"-' Documents 
ti My 
Computer 
a My Network 
-::::!5 p1aces 
Toots 
0 My Documents 
-2. DVD/CD-RW Drive (D:) 
U3 System (E:) 
"'- Removable Disk (F:) 
~ Pubk on 'Lhsfps-01' (P:) 
~ Lhs on 'rsdfps-Ola\studenthome$' (S: 
~- - - -
~ dropbox on 'lhsfps-01' (Z:) 
~ My Network Places 
0 My Documents 
tin o 
Cancer Project 
2:)clock Hours 
E:lCLSE 
O clubs 
C)culminating Project 
Cl Differentiating instruction 
~EDAD 580 
~EDAD581 
,::iEDAD562 
< 
File name: !Presentation! 
House SLC 
0 Icebreakers 
Icebreakerss 
Intro IT 
leadership 
Leadership Forms 
LeMieux, Excel Ch. 2 
Save as type: [ PowerPoint 97-2003 Presentation 
[ ~ janel. lemieux on 'rsdfps-Ola\home$\lhs' (W:) 
e:'.1 2007-2008 CLSE Materials 
f::I Absent notices 
e:J Access 
b access test 
0 Accounting 
l::l Accounting Program Reapproval 
E:I All favorites 
b Budget class 
O budget info 
b cancer Project 
0 Clock Hours 
ClCLSE 
Q Clubs 
~Culminating Project 
,::i Differentiating instruction 
0 EDAD580 
E:JEDAD 561 
fjEDAD 582 
< 
EDAD583 
EDAD584 
t:::lEDAD 586 
t::lEDF 507 
elEDF510 
EDSE 512 
(:)Evaluation 
f:!Excel 
~Favorites 
FBLA 
Cl Flash 
{:iHouse SLC 
Icebreakers 
t::l Icebreakerss 
Intro IT 
~janel.lemieux's Music 
a janel.lemieux's Pictures 
e janel.smith's Videos 
OneNote Notebooks 
(:)0penhouse 
0 0utlook 
Posters 
0 PowerPoint 
d PowerPointl 
Pro Cert2 
v 
t:)Pro Cert - Janel LeMieux 
0 leadership 
i1::) Leadership Forms 
LeMieux, Excel Ch. 2 
t=l Lemieux, excel chapter 1 
Lemieux, Semester Final 
0 Masters 
f:) My Albums 
Gfl My Data Sources 
t:)My Practice Files 
My Scans 
!::)oneNote Notebooks 
werPointl 
oCert2 
O~rt- Janel LeMieux 
Sharepoint 
b SharePoint Drafts 
Snaglt Catalog 
Cl student to student 
(:iSubPlans 
Su mm~ 
TA 
t::l Teacher appr 
Tech Liaison 
Tech Prep Forms 
WASLettes 
Web Design 
Web Design solutior 
Whs 
Word 
Word Chapter 1 
~ave J [ Cancel 
0 Recom 
e'.)Referrals 
b Sharepoint 
) 
~ SharePoint Drafts 
t::ISnaglt Catalog 
t:)Student to student 
Q SubPlans 
t:::) Summit 
t:ITA 
Teacher appr 
Tech Liaison 
£:)Tech Prep Forms 
eiwASLettes 
0 WebDesign 
(:)web Design solutior 
CjWhs 
~Word 
Word Chapter 1 
) 
File o.ame: !Presentation! v j 
~==============================================~ 
Save as type: [ PowerPoint 97-2003 Presentation v I 
Cancel 
Type: 
( ')ress for Success 
c 
( 
"Save" 
Learning Objective: 
• Click "Design" on 
the Ribbon to 
display the Design 
tab 
r 
Save As [1]['8) 
save~: J e:i PowerPoint v J @ . r1J >< L-1 rn . 
(1) My Recent ~About PowerPoint 
Documents Ft!) Internet Safety 
@} Desktop ~School Success 
[)MY 
Documents 
~ My 
Comput er 
~MyNetwork 
Places 
1 
File name: I !Dress for Success I vi 
save as type: I PowerPoint 97-2003 Presentation vi 
I Tool_s ·I ~ Save {'..( I Cancel I 
' 
~~ 
Animat ions Add-Ins ® Q CJ :;; Home Dress fo r Success [Compatibility Mo Slide Show Review View 
~ ,, 0 [j 
-_l ~ Reset 
Paste I New ~ Delete Slide • 
· I A A• J[:i] 1 ·- - JI =~ ;~ 1 ·- - =: -
[ B I !! .;k s AV Aa j[A I l ~ ~ = = I~ >-+ 
Clipboard Ii Slides Font Paragraph 
Slides Outline 
..! 
• Click the " More" 
( button 
c 
• Click the "Technic" 
theme 
Learning Objective: 
; Dress for Success [Compatibility Mode] - Microsoft PowerPoint 
sert Design Animations Slide Show Review View Add-Ins 
; Dress for Success (Compatibility Mode} - Microsoft PowerPoint 
sert Design Animations Slide Show 
All Themes .... 
This Prnentation 
Built -In 
More Themes on Microsoft Qffice Online ... 
~ Browse for Themes ... 
~ s.ave Current Theme ... 
Review View Add-Ins 
The student will be able to create a title slide and enter a title and subtitle to a slide 
• Click the title text 
placeholder, 
( "Click to add title" 
• Type: 
Dress for Success 
Themes 
Themes 
( 
c 
( 
• Click the subtitle 
text placeholder 
"Click to add 
subtitle" 
e Type: 
By Student Name 
Themes 
Themes 
) Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to change Font Size 
• Highlight the title 
" Dress for 
Success" 
• Click "Home" on 
the Ribbon to 
display the Home 
tab 
w Review View 
Q "> · U ; 
~nsert 
D ~ 
Page Slide 
Setup orientation • 
Add-Ins 
Themes 
Design 
Drawing Tools Dress for Success [Compat ibility Mode) - Micro 
Format 
Animations Slide Show Review 
Colors· 
IAJ Fonts· 
@] Effects • 
Drawing Tools 
View Add-Ins Format 
( 
c 
• With the text still 
highlighted 
Click the 
Font Size box arrow 
This is how Sl ide 1 
should look 
Home Insert Design 
..::!! Layout • 
~Reset 
New 
Slide • XJ Delete 
Animations 
Fo 
Slide Show Reviev. View Add-Ins 
9 
r:;: K A· 1l ~ J I::: . i= ·ll ·i== .~ 1 
· II~ ·I I e: a: :t1 =ll i!l! 
10 Ii Paragraph 
10.5 
11 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
24 
28 
Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to save to current location g 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button Iii Q ~ ;; 3 to save what you e Insert Desig 
have done so far. .2:i ,, LJ .:11 Layout • 
-] ~ Reset 
Paste J New Slide • ~ Delete 
Clipboard fi Slides 
( Learning Objective: 
0 
The student will be able to insert a new slide New 
Slide · 
The student will be able to create a slide with a two content layout • 
• Click "New Slide" 
New 
Slide • 
Two Content 
Design Animations Slide Show Review View Add-I 
Perpetua (Body) • 32 • r K A· 1[ ~ J I::: . ;:: ·11 :~ 
I 8 I !l .w 8 !! · A.a ·II.-\. ·I I= ~ = 
Font Para gr 
( 
c 
( 
• Click the layout 
"Two Content" 
Now there are 2 slides 
in the presentation 
Paste 
Paste 
Home Insert Design Animations Slide Show Review 
J', 0 ~ Layout · Franklin Gothic Bo • 46 · IK A· 1li2) I::: ~ ~Reset 
:J New ~ Delete lB I !l ~ s ~ · Aa · ll~ · l I ~ Slide • 
I New Slide • ~ Delete I B I !l aM s AV 
Slides Font 
• Click the title 
placeholder 
( "Click to add title" 
c • Type: 
( 
Male Professional 
Dress 
( 
• Click the left text 
placeholder 
c • Type: 
( 
• Slacks with 
collared shirt 
• Press Enter 
• Type: 
• Tie (if not 
( wearing blazer) 
• Dress shoes 
( Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to increase list level 
The student will be able to decrease list level 
• Click the 
"Increase List Level" 
button ~~l 
•S=l 
1 1~ 
Drawing Tools Dress for Succes 
Design Animations Slide Show Review View Add-Ins Format 
ut T 
Arial (Body) 
te Ju I !l 
Font 
e Type: 
• No tennis shoes 
( • Press Enter 
( 
c 
• Click the 
"Decrease List Level" 
button r ~~ 
• Type : 
• Belt and dress 
socks 
Design 
yout T 
es et 
elete 
II 
Drawing Tools Dress for Success [ 
Animations Slide Show Review View Add-Ins Format 
-----
Arial (Body) 
Font 
~ "-. '\. DOD 
6 L_1... ¢ '°7 Ci 
~\I\.{ } * 
Parag Decrease List Level 
( t earning Objective: 
The student will be able to save to current location B 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button H Q ~ ; 
_3} 
to save what you Insert Desig 
have done so far. e. ~ LJ .:!! Layout • _j 
-.J ~Reset 
Paste J New Slide • iJ Delete 
Clipboard Ii Slides 
Learning Objective: 
-=:J 
The student will be able to insert a new slide New 
Slide· 
The student will be able to create a slide with a title and content layout 
• Click "New Slide" 
New 
Slide• 
_j 
Paste 
Design Animations Slide Show Review View Add-
Perpetua (Body) • 32 • I A. A• J( ~ J I::: • !:= · II ~ 
I B I :!! .... s ~. Aa ·llA ·I I ~ ~ = 
Font Pa rag 
• Click the layout 
"Title and ( Content" 
( \Jow there are 3 slides 
in the presentation 
~ Home Insert Design 
.:z 
.:!) Layout • ~ ~ t3 ~Reset 
Paste 
.I ~ Delete 
,-_-·--. -1 
I • • • ' I l!I •• l!I "" •• • • I 
I ' 
Two Content 
[__ -__ J 
Blank 
LJ --=- """'1"'"'" ~Reset 
Paste r New ~ Delete Slide• 
Clipboard Ii Slides 
Animations Slide Show Review View 
Arial (Body) • 26 · I A. A· 1~ J:= • 
le I !l 
Content with Caption Picture with Caption 
• 26 • I K A. Jl.2J J .= 
~~~~~~-----~ 
le I !! ;,M s ~ A;,. 11- I Ii!= 
Font 
( 
c 
In the t itle 
placeholder, 
e Type: 
Female 
Professional Dress 
In the text 
placeholder, 
e Type: 
• Slacks, skirt, or 
dress 
• Matching 
blouse or 
sweater 
• Dress shoes 
• Press Enter 
I Learning Objective: 
( The student will be able to increase list level 
The student wil l be able to decrease list level 
• Click the 
"Increase List Level" 
button 
•=- ] 
1 ~~ 
Drawing Tools Dress fo r Succes 
Design Animations Slide Show Review View Add-Ins Format 
ut . 
Arial (Body) 
te l e I Y 
c • Type: 
• No tennis shoes 
• Press Enter 
• Click the 
"Decrease List Level" 
( .:>utton r ~~ 
c 
e Type: 
• Nylons or dress 
socks 
Learning Objective: 
Drawing Tools Dress for Success [ 
Design Animations Slide Show Review View Add-Ins Format 
yout • Arial (Body) 
IB I J! 
Font 
EJ "'- '\.D O D 
6 1- L. ¢.0.- Ci 
1""'\I\.{ }~ 
Parag Decrease List Leve'I 
The student will be able to save to current location B 
( 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button II 
to save what you 
have done so far. ~ ./J 
:J -11 
Paste :;/ 
Insert Desig 
LJ ~Layout· 
~Reset 
New 
Slide • i=l Delete 
Clipboard fi Slides 
I Learning Objective: 
( The student w ill be able to insert a new slide New 
Slide · 
c 
c 
The student wi ll be able to create a slide with a two content layout • 
• Click "New Slide" 
New 
Slide• 
• Click the layout 
"Two Content" 
Paste 
Two Content 
Animations Slide Show Review View Add-I 
Perpetua (Body) • 32 • I K A· I(-¥)] J !:: • i:: ·IJ :~ 
I B I !! .;be s ~. Aa · II~ ·I I= ~ I ~ 
Font Paragr 
Home Insert Design Animations Slide Show Review View 
LJ ~ Layout• 
~Reset 
Arial (Body) • 30 • I K A• ii-¥> J J : :: _ · j:: • 
I New j _ J Slide • ~ Delete I B I !! ;i,l,c s ~ . Aa · I I~ ·11 ~ = 
Quplicate Selected Slides 
Slides from Outline ... 
Beuse Slides ... 
:·················· .. 
............ .. . 
··················-
Section Header 
( 
Now there are 4 slides 
in the presentation 
In the title 
placeholder, 
e Type: 
Clothing NOT 
Allowed 
Clipboard 5 
( 
• Click the right text 
placeholder 
In the text 
placeholder, 
• Type: 
• Denim 
• Shorts 
• Clothing with 
tears 
• T-shirts/tank 
tops 
• Hats 
• Undergarments 
showing 
I Learning Objective: 
( The student will be able to save to current location 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button II 
to save what you 
have done so far. 
Learning Objective: 
e. /, 
- .:) 
Paste J 
Clipboard Ii 
Desig 
CJ ~ Layout · 
~ Reset 
New 
Slide • ~ Delete 
Slides 
lliijjl 
The student will be able to insert Clip Art ~ 
The student will be able to resize Clip An \ 
• Click the "Clip Art" 
button in the 
content 
placeholder 
( 
Type: 
Thumbs down 
in the "Search for:" 
box 
c. Click the clip art 
shown or a similar 
clip art picture if 
the circled one is 
not available. 
& Shape Fill • 
g Shape Outline • 
'= Arrange Quick 
• Styles • - Shape Effects • 
Drawing 
Clip Art 
Search fur: 
M_i Find 
e"" Replace• 
~ Select· 
Editing 
..... x 
IAll collections @ 
Results should be: 
IAll media file types v I 
~0 i~ e:. shape Fill • 
__; C7 Shape Outline • 
Arrange Quick - Shape Effects • 
Styles· -
Drawing 
Clip Art 
Search fur: 
Ml Find 
e"" Replace • 
Select • 
Editing 
v 
..... x 
I L~_u_m_b_sd_o_w_n~~~~I ~ 
Search in: 
I All collections 
Results should be: 
IAll media fi le types 
This is where the clip 
( art picture is placed. 
The next step is to 
resize it. 
• Drag the upper left 
sizing handle 
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move it. 
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the mouse button, 
and drag the clip 
art to the right 
This is where the clip 
art picture is placed. 
The next step is to 
resize it. 
• Drag the upper left 
( sizing handle 
diagonally inward 
until the clip art is 
resized as shown. 
This is how slide 3 
should look 
Notice the 7 x 7 rule 
is followed 
No more than 7 lines 
on the slide and no 
more than 7 words 
per line 
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box 
Clip Art .... x 
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IAll media file types 
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No moving is necessary 
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slide and no more 
than 7 words per 
line 
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to save what you 
have done so far. 
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Learning Objective: 
The student will be able to save to current location B 
• Click the quick 
"Save" button H 
to save one last 
time. 
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Slides 
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PowerPoint Labeling Test 
Instructions: Label the following on the PowerPoint Presentation. 
Title slide 
Title 
Subtitle 
Two Content Slide 
Layout 
~ 
r~I• Slide 
~ ~ 
lltlt Slid< 
EU 
Two Content 
'.!> Pay bills on t ime 
Title and Content 
Slide Layout 
Increase list level 
Decrease list level 
Clip Art 
®Range- 760 to 620 
35% Payment history 
30% Amounts owed 
15% History length 
10% New credit 
10% Credit types 
@Avoid opening many new accounts 
Open only if you intend to use 
~ Keep balances low 
Less than 25% of credit limit 
@Review credi t report yearly 
~00 
..J:J 
Clip 
Art 
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( 
Power Point Test 
Slide 1 
• Design Theme: Opulent 
• Transition: Dissolve 
• Subtitle: Size 28 
"Understanding your credit report11 : 
Slide 2 
• Slide Layout: Two Content 
• Clip Art search for: "credit11 
• Resize clip art 
• Increase list level 
Slide 3 
• Slide Layout: Title and Content 
• Increase list level 
• Decrease list level 
• Clip Art search for: "account11 
• Move clip art 
• Animation: "Fly ln11 
®Range- 760 to 620 
35% Payment history 
30% Amounts owed 
15% History length 
10% New credit 
10% Credit types 
®Pay bills on time 
.'!l Avoid opening many new accounts 
Open only if you intend to use 
® Keep balances low 
Less than 25% of credit limit 
® Review credit report yearly 
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Due 
-----
Plan a dream vacation! Create a 6 slide PowerPoint presentation (with no more 
than 7 lines and 7 words per line on each slide). Your presentation must meet the 
following criteria: 
1. Choose a design theme 
2. Title slide has your name and vacation destination 
3. Use at least 2 different slide layouts 
4. Include at least 3 pictures (you may use some from the internet). 
5. Apply animation to 3 slides 
6. Apply transitions to 3 slides 
7. Include a list of the activities that you would do while you were at your 
destination. 
8. Include the culture of the vacation destination (traditions, clothing, food, 
etiquettes, etc) 
9. Personal vacation pictures can be included. We can scan them and upload 
them to the server for you to use in your presentation. 
10. NO busy backgrounds. The audience should be able to read the 
information without much effort. 
11. Presentations need to contain appropriate material for school. 
12. See the Vacation Assignment Grading on the back for exactly how 
points are awarded. 
Name: 
~----------
Dream Vacation Rubric 
Description 
6 com leted slides (minimum) 
7 x 7 maximum er slide 
Opening Slide with 
name/destination 
At least 2 different slide la outs 
At least 3 pictures 
(some from the internet) 
Animation (3 minimum) 
Transitions (3 minimum) 
Activities 
Culture 
Oral Presentation: 
Volume level 
E e Contact 
Not readin off slides 
Effort 
Total 
Value Self 
Evaluation 
6 
6 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
5 
5 
3 
3 
3 
3 
47 
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Period: 
--
Teacher 
Evaluation 
c 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
326 
This project was vital for English Language Learners enrolled in Introduction to 
Information Technology. The purpose of the project was to provide effective 
differentiated curriculum for two of the most popular computer programs used in other 
classes and in business for ELL students: Microsoft Word 2007 and Microsoft 
PowerPoint 2007. The goal of this curriculum was to ensure ELL students the 
opportunity to learn technology using alternative curriculum that reaches the way ELL 
students learn best. Current computer curriculum was not achieving this goal. 
Through research laid out in chapter II, curriculum was developed based upon 
what has shown to be the best pedagogical strategies for all students with a focus on ELL 
students. In addition, input was received from other business educators as the curriculum 
was being created. Fortunately, the Microsoft Word 2007 curriculum was implemented 
in the IIT class prior to this project being completed. 
Conclusions 
The curriculum is predominantly graphics-based as that is how ELL students 
learn best. Capturing these screen shots and using the corresponding step-by-step 
directions is a most time consuming activity. There was concern that the students were 
merely learning how to follow directions and not necessarily learning what the tasks 
actually perform. The repetitiveness and including the learning objectives before each 
task was about to be executed helped ease this fear in addition to the performance-based 
assessment. 
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How did the ELL students perform using this new Microsoft Word 2007 
curriculum? It is important to point out that this curriculum was available during the 
second semester of the school year. Out of the 45 student who were taking four or more 
ELL classes, 39 had been in the United States public school system since or before the 
beginning of the school year. Out of the 39 established ELL student's five students in 
addition to the six new ELL students used the modified curriculum. Teachers felt the 
other 34 students could rise to the challenge of following the regular classroom 
curriculum. Of the 11 students who used the modified cmTiculum the following was 
noted: 
• Less individual assistance was needed (compared to regular cmTiculum) 
• ELL students were engaged in the assignments 
• The end product of each lesson was satisfying (very few corrections) 
• Students scored well on the assessment portion proving they understood what 
each task performed 
• Many students wanted to complete the project based assessment just as the other 
students do at the end of the unit 
Recommendations 
The curriculum was sent to four other IIT teachers for a trial implementation. All 
teachers made copies of the lessons in black and white ink while color ink was used in 
the author's classroom. The teachers who copied in black and white notice it took the 
students longer to complete the assignment and caused a little more confusion. Luckily 
the teachers had a comparison because at least one student in each classroom had the 
328 
color copy the author had sent. From that realization color copies were made and tested 
in the classrooms. Teachers commented that printing in color is imperative because of the 
computer interface being in color. 
Microsoft Word and PowerPoint are only two of the most utilized computer 
programs used in schools and businesses. Based on feedback from colleagues and 
advisory committee members, work on this research and curriculum development should 
continue. In addition Microsoft Excel is another computer program students need to 
learn in order to be competitive in the job market. It would be ideal for Microsoft Excel 
2007 curriculum to be created and implemented in the IIT class. 
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